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PREFACE

As the nation moves ever closer to health care reform, health professions
education and the future of America's he^th care workforce have become paramount
issues in the national debate. The theme of the First Congress of Health Professions
Educators, Health Professions Educators Confront a New Era, reflects the interests
and concerns of the Association of Academic Health Centers (AHC) about the
development of public pohcy and the response of educators and educational
institutions to the changing health care environment.

This historic Congress of Health Professions Educators was designed to
advance a new vision for health professions education for the future; For the first
time ever, faculty and administrators from across the spectrum of university-based
health professions schools gathered to consider critical new directions for the
educational and professional environments, including the current trends toward
multidisciplinary education, professional practice reforms, institutional reorganization,
community-based training, and primary care.

The idea for this Congress emerged from several years of work on human
resource issues by the AHC*s Task Force on Human Resources for Health, by the
AHC forums with individual professions, and three aimual retreats with the deans and
executive directors of the member organizations of the Federation of Associations of
Schools of the Health Professions. We were encouraged by the success of these
activities and recognized it was now time to expand participation and involve more
constituents.

The Congress marked a milestone in the history of collaboration among the
professions as it was a means to educate the educators about crucial questions
confronting policymakers and to promote interaction among participants from diverse
backgrounds and perspectives.

The Congress showed that health professions educators do indeedrecognize the
need not only for greater collaboration but also for ongoing communication among
professions. We hope to facilitate this process by convening a second congress in
1994 and by exploring the potential for state or regional congresses that could be
focused on more detailed study of interdisciplinary education, curriculum development,
and models for tramiag. The Congress highlighted how significant and necessary the
educational perspective is to both state and national policymaking while at the same
time reflecting the resolve of health professions educators to participate in designing
and enacting solutions to our health care problems.

These proceedings present a broad overview of the barriers and opportunities
for innovation and change. In Part I, we set the stage with a look at current and
future health care environments, academic leadership for the 1990s, and the



evolutionary roles of universities in society. Finally, health professions education is
addressed in the context of the education, research, and service mission of the
academic health center—the institutions with major responsibilities for educating the
nation's healtii care workforce. In the papers in Part 11, educators from the various
health professions present their perspectives, particularly on primary care issues.
Finally, representatives from the federal executive and legislative branches and health
policy experts further analyze the political scene in Part m.

We hope this book will serve as a useful reference for anyone interested in
public policy, the education of health professionals, and the interface of educational
institutions with health care reform issues. We look forward to promoting further
information exchange and collaboration among the health professions with the
dissemination of these proceedings.

On behalf of the Association of Academic Health Centers, I want to thank the
Burroughs Wellcome Co., the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation, and The Pew Charitable
Trusts Center for the Health Professions for their generous support that made the
Congress and this publication possible.

And many thanks also go to the Congress participants and the contributors to
this publication. Finally, I would like to thank all of the AHC staff for helping to
make this Congress a reality.

VI

Roger J. Bulger, M.D.
President

Association of Academic Health Centers
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PARTI

INSTITUTIONAL AND PUBLIC LEADERSHIP



A VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF HEALTH

PROFESSIONS EDUCATION

Roger J. Bulger

Welcome to the First Congress of Health Professions Educators! This is a red
letter day for us at the Association of Academic Health Centers (AHC), as we begin
what I hope will be a historic collaboration among faculties of health professional
schools.

The health care delivery system has entered into a period of dramatic
restructuring—if not revolution—and these changes will in turn be associated with the
possibility, even the probability, of equally dramatic changes in the educational
system, changes that are bound to involve academic health centers.
After years of talk about trans-professional efforts in the patients' best interests, the
time has now come for health professionals to find a way to come together, to
communicate, and to work together on a continuing basis. We have to fmd new
processes to facilitate collaboration and we have to build mutual respect, support each
others' legitimate goals, and carry out joint projects. We have to come to
understandings wiA each other and with society about the facts at issue or
altematively we have to agree to disagree over the "realities" we all confront.

It is past time for doctors and nurses to stop fighting and to start collaborating.
It is time for us to stop ignoring dentistry and to try to understand why working on the
very complex front end of the GI and respiratory tracts has so much less status than
working on the other end. It is time we all recognized the extent of the revolution in
pharmacy and stopped undervaluing the allied health sciences in general. If
ophthalmologists work on the same eyes as optometrists do, then we ought to
appreciate what both professions contribute. This is especially so since the one seems
so much more deeply involved in health promotion and public education, although the
other is extraordinarily successful at "curative" interventions. It is time all of us
understood fully what is accomplished by public health schools and the professionals
they produce; the chasm between the traditional health care deliverers and their public
health brethren has got to be bridged once and for all.

The public doesn't care about our differences or our professional nuances. It
wants an organized system of care provided by a seamless web of high quality
professionals whose abilities span all the relevant health services, from genetic
counseling and vaccination, to hip replacement and root canals, to chronic care for
both physical and mental problems.

In the next few years, we are going to see a renewed and intense interest in
work force policy issues including the education of health professionals. We must not
be passive vessels in this process, alternately being emptied and filled according to



someone else's insights. Rather, we have an important obligation to the pubUc to
participate positively in this policy process. AHC intends to develop a work force
policy with national, state, and local elements, and we will encourage individual
professions to comment, sign on to our recommendation, or disagree. Among the
questions we will address are the following:

• Why the current primary care shortfall demands a multi-professional
solution and strongly suggests interdisciplinary educational experiences?

• How will organized delivery systems affect educational program size
and programmatic aspects?

• How will technology, especially information technology, influence
human resource policy?

• Who should pay for health professions education?

• Why should we educate students from various professions together?

• How can we promote among our professions a "universal" patient-
centered ethic?

• How can the present turmoil in health care be used as an opportunity to
reduce inter-professional tensions and promote collaboration?

• How can we develop opportunities to model and evaluate new
approaches to care and to explore new ways of teaching across
professions?

There are more than four million health professionals in our nation. Those
who make up the faculties of the schools that renew, sustain, and develop these
professions individually could, by acting together, become a major new contributor
and shaper of the health world.

I would like first in these comments to provide a strictly personal view of the
societal forces and historical trends that I believe are shaping the world in which you
and I shall be operating in the near and mid-term future. Second, I would like to
explore the implications of these forces on health professional education. Third, I
would like to present a view of what might be the "right" short- and long-term vision
and strategies for us to follow. Recently, William Schreyer, Chairman of the Board of
Merrill Lynch and Company, summed up his personal approach to his business affairs
in the following way, "See the world whole. Take the long view of things. Then, do
what works." Fourth, I will briefly discuss what steps are practical for us to take
now~"what will work best" in the terms of our previously mentioned corporate leader.



In all of this, my objective is not to convert anyone to my particular analysis of
the environment or to my particular vision and proposed strategies. I do hope,
however, that these remarks will underscore the conviction you have already
demonstrated by participating in this historic congress that there is a tremendous need
to develop a continuing venue for ongoing interprofessional communication and
realistic team-building at a wide variety of levels. That we have not yet developed
such a multi-disciplinary mechanism is, at one level, scandalous and reflects poorly on
people like me who have been around long enough to have accomplished something
along these lines; at another level, it reflects the realities of the forces that have
discouraged such activities in the past.

With regard to the societal forces and historical trends that are shaping our
world, there are six issues I have chosen to emphasize here:

1. the historical and currently,intensified counterpoint in our society
between the interests of the individual ^d those of the community;

2. the particularly American drive toward new technology and the
associated attitude that death can be forestalled and is from an
existential point of view only one option;

3. the demythologization of the physician and the concomitant loss of
public trust in the health care system and its institutions;

4. the unfolding and ongoing revolution in health care delivery and Hillary
Rodham Clinton's health care reform plan;

5. the inexorable demise of cross-subsidization among research, education,
and service in academic health centers; and

6. the traditional goals and values of the healer placed in a modem
context.

Robert Bellah and his colleagues, through their book. Habits of the Heart, have
focused our attention on the longstanding struggle for America's soul between
individualism and community interests. They suggest that post-moderii Americans are
feeling the need to reassert tiie importance of community interests and values. Even
among our Founding Fathers, the seeds of conflict between the primacy of the
individual and of the community were present. John Winthrop, for example, centered
on religious values and represented the Puritan drive toward sharing voluntarily with
the whole community; Thomas Jefferson derived his community view from the
principles of republicanism and civic duty, while Benjamin Franklin tilted towards
rugged individualism with his "God helps those who help themselves" philosophy.



Alexis de Tocqueville in 1835 worried about the long-term significance of the
American solution to the problem of reaching a balance between the rights of the
individual versus those of the group. He felt that the embodiment of the American
ideal of rugged independence, as represented by the Kentucky woodsman, might
presage the ultimate failure of the world's greatest pohtical experiment, American
democracy. The Kentucky pioneer at that time felt that with his plot of land, his
family and a few friends, his gun, and his hard and committed labor, he could be
completely independent of the rest of the world, de Tocqueville fretted about the
long-term viability of American democracy, in the event that this view became
predominant in America.

As Bellah and others have shown, these conflicts are still arising and are
readily apparent in the health sector as discussions about limitations in the availability
of services are considered threatening to many people. Probably the most poignant of
our current dilemmas based upon this conflict is the one about access to health care,
wherein a vast majority of Americans beUeves that every American should have basic
health care but only a minority are willing to increase their taxes to provide such care.

On the positive side perhaps is the emergence of the "autonomous patient"
movement, out of which have grown first the idea and then the reality of the patient,
family, and third-party payers having the right to guide the course of therapy. We are
farther down this path to genuine patient control than any other Western society, and
that means we have intense pressures to educate patients and the public about health
care decisions.

Daniel Boorstin, the noted historian and former director of the Library of
Congress, has described America as the Republic of Technology, pointing out that the
insatiable hope for a better future, the constant American search for new frontiers to
conquer, combined with our focus on the material aspects of everlasting progress, have
served to create a nation with a deeply embedded technological imperative.
Somewhere deep within us, perhaps by now encoded in our genetic material, lies the
belief that we can invent the solution to any problem, relieve any suffering, eventually
cure any disease, and perhaps so compress the morbidity of later life that death will
indeed arrive with the metabolic wearing out of our protoplasmic clock, presumably
around the age of 120 years. This particularly American attitude sees death as almost
an optional affair. It combines in my view with our desire to maintain hope for the
individual life, however severely ill or traumaticaUy injured, and serves to propel us
into a wider and deeper search for the newest and latest technologic "fixes,"
interventions that we feel we must have if there is any chance they can help us. No
rationing, please! Rationing is an unacceptable word that, in terms of health care,
threatens our most precious myths concerning hope and individual fulfillment.

These beliefs highlight the importance of public and patient information
regarding harms and benefits of health care interventions. And they fociis on our



opportunities to lead the world in our approach to educating society about the relative
values and utilities of medical and health care interventions.

For many years, our society has been working on the demythologization of the
physician, who no longer figuratively rides an authoritarian white horse crying out
patemalistic therapies to any who will listen. With this downsizing of status for the
physician has come an increasing distrust for health care institutions and their people
in general. The health system today is viewed with a kind of general societal
cynicism, if not contempt, heretofore unprecedented in our country. We are such a
new country, so fature-oriented, that we very easily deny both the past and the
assertion that we have anything to learn from it. Thus the fact that every culture has
had its healers escapes our notice~we don't need healing people, we think, we can
instead have healing materials and devices. Walsh McDermott was fond of referring
to modem medicine as follows, "We no longer have such things as fatal diseases; we
only have incompetent doctors."

Are we in danger of losing the intrinsic therapeutic power of the placebo effect
as a result both of the impact of individual healers and of collections of people that
make up clinics and hospitals? There have been very few studies of the placebo
effect, considering its ubiquitous nature. We know, for example, that giving any
remedy for virtually any given clinical problem will eventuate in a 30-60 percent
improvement rate. Most thoughtful observers relate the placebo's positive results to
trust, a belief in the potential benefit of the prescribed agent but also a faith in the
provider or prescriber. Fromthe physician's perspective, the placebo effect has a
negative connotation, smacking of non-scientific shamanism, certainly something to be
minimized if one cannot avoid it altogether. There are fantastic studies of the placebo
effect. Among them are experiments by Stewart Wolf, who was able to reverse
persistent nausea and vomiting by telling the patient that the given remedy would
work, even though he actually administered Ipecac (which acts pharmacologically to
induce nausea and vomiting). But there are none I know that assess the capacities of
different doctors, dentists, and nurses to elicit the placebo effect or of educating
providers as to the why, what, and how of encouraging the phenomenon.

It seems self-evident to me that collections of people and institutions will also
perform variably in creating a therapeutic environment—one that allows and
encourages, better than peer institutions do, the patient's own healing juices to flow
uninhibited by fear, uncertainty, and distrust. Such environments also need our study
and emulation.

No one doubts that we are in a period of enormous flux in the health care
sector of the United States. Almost without regard for the details of any new
governmental proposal for health care reform, most observers agree that the country is
changing virtually as we speak. The drive toward managed care, much of it capitated,
is growing more intense and widespread by the day. Integrated groupings and
consortia bringing doctors, other health professionals, community hospitals, and
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academic health centers together are unfolding rapidly and developing into organized
delivery systems. Mature organized delivery systems have a fairly precise
understanding of their work force needs. Wherever such work force analyses are
carried out, they call for dramatic reorientations on the part of health care providers.
No one doubts any longer the pressing need for more primary care providers.

Further, if the Clinton reform does provide payment for everyone's health care,
a special burden and opportunity will fall on the academic health center in terms of
new service and educational requirements as well as research efforts. Cost control
must require all possible elimination of duplication and waste; there will be a dramatic
increase in investment in health services research; academic health centers will have
to give a home to such research.

The inexorable demise of cross-subsidization among teaching, research, and
service in the academic health center has become more than a worst case scenario.

For decades our enterprise has grown by the creative utilization, within the letter and
spirit of the law, of funds received from various sources. Our medical schools, for
example, have become significantly dependent upon clinical earnings to support
education, research infrastructure and operations, and new institutional initiatives.
Many CEOs use a share of medical school clinical earnings to support some of the
other schools within the academic health centers. As long as the requisite teaching,
research, and service outcomes were met, funding agencies were satisfied. That is no
longer the case. Suddenly, research dollars are to be spent for research and nothing
else; service dollars are to be spent for service and nothing else; and education dollars
must also be strictly allotted. If these trends are brought to their logical ends, faculty
will experience some dramatic changes.

The end of cross-subsidization and an associated focus on our faculty sizes
with relation to teaching and educational responsibihties will place a premium on our
ability to precisely separate education, research, and service costs. One logical
outcome of all this could be the establishment within our institutions of educational

centers, research centers, and service centers. Faculty would be assigned to one, two,
or all three of these centers. Their salaries would be pro-rated from the appropriate
centers and would depend naturally upon the availability of funds in each of these
centers. One positive outcome of a more precise identification of teaching faculty
would be, I believe, an elevation of the status of the teacher. Another outcome might
be the forced economy of cross-teaching among the schools of our academic health
centers.

Whenever things get complicated, confused, and ambiguous in any enterprise,
especially one requiring team work, it is useful to get back to the basics. Certainly,
the basics for Florence Nightingale and William Osier could be summarized with the
words "commitment, competence, and caring." St. Paul, when attempting to articulate
some basic truths about his view of his religion said, "There abideth faith, hope, and
charity! These three! And the greatest of these is charity!" If he were confronted



with the modem health care scene, it occurs to me that he might say, "There abideth
preventing, curing, and caring! These three! And the greatest of these is caring!"
The more I th\rik about this pseudo saying from St. Paul, the more apt and inclusive it
seems. One of the great quotes by an American physician was that written by Francis
Peabody~"The secret in caring for the patient is to care for the patient." Interestingly
enough, Avedis Donebedian recentiy declared that caring is the most important
element for the researcher on quality.

Sixty years ago, medical practice had littie to offer in the way of curing and
focused on caring. For the past five decades, with the proliferation of high technology
and super-specialist medicine, curing has been dominant; with its ascendancy there
appears to be a corresponding diminution in the caring function. Over the past decade
or two, prevention and health promotion have picked up energy and momentum, as
has the notion of a population-based approach to health status. Partly because of
progress in the neurosciences, which points to plausible scientific hypotheses as to
how emotions can affect such things as 'hSst defenses and disease susceptibility, the
health care establishment is expressing a new interest in the caring fianction.
Molecular biology's best breakthroughs often produce the most effective prevention
technologies, and with the neuroscientific advances now linking emotions with
hormones and the immune system, biology now can be seen to be relevant to all three
of the health care system's basic functions—preventing, curing, and caring.

The upshot of all that we have experienced in health over the past several
decades is the creation of some alterations in our traditional and often-assumed
professional value systems. It seems to me that in our post-modem world, health
professionals are being asked to have all activities derive from a service base to the
individual patient on the one hand and to society (or a sub-set of the population) on
the other. In this way, prevention is placed alongside curative medicine while both fit
under the same value umbrella with caring. At the level of the individual profession
and its practitioners, it is important to add to the traditional three "Cs" found in most
professional oaths (competence, commitment, and compassion) a fourth "C"~
coUaboration: It will not be easy to maximize our potential in serving the patient's
best interests through interdisciplinary team building; rather it will take a prolonged
and intentional effort.

The elevation of health care to a position of high prominence dfi the nation's
domestic social and economic policy agenda will encourage a broader and deeper
involvement of the rest of the imiversity with the academic health center and its
various schools.

The hospital in and of itself is likely to have a significantiy reduced role, to be
encompassed within an organized health care delivery system that in turn will place
greater emphasis on ambulatory, office, and home care. Specialty distribution will be
closely regulated by society—starting with medicine but moving sequentially to other
professions as well.



Assuming that one accepts all that I have just enumerated about the societal
and historical forces acting upon our enterprise and assuming one accepts the premise
that academic health centers should be responsive to the legitimate pressures of
society, then one might list the following as legitimate responses by our health
professions educational institutions.

1. Academic health centers must seek to attend fully in their curricular
offerings to the intellectual substrate for and the arts and techniques of preventing,
curing, and caring. Population-based medicine, demography, and biostatistics aren't so
easily integrated into the intense focus of curing one patient with one disease caused
by one enzyme or protein abnormality and corrected by a single molecular
intervention. The intellectual substrate for effective caring is seldom fully addressed
in most of our health professions' schools.

2. Academic health centers should stimulate interprofessional education in all
appropriate ways as they seek to meet such societal needs as an increase in primary
care personnel, including physicians, nurse practitioners and physicians' assistants,
among others. Such collaboration will require a reduction of status and turf-
consciousness and a more widespread sharing of faculty among schools.

3. Patient autonomy will become increasingly important, leading to the
patient's becoming more actively recognized as an important member of the health
care team, and perhaps sometimes the captain. Thus, patients or lay people should be
on admissions committees, participate as respected interviewers in the admissions
process, serve on curriculum committees in appropriate settings, and help to design the
institution's public education efforts related to aspects of health, health care, and
health policy. This inclusivity of patients and their interests will encourage academic
health centers to embark upon major public education programs on health care and
health policy. At the heart of these discussions will always be the tension between the
individual and the community.

4. A major and expanded effort must be made in the area of clinical outcomes
assessment in particular and health services research in general. This effort must be
accompanied by highly visible role-modeling efforts by the faculty to assess their own
performances and to speak out about best practices and undesirable practices. They
must make a visible effort to rebuild public trust in the health care enterprise.
Faculties should establish the link between clinical evaluative research and practical
efforts at total quality management in the health care setting. This sort of research is
an added stimulus for effective interdisciplinary work.

5. The teaching function must move into the community, and the institution
should take some responsibility for the health or some aspect of the health, of a
defined population, especially geographically underserved people.
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6. We should establish a strategy and program for helping the public
understand our technologic tendencies, our desire to defeat death, our denial and
isolation of the suffering and the dying, our almost genetic predisposition not to accept
limits on what we can have.

7. Academic health centers should spearhead serious analyses and critical
thinking in their respective regions regarding sensible work force education policies.
We should be the human resources experts and not leave the field solely to
government agencies. Our institutions should accept at least moral leadership in those
decisions which may sometimes mean significant alterations in our own status quo
positions. I personally believeregional educational networks will be required to
provide the requisite human resources.

Thus, academic health centers should seek to form networks with other health
professional educational institutions, concentrating especially on meeting local, state,
and regional work force needs. ' ''

8. At a national level, we should focus on our collective responsiveness to
health policy issues and seek to be sure that well-intentioned national bodies do not
dictate policies that are applied equally to all institutions. Some institutions should be
more specialty-oriented than others, for example. We should also see to it, on a
nationd level, that we are able to be at the forefront of educational and work force
issues, providing helpful leadership rather than passive reaction to the latest externally
offered carrots or sticks. One of our standard errors is to feel diminished when
applications to our schools are down and exhilarated when they are up. All too often,
the demand for places governs our opinion aboutwhat class size should be. Demand
for entrance may be up just when projected need is down—and we need to be able to
recognize that.

9. Academic health centers must adopt interprofessional initiatives aimed at
addressing cross-cutting problems, such as primary care, chronic and long-term
care, mental health, health care for underserved sectors, and ethical issues such as
withholding/withdrawing life support systems and genetic counseling.

Obviously, such a listing can go on and on for as long as one has resources
and the energy to seek innovations. I believe, in fact, that the most innportant thing is
to make a serious effort to appropriately reconfigure our enterprise to address some of
our perceived shortfalls. Generally, such efforts will be recognized and well-received.

Even if many aspects of this "vision" of the future are erroneous, the general
trends are quite clear to most observers, and there are some prudent steps academic
health centers and their faculties might take in preparation for an uncertain future.
First, academic health centers would be well advised to undertake a modem, careful,
and accurate cost accounting of the true costs of instruction, of research, of education,
and of community service.
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Second, we should aggressively pursue with society the solution of the primary
care shortfall. We should do this across professions, encouraging each profession to
be supportive of other professions' contributions, attempting to increase •
interprofessional primary care teams and education, and being sure that unseemly turf
battles (such as struggles over primary care teaching sites) are negotiated away before
they begin.

It is high time that we recognized we health professionals are far better off
together than apart, that our obligation as the healers of the society cannot be met by a
single professional or a single profession, that the placebo effect of organized teams of
people is as important as the placebo effects of each individual intervention. We have
to somehow continue to communicate and think together.

Our first Congress of Health Professions Educators with 150 people attending
can be our last, or it can be followed by annual national congresses of 150 people, or
it can be continued annually and supplemented by state congresses that would aim to
create a communication and action venue a little closer to where the rubber hits the

road.

In America we have a leadership fixation to go along with our natural
scapegoating capacity. All our presidents are said to be dumb or incompetent; the
U.S. Congress is accused of being the architect of gridlock and scandal. Never-have
we as citizens accepted any of the blame. In health professions education, vice
presidents and deans can do only so much—enlightened and active faculties can help
move the system forward. Since it seems clear that our institutions face an uncertain,
difficult, and challenging future replete with right-sizing, reconfiguring, and
reinventing ourselves, there is no doubt that broadened faculty involvement with the
issues will be important in achieving the most intelligent and constructive outcomes.
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THE NEW AGENDA AT THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

AND HUMAN SERVICES: IMPLICATIONS FOR

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION

JUDUH FEDER

As principal deputy assistant secretary for planning and evaluation, I have been
co-chairing the working group process with Ira Magaziner of Mrs. Clinton's health
task force and continue to work with him, the First Lady, and others to develop the
health reform proposal that we hope to put before you very soon. What I will do is
share with you generally where we are in the decision process with respect to that
proposal and give you its broad outlines.

First and foremost, given the extent of discussion there has been in the papers,
I want to say, please don't believe everything you read. The most important thing to
know is that there has been no wavering in the Administration's commitment to a
comprehensive health reform proposal this year. The economic plan as well as the
health plan are critical matters to this Administration, and we ^e proceeding in a way
that we believe will enable us to achieve all our goals. I expect to see the health
reform proposal relatively soon, perhaps not within the first hundred days, but we are
working on a schedule that will put it forward in the very near future.

The second thing I would like to say is that no one would like more than I to
tell you exactly what the plan is going to be. I can't do that. We are still in the midst
of a decision process; the President is making his decisions on the final outline of the
plan.

Let me give you the broad outline of the proposal. Although it never addresses
the full set of concerns that any group has, it does provide the context into which your
particular concems can be placed. I want to focus on very broad components of the
proposal.

First, coverage. Everybody is always covered for a comprehensive benefits
package under this proposal. Whether one is old, young, rich, poor, sick, well,
working, or not working, nobody can lose coverage and everybody has coverage. We
are committed to not only guaranteed coverage, but also portable coverage for all
Americans.

In terms of what people are covered for, we are likely to propose what I would
characterize as a comprehensive benefits package. The array of services covered is
broader than most workers have today, with particular emphasis on preventive services
that are now often lacking in many health insurance plans.
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People are guaranteed a choice of plans from which to get coverage, ranging
from closed HMOs to open fee-for-service. We believe that choice of provider as well
as plan is a critical element in guaranteeing all Americans the security they are
seeking in terms of their coverage.

In terms of the market for coverage, we are talking about major changes in the
way the insurance system operates and in the nature of insurance plans. In terms of
the broad fmancing system, we're all aware that individuals, small businesses, and not-
so-small businesses are incredibly disadvantaged today in negotiating in the insurance
market. Insurers now determine essentially what kinds of coverage people can have
and at what price. Americans who have been relatively secure in their coverage are
now at risk of having that coverage either disappear when they need it or being priced
beyond their means or that of their employers.

We plan to bring an end to that situation by putting purchasers in the driver's
seat when it comes to dealing with the insurance market, by having states create one
or more of what we're calling "health alliances." These are pooled groups of
purchasers including most, though perhaps not all, employers in a purchasing alliance
that then negotiates with, takes bids from, insurance plans to provide the guaranteed
benefit package.

By doing that, we intend to bring an end to the segmentation and fragmentation
that has so disadvantaged purchasers. The purchasing entity thus holds insurance
plans accountable for providing the guaranteed benefit package for a predetermined
price.

A major change is envisioned in the nature of insurance plans. It is our goal to
tum insurance plans into health plans by changing the rules under which insurers
operate. We know that the easiest way to compete in the current market is to compete
around avoiding risk rather than around the efficient delivery of quality care. It is our
intent to change that pattern by changing the rules under which insurance plans
operate.

All plans must take all comers and charge community rates, which means that
each plan charges the same rates to its clients, regardless of health status, age, or
gender. Although there may be phase-in issues as to how rapidly we move toward
community rates, we are talking about moving back towards community rating.

It is our view that this will focus insurance plans on the efficient delivery of
care. It is our intent and expectation that when these rules are changed, they will
establish the potential for providers to take leadership roles in the formation and
operation of insurance plans to become accountable for the efficient delivery of quality
care within the predetermined amount.
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In terms of quality, the federal government is committed to establishing a data
and reporting system that obtains data from plans on the encounters between
practitioners and patients and on hospital admission and discharge. We expect we can
bring together the data that providers regularly collect in order to properly treat their
patients and report to providers on the implications and outcomes of their practice
patterns. The data would be used by those providers to improve quality on their own
without aggressive intervention by outside regulators, except insofar as achieving a
safety floor in terms of provider life insurance certification.

Thus we are talking about a data system that will allow providers to take
responsibility for quality improvement. Those data would be available to providers in
plans, to consumers in alliances in order to choose plans, to alliances in order to
negotiate with plans, and ultimately to state and federal governments in terms of a
continuing effort to improve our capacity to report to the nation on those practices that
improve outcomes of care.

Let me tum to cost containment. There are many who would argue that the
changes I just described are sufficient to slow the rate of increase in health care costs.
By enabling plans to compete and consumers to choose among plans the foundation
would be established for an effective price and quality competition across health plans.
This would provide a means to slow the rate of growth in our health care spending
and ensure value for the dollar.

But I'm sure you have heard the President on the subject of cost containment.
Whether it's pounding on the table at the Little Rock economic summit, or stopping in
the midst of his State of the Union address to emphasize the importance he attaches to
getting health care costs under control, it is his commitment that we guarantee that
health costs will stop absorbing so much of the nation's income, family incomes,
business incomes, and government incomes.

What that requires is that we have something of a redundance system—that we
have not only the changes I've described, but that we also guarantee that cost
containment will be achieved by a budgetary approach that sets a limit on how much
we're going to spend. That term, budget, puts fear into lots of peoples' hearts. I
think it is less fearsome when we think of it as we intend to design it, as a constraint
on the rate of increase in premiums that alliances can negotiate with tlieir plans. It's
in that sense that we see it as a safety net of sorts, because negotiation and
competition alone may be sufficient to keep that rate of increase low. But just to
guarantee it, we will have a federally established constraint enforced at the state level.

There is also discussion of cost containment measures that might be put in
place in an interim period as states establish alliances and begin to negotiate with
health plans. Those run a gamut of approaches, ranging from voluntary cost
constraints with stamtory fallback mechanisms to constraints on prices or on
premiums.
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What we call short-term cost controls remain under discussion. The reason for

such controls is subject to discussion and of course has to do with the fact that there is
a concern, as Mrs. Clinton says, that while we're putting a reform system into place,
there may be some need to stabilize the "patients"—the nation's health care system and
its costs.

Let me turn to issues that go beyond the restructuring of the refinancing
system. We recognize that simply giving people a health security card and
guaranteeing them health protection is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for
providing them or assuring them the availabiUty of appropriate care when they need it.
It is our belief that we need to invest in the availability of care, particularly the
availability of primary care and preventive services. We have several mechanisms in
mind to achieve those goals. One includes the coverage of preventive services in our
comprehensive benefit package. Another is our intent to shift graduate medical
education to a broader array of settings, outside as well as inside the hospital, to
emphasize primary care training. We also are exploring the redirection of medical
education in funds toward support for primary care practitioners and away from
specialist training. In order to make physicians and other practitioners available
throughout the nation, particularly in underserved areas, we are talking about what
some have referred to as a ballooning of the national health service corps.

Finally, we intend to continue to promote research in order to sustain the high
quality of medical care in this nation with a number of specific research initiatives on
some of the critical problems facing medicine and the nation's health today.

So that is a broad overview. It is our commitment, number one, to guarantee
all Americans security when it comes to their health care coverage. It's our sense that
even well-insured Americans have become frightened that their coverage isn't going to
be there when they need it, and that they could be overwhelmed by its cost. It is our
commitment to give them peace of mind in a system that continues to promote quality
and choice in an overall system that makes sense.
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QXJESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: One of the components that has contributed to the escalating
costs of health care has been the non-reimbursed, non-compensated treatment of illegal
aliens in emergency rooms. How do you propose to address that issue?

DR. FEDER: It is an issue about which we're concerned. We know there is a
population here that providers are obligated to treat who don't have coverage. It is
our expectation to preserve existing programs that provide some funds for those
populations and to recognize that certain providers are obligated to provide emergency
and other services. We expect their capacity to be preserved and perhaps enhanced,
whether in hospital outpatient departments or in clinics around the nation. Because
those providers will now be paid for many others who now are receiving
uncompensated care, that burden will go away; support will continue to enable them to
provide services to those they are otherwise obligated to treat.
However, our formal commitment is to citizens and legal residents who are guaranteed
entitlement to the guaranteed benefit package.

QUESTION: All these things sound great, but how are they all going to be
paid for?

DR. FEDER: Our financing structure re-distributes the burden. We expect that
all employers will contribute, that employees will contribute, and non-workers will
contribute based on their ability to pay. What that means is that those who are now
uninsured, the vast majority of whom are connected to the work force, will be paying
for their own coverage through their employer and their own contribution.

In addition, we expect to reap significant savings in the existing systemthrough
administrative efficiencies and other means. Then perhaps some modest additional
revenue sources that have been discussed may be on the table, but it's premature to
elaborate on them specifically. We see significant savings in the Medicare program
from a move to an overall budgeted system. As the rest of the system slows.
Medicare can slow as well. There is some question right now as to whether those
savings should go into deficit reduction or to the expansion of health coverage. I hope
that you would use your efforts to see thatwe use those savings appropriately to
reinforce the health care system and not to promote inappropriate cost shifting.

QUESTION: Is it currently the intention to put Medicaid through the health
alliances, and if so, will the payment for Medicaid recipients be made by a
goverimient (state or federal) and will such payment be at the same level as payment
by employers and individuals for the employed population?

DR. FEDER: It is our intent that Medicaid beneficiaries have the same choice
of plans that others have in this system. What is under discussion and is at issue is
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whether the protection will be purchased from a separate pool of funds or integrated
into the full system. There are a number of issues in that regard.

The particular issue you're raising is how we deal with the fact that Medicaid
has been paying relatively low rates, while that cost (one might argue) was being
shifted to those paying private charges. What we're looking at is the most effective ,
way to blend rates so that everybody is paying appropriately. Exactly how we will do
that is still under discussion.

QUESTION: I am persuaded by all of the data suggesting that the malpractice
costs are not great, although a small part of $900 billion is a lot of money. However,
from the physician's perspective, it's a very visceral, emotional issue. Do you think
that this enterprise liability idea is going to work, and if not, are there other ideas that
can,bring physicians on board?

DR. FEDER: The working group that spent a great deal of time on enterprise
liability felt very strongly that the way to bring treatment of malpractice better into
alignment with promotion of quality was by having plans assume responsibility for
liability. That would have plans and providers in plans taking responsibility for the
quality of their practice.

Our general feeling is that although that idea has promise, it is perhaps a bit
premature to impose it. It is more likely to be included as an available option. We
are also looking at a requirement that plans have dispute resolution mechanisms in
place in an attempt to reduce the likelihood of moving toward litigation. Specific tort
reforms of the kind that physicians are particularly concerned about are also under
consideration. Their precise form is still under discussion, but it is likely that there
will be specific tort reforms as well.

QUESTION: What consideration has been given to the cost of retraining all of
the potentially displaced workers, including mid-level management from insurance
companies as well as some specialists who don't have nearly the volume of patients
they had in the past?

DR. FEDER: In terms of insurance employees, there is a sense that there are
other functions within the health care system that will pick up some of them. There
will be alliances that need managing and plans that need managing. And there are
other lines of insurance that many of them will continue. But we have not given
extensive thought to retraining in that field. The other area has to do with workers in
hospitals, which the unions have been concerned about in terms of retraining
possibilities as there are changes in the work force structure. Thought has been given
to this issue, but we have not chosen a specific direction to take.
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QUESTION: You spoke earlier about the role of changing medical education
and the delivery of primary care and preventive care. Would you speak a moment to
the role of nursing in advanced practice as perceived by the Administration?

DR. FEDER: It is our sense that .we need to broaden the array of providers
who can provide the kinds of services that are needed. In that regard, we are thinking
about essentially making clianges or overriding limitations in states' scope-of-practice
laws, so that scope of practices cannot be restricted for reasons other than skill and
training. It is our expectation that plans attempting to offer services efficiently will
find it in their interest to draw on a broad array of skills, and we want to facilitate
that.

QUESTION: You mentioned that you hoped to increase the locales for
graduate education to include ambulatory care training. In that connection, do you
intend to change the recipients of graduate medical education (GME) reimbursement to
include ambulatory care training sites and schools?

DR. FEDER: I think the short answer is yes.

QUESTION: I believe that the number of trained physicians and health care
professionals that are required to respond to the special needs of the unique population
that resides in urban America (close to 75 percent of all the underserved) is not
available or suitably trained. Are there plans to provide special funding to increase
incentives for institutions and individuals to channel their training to respond to those
populations?

DR. FEDER: Yes. When I spoke about primary care, I spoke broadly. Our
concern is that we have a work force that is trained to respond to a full array of needs,
which includes not only primary and preventive services, but also special needs of
chronically-ill populations and of other particularly disadvantaged groups. So it is a
commitment that we have. We share your concem.

QUESTION: I pointed out special funding, because the regular funding that
will occur through restructuring of GME and moving up some funds from specialty
training to primary training will take years and years to flow out. I'm concemed
about &e immediate response to the restructuring.

DR. FEDER: I'm not sure that we've focused on the training aspect. In terms
of our objectives in making a supply available, we will focus on support for clinics as
well as service corps providers in underserved areas. It is our sense that the clinics in
particular need to be funded in order to provide what we think of as "enabling"
services—enabling clinics to reach out to populations that may not use services,
regardless of costs.
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ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP: UNIVERSITIES AND SCHOLARSHIP

IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Robert H. Atwell

This is really a very troubled time for higher education, as you all know so
well. I've been in this business for more than 30 years, and though we've had some
very difficult times in the past, I have to say that in my experience, we've never faced
as many difficult challenges as we do today. On the one hand, we're being subjected
to criticism from all sides—from our friends as well as our adversaries, from our
customers, students and their families, from cultural critics and idealogues on the right
and on the left, from elected officials, from within our own ranks, from members of
the professorate, and even from the occasional college or university president or
chancellor.

The litany of those complaints is familiar: rapidly rising tuitions, inattention to
teaching, over-emphasis on research, and in some instances intolerance (whether in the
form of racial intolerance, sexual harassment, or political correctness). Abuses of
indirect cost recovery, administrative bloat, and that ever-present standby—the ills of
inter-collegiate athletics—are included in the list.

On the other hand, the success of American higher education—the construction
of a diverse system of colleges and universities offering access, choice, and
opportunity to millions of students—has made it the repository of the hopes and dreams
of many Americans and the envy of the world. In a way, the criticism directed at us
is the price of our success.

We've argued for a long time that higher education is an essential element,
indeed, perhaps the key to national prosperity and social progress. So when progress
is stalled, the economy is stalled. We shouldn't be surprised to have the microscope
turned on us as it's being turned on virtually every other institution in our society. If
our health care system, which in many respects is recognized as the best in the world,
is under such close scrutiny and about to undergo major change, why should we
expect our colleges and universities to be exempt? We ought not to be surprised if in
the process of this examination our flaws are magnified and our virtues sometimes
ignored.

The result is that increasingly, on both the federal and state levels, higher
education is becoming a target of reform. To some degree the interest in and reform
of higher education reflects the fear and frustration the public is feeling over the slow
improvement in public schools. But it's a far cry from years ago when the Nation at
Risk report first focused our attention on educational failure at the elementary and
secondary level. If you'll recall, that report simply took it for granted that higher
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education was basically in good shape, was addressing its problems, and need not be
the subject of any special concern.

Public opinion polls now show that Americans believe more strongly than ever
in the importance and value of higher education. A lot of that media bashing has not
had much effect. But people are less confident than ever of their ability to afford
education for their own children.

I don't mean to suggest any precise analogy between the condition of higher
education in this country and that of health care. But at least in some respects, it
pertains. The push for health care reform by the Clinton administration is driven by
the same types of concerns that are behind public attitudes toward higher education.
They are concems about access and affordability. Certainly, the level of public
outrage over the shortcomings of the health care system so far exceeds the anger
expressed at rising tuitions and diminished higher educational opportunity. At least we
haven't had a major election turn on this issue as did the special Senate election in
Pennsylvania, where Harris Wofford defeated Dick Thomburgh by tapping into voter
anger over high medical costs and the lack of medical insurance for many workers and
the unemployed.

However, smart politicians who keep.an ear to the ground for these types of
rumblings recognize an issue that resonates with their constituents. We saw that
happen in the last presidential campaign where President Clinton consistently drew his
heaviest applause by promising to do something about health care and to expand
opportunities to go to college.

Because the fate of academic health centers and the rest of the academic

enterprise "is inextricably intertwined, let me offer some observations on the current
conditions of higher education and some speculation on what the future might hold.

That this enterprise called higher education is in the most dire financial
circumstances since World War II is really unarguable. This holds for both private
and public institutions. Two-thirds of the states have revenue shortfalls, and state
appropriations for higher education have actually declined in absolute terms for the
last two years. Federal funds as a proportion of institutional revenue have been on a
downward slide and, given the exigencies of the federal budget, there is little prospect
for improvement. So there are not too many bright spots there. As the signs of
economic recovery increase, the question arises as to whether what we are
experiencing in higher education are simply the effects of a recession, or whether other
factors are at work that will leave the higher education enterprise financially strapped
for years to come.

Will things get better soon? I think the answer is no, they won*t! I do not
project any major improvement that will benefit higher education's financial prospects
until some time after the year 2010. I pick that date because those bom last year in
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1992 will be that year's freshman class, and thus we know something about the size
and demographic characteristics of that particular cohort, setting aside immigration for
the moment.

Higher education's difficult circumstances are the result of many more factors
than the demography of the traditional age population, but that isn't a bad place to
start. At the least, the prospect for declining support at both the federal and state
levels should challenge us all to persuade the public and the political leadership of the
critical need for greater national investment in higher education.

Higher education in the United States is a $165 billion enterprise. It consumes
something on the order of 2.8 percent of the nation's gross domestic product. It
enrolls about 17 million people. (The Department of Education says 14 million, but
they never do get their numbers right over there.) That is roughly 6.8 percent of the
population. It employs 2.3 million people, or about two percent of the work force.

These figures are aU very high by international standards, partly because of our
very high participation rates—our participation rates in higher education are by far the
highest in the world—and partly because just over half of the funds supporting higher
education in the United States come from private sources, mostly student fees. In
other parts of the world, higher education is supported almost entirely from public
funds.

Until recently, we could shorthandedly say that the states and localities
provided 30 percent of the funds, and the federal government 20 percent. The federal
share has dropped to 16 percent, and states and localities have increased their share to
32 percent in spite of that absolute decline in the dollars that I mentioned a moment
ago. The problem at the federal level is the declining share of discretionary domestic
spending in the total budget, down from about 25 percent ten years ago to about 15
percent today, because of the military build-up, the growth in entitlement, and the
growing share of the budget devoted to servicing the four-trillion-dollar national debt.
At the state level, higher education accounted for as much as 25 percent of all state
spending some years ago. Today, it's down to about 15 percent.

Higher education cannot look to increase its share of gross domestic product or
of federal or state funding within existing tax structures and at existing tax rates. One
of the legacies of the Reagan and Bush years is that other needs, such as Medicaid,
welfare, prisons, highways, and K-through-12 education, have become major claimants
for state tax dollars. In some cases, the competing claimants carry federal mandates or
court orders requiring additional state resources, while higher education on the other
hand almost always falls in the category of discretionary state spending.

Of course, academic health centers often find themselves in the middle of this
maelstrom, especially those at public universities. Mandates to provide care for the
poor place additional demands on your facilities and your resources, demands that may
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or may not be accompanied by sufficient resources. But every dollar the state is
paying you to perform these services is a dollar that quite obviously won't be going to
another part of the college or university.

Some states have addressed this-mismatch between resources and needs

through tax increases, but their attempts have usually been politically disastrous. You
know full well the fate that befalls govemors such as Lowell Weicker of Connecticut,
Jim Florio of New Jersey, and Mavis in Mississippi who advocate and even enact
higher taxes. Ironically, of course, the United States is a seriously undertaxed nation
by international standards, and it is certainly undertaxed in relation to our social and
infrastructure deficit.

The tax changes proposed by President Clinton and incorporated in the
reconciliation bill passed last week by the House were intended to go partway toward
closing this gap, though not very far. Yet, to meet deficit reduction targets those tax
increases now are accompanied by cuts in education programs and demands to cap
entitlement for the needy. We have a worse higher education budget for student
financial aid from President Clinton than would have been the case under President

Bush. The difference is that nobody would have paid any attention to a Bush budget,
but it's likely that the Clinton budget wiU be enacted.

The federal government has all the same competing claimants as the states, and
in addition, a four-trillion-dollar national debt that is growing at the rate of about a
billion dollars a day. President Clinton would accelerate the previously planned cuts
in military spending, partly to reduce the deficit and partly in response to the breakup
of the Soviet empire. Indeed, assuming we face no new enormous threats on the
international scene, just a lot of little ones, we probably can get by with as much as a
50 percent reduction in the military budget over a period of five years or so.
However, as we are also seeing, opposition from communities with military bases or
large contractors dampens congressional enthusiasm for cuts in the military, and the
outcome of this battle remains uncertain. The American people want to reduce
military expenditures but not in their neighborhood.

Some will argue that further tax increases will become more feasible as an
anti-inflationary measure when economic growth increases and when the social deficit
becomes even more pressing. In other words, things may have to get worse in order
to get better. I hope that tax increases will become more feasible, but I don't believe
that we can count on either a peace dividend or tax increases to turn higher
education's fortunes around very rapidly. The supreme irony, of course, is that
society's expectations in higher education are rising at the very time that the resources
are diminishing.

Tax dollars account for less than half of higher education's revenue stream.
The other, somewhat more than half, comes from a variety of sources, but student
charges are the largest of these at over 30 percent. These proportions vary
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considerably, depending on whether the institution is public or private. Private
institutions are relatively more dependent on student charges, and public institutions
more dependent on state appropriations.

I argue that student fee increases are being milked to the maximum extent
feasible. In the private sector, the 1980s were a decade in which prices rose at double
the rate of inflation and got into double digits in several of those years. The rates of
increases at private institutions have dropped into the five- to seven-percent range, but
that kind of increase is unsustainable when inflation is running at only three-and-a-half
percent.

Prices at public institutions did not rise as substantially in the 1980s, though
they were still well above inflation. However, in 1991-92, they jumped almost 14
percent, and ^s year they were up another 10 percent. Public institutions faced with
declining state funds have only two choices: One is to increase student charges, and
the other is to reduce their outlays. They're doing, both.

Both private and public institutions are finding that higher prices must be
accompanied by increases in need-based aid. In the private sector, such aid often
consumes 50 percent or more of the marginal or increased tuition dollar, and federal
aid simply has not and will not keep pace with price hikes. In both sectors, price
increases are encountering very serious political resistance and are running up against
the limits of demand elasticity. There are some special nuances for the private and
public sectors. In the absence of sufficient financial aid mechanisms, the high tuition-
high aid strategy of the private sector is threatening to squeeze out the middle class.
On the other hand, a case can be made for further reliance on the high tuition-high aid
strategy in the public sector, but there are quite understandable fears that the aid will
not be forthcoming, thus leaving the public institutions with the disastrous high
tuition-low aid results.

Private giving is credited with providing the margin of excellence, and it is
quite important in absolute terms for maybe 200 of our 3,600 colleges and universities.
Most of those 200, not all of them, are private institutions. Gifts and investment
income amount to only 8 percent of the total income stream of the entire enterprise; in
the case of the private institutions such income is about 15 percent.

If we look to endowments, we find that 35 institutions account for about 60
percent of the $75 billion total cumulative endowment for all colleges and universities.
Ten institutions have about 40 percent, and five of those institutions have a very large
proportion of that. So if by dint of good fortune and heroic efforts, the average 8
percent of gifts and income could be raised a few percentage points, it would not be a
sufficient tide to lift all of the boats. Moreover, private giving is tied both to the
overall rate of growth in the economy and to the tax code. With slow growth and
with the erosion of the provisions of the tax code that encourage gifts from the more
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affluent, private giving simply should not be looked to as an answer to our difficulties
except for a relatively few institutions.

The current tax bill should shore up some of these provisions, and higher tax
rates for the wealthy may encourage more giving. One of the great ironies of my
business is that we really favor the highest conceivable marginal taxes because that
lowers the net price of giving, but one can't make that argument very publicly,
obviously. But I wouldn't expect much real growth in giving unless the economy
rebounds. Those of you who have been in touch with foundations in recent years
know the extent to which they are moving away from higher education into other
pressing needs of our society.

Enrollment increases have been a large part of the engine that has produced
more dollars for higher education, tuition dollars in the private sector, and enrollment-
based state funding for the public institutions. However, in most areas of the country,
the decline in the number of high school graduates is far from over, and increases in
participation by women and non-traditional students are unlikely to grow at recent
rates.

There are some high-growth states that are an exception to all of this.
California, Texas, Florida and Arizona, to name four, can expect continued increases
in high school graduates and demand from non-traditional students. In some of these
states, particularly in California, we are already seeing the impact of fiscal problems.
As a result of tuition increases, enrollment caps, and reductions in course offerings,
enrollment in the California community college system has declined by more than
100,000 students in a single year. Predictably, the effects of these trends are felt most
directly by the poor and under-represented minorities who depend on these institutions
for educational opportunity.

Another way in which our prospects could improve is through higher-than^
anticipated economic growth. At a four-percent rate of growth in gross domestic
product, we would have an opportunity to address many of the ills of our society even
within existing tax structures. But few of the economic gurus and policy wonks that I
listen to project a growth rate this high. Most predict something in the range of two-
to-three percent.

What all this means to me is that higher education is in for some very tough
years through the end of this century and well into the next. If my scenario is correct,
and I hope it is not, we will have to cut back our spending, not across the board, but
quite selectively, and simply do fewer things. In cutting, we will have to avoid doing
violence to the programs that contribute to progress for those students that we have
not been serving well—the poor and the under-represented minorities. We must also
stop judging our institutions and their leaders by criteria that are irrelevant to the
quality of what goes on in them, such as SAT scores of entering students, dollars
raised, and buildings built. Those things don't tell you a thing about what is going on
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in an institution. Instead, we should measure institutional leadership by the value
added to our students, the numbers we retain, and the contributions that we make to
economic growth.

I have painted a somewhat gloomy picture, though I hope not a hopeless one.
We've been through difficult times before, and we will survive these. Indeed, I do see
another, more promising side to our situation. Without any question, higher
education's contributions to economic growth are and will continue to be enormous.
We need to emphasize that fact continually and to indicate our willingness to devote
our resources to that end. The many manifestations of the social deficits require that
we harness the intellectual horsepower available principally in colleges and
universities.

It is difficult to imagine a problem confronting this society that colleges and
universities could not play a major part in addressing, including the health care crisis.
In recent years, the enormous contributions made by academic health centers and
medical research to the national well-being have been overwhelmed in the public mind
by other problems in the health care delivery system and by scandals and controversies
emanating from our institutions.

Until now, the debate over health care reform has been carried on without
sufficient input from instimtions like yours, most of which are operating on the cutting
edge of medical science, and many of which are dealing daily with the health aspects
of our most difficult and intractable social problems.

Yet the success or failure of health care reform and the well-being of the
millions of people you serve will depend on your ability to carry out whatever policies
emerge fi-om this process. Even if the White House is able to bring out a proposal
this month—and they won't~we are a long way from the enactment of any
comprehensive reform. In fact, given the interests involved and the high stakes and
the partisan polarization that we see so effectively at work in this town, it is
questionable in my opinion that this congress will be able to pass a reform package in
this session. I wouldn't be surprised to see the congressional election next year shape
up as a referendum on the President's proposal and the future of the health care
system.

Finding ways to put higher education's vast resources to work addressing social
problems will be a formidable but exciting challenge. Smart colleges and universities
will be at the forefront in using communications and computing technologies to
improve leaming through new modes of instruction. We have done a reasonable job
of applying these technologies in administrative areas, but we are far behind in
offering, for example, interactive video courses in work or even home settings. Those
institutions that exploit the opportunities posed by new technologies to improve
productivity and the quality of instruction will prosper in the years ahead.
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I also urge academic health centers to re-examine their relationships to faculty
and scholars in other academic units as part of an effort to address the nation's social
deficit. We all know that simply developing new techniques and technologies or
focusing only on delivery of care (whether to the affluent or the indigent) will do little
to address the ravages of poverty, the shortcomings of the education system, or the
impacts of a degraded environment. Greater cooperation among academic disciplines
and units would go a long way toward improving the nation's social as well as
physical health and restoring public confidence in both the medical and academic
enterprises. We've got to break down the tyranny of the disciplines.

All this must, and I believe can, be done within the inevitable resource
constraints that will be imposed upon us. Once we accept the reality that we will be
asked to do more with less, we can stop fearing the future and begin to revise higher
education to fit that future's demands.

Through the rest of this decade into the 21st Century, we should expect
extraordinary changes throughout higher education. Many institutions will be far less
comprehensive, with smaller curricular offerings. Working relationships with
elementary and secondary education and with the business community will be much
closer. The curriculum will be more multi-cultural, as we adapt (I hope in a
celebratory way) to the increasing diversity of our society. Our institutions will have
to become more attuned to the entire globe, particularly to those dimensions of
international education that bear heavily on international competitiveness and growth.
We will pay more attention to retaining students to graduation and to the relationship
between our offerings and job prospects.

While some of us are still uncomfortable with the jingoism of total quality
management, we will be paying a great deal more attention to the needs of our
customers. As the positive dimensions of the assessment movement take hold, we will
be increasingly willing to look at the question of value added to our students. Sure, it
would be better if we could meet these rising expectations with growing, rather than
diminishing, resources, and yes, some of the changes in store will be wrenching for
some institutions or parts of institutions. But those institutions that recognize the
permanence of change may have a very bright future.

The American public maintains an enormous reservoir of good'will toward
colleges and universities, despite the criticisms. The arrival of new leadership in the
White House in January generated a nationwide surge of energy and anticipation
greater than anything I have seen since 1961. Whatever political problems the
President seems to have right now and however many ways his Administration has
stumbled in its early months, we all have a stake in his ultimate success in the
restoration of a growing economy and a new sense of national purpose. We will not
ride that wave to any new financial riches, but most certainly we can and we must
play our part in getting this country moving again. This can be a time of
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genuine excitement for higher education. With all its challenges, I can't think of a
more worthwhile enterprise in which to be involved.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: Your two streams of thought, higher education reform and health
care reform, converge around an area of great concern to our colleagues here, which is
the accreditation process. The accreditation community seems to be in turmoil and
going through an important transition. Looking ahead a few years, what is the
preferred future in the governance of specialized accreditation, particularly as it affects
the health fields?

MR. ATWELL: The accreditation system in this country needs to be fixed.
The problems are several-fold. One is the complete lack of confidence on the part of
the Congress that accreditation ever does anything about anything. They have totally
lost faith in accreditation, and they want to give that function to the states, essentially.
Some of the states are eager; some of them are not. I argue that's about the worst of
several alternatives, but that is what they have wanted to do, and we have barely saved
accreditation in the last re-authorization of the Higher Education Act.

Another set of problems has to do with specialized accreditation. It is the
feeling on the part of college and university presidents that specialized accreditation by
the 40 or 50 agencies that do it has contributed to the Balkanization of campuses. The
specialized accrediting bodies too often become special pleaders who simply want
more resources put into their programs, and that makes it difficult for colleges and
universities to resist the attendant political pressure.

The third kind of problem is that regional accreditation is in serious difficulty
with the regions themselves and makes no sense at all anymore. They have focused
excessively in the past on inputs and not on value added, they have inconsistent
standards between regions and have a rather amateurish review process.

The kind of system I would like to see in the future is one in which there
would be a national voluntary accreditation system. I don't want to give up on
accreditation. We're the only country in the world that does it this way. Every other
nation does accountability, TniniTnfll academic standards, and so forth through
government. I'm not prepared to see government take on all of that.

I think we need a national system that is much more output-centered and much
more in the control of two kinds of people, college and university chief executive
officers and the public at large. The public at large has played no particular role, so
we're very vulnerable to the charge that we're a bunch of foxes watching henhouses.

I believe that all 40 or 50 of those specialized professional organizations that
do accreditation are very worthy as professional organizations; I don't question their
value. But I do question whether they need to translate that into being accrediting
agencies for special parts of an institution, which I believe has contributed to the
Balkanization, and their becoming pleaders of special interests.
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ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTERS: FACING THE

CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE

Leo M. Henikorf

I am going to look at the academic health center relative to the one major
societal change that I think is having the most effect on us. That change is
consumerism. Consumerism is affecting us not just in our health care delivery; it's
affecting us in education and even in how we approach research. Consumerism is
directing some of our basic science research, it's focusing us on research in AIDS, and
it's also directing what other kinds of research we undertake. Consumerism on the
research front is going to direct a strong focus on health services research, something
that academic health centers do very poorly today.

On the education side, consumerisin has always played a role in determining
which educational programs we conduct and in what quantity. Over the years we have
balanced our educational programs to respond to the need for nurses, physical
therapists, medical technologists, and others. But today we're seeing new demands for
health care professionals, and of course for primary care services. This is not just a
medical demand but a very broad health professions demand. Clearly, that is going to
affect what we do over the next decade.

As health care professionals, we're all familiar with proposed legislation and
directions that health care is taking. It's clear to me that these changes are going to
take place with or without legislation, because the major forces that are changing
health care have nothing to do with what may or may not be legislated by Congress.
They are powerful, they have been developing for some time now, and there is an
inexorable march in their direction.

I list two major forces: First, our health care system is rapidly becoming a
consumer-driven system rather than a provider-driven system. Think about how we
managed the health care system five or ten years ago—the providers would get together
around a table and decide what to provide, in what quantity, in what location, and how
to provide those services. The consumers now are dictating what to provide, in what
quantity, and in which locations.

The second major force in health care delivery is pushing down risk in the
system. What do I mean? As we look at how health care is delivered today, we have
seen a trend over the past five years toward capitated programs—Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMOs), if you will, although the term HMO is becoming diffuse.
Accountable health plans look to me like HMOs by another name, and so do some
other structures. These mechanisms that ^cept a capitated premium and then
distribute it are becoming more prominent in health care delivery. The number of
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people in our country who are covered by capitated mechanisms is growing. It's
growing without legislation, forcing consumers into that mode.

The capitated mechanisms themselves have had very poor experience with the
risk that they have accepted. Anyone who accepts capitation is an insurance company
by definition. An HMO is an insurance company. These insurance companies have
been burned, so they are gradually pushing such risks onto the provider with whom
they contract.

How do we see that? Examine how HMOs have contracted with physicians
historically. Initially they contracted with a physician on a fee-for-service basis with
the physician giving the HMO a discounted fee. HMOs today prefer to contract with
physicians on a capitated basis. They take a piece of the capitation that they receive
and give that to the physician; the physician is then responsible for all services for a
group of patients for that capitated amount. All of a sudden, the HMO no longer
carries any risk for those services. A successful HMO will capitate all its services; the
hospitals will be getting capitation and taking risk; physicians will be getting
capitation and taking risk. Thus, the HMO has stopped being an insurance company;
it's simply a jobber of health care. It is a distributer, a middleman. The risk is
pushed down onto the provider.

There is no question that these two major forces are taking place, and that they
are increasing in magnitude—there is more consumerism, and there is more risk being
pushed down on the providers. Health care institutions are becoming the insurance
mechanism, and we in academic health centers are responsible for some of those
health care institutions.

Let's look a littie more at consumerism in health care. Clearly, what we want
as consumers are cost reduction, quality, and access. Cost reduction and quality are
the two components of the value equation, because value in health care is directiy
proportional to quality and inversely proportional to cost—a simple equation.

If we pay piecework, if we pay a given amount for each particular service
(such as an office visit or an X-ray or a laboratory test), we are in a system that is
volume-driven, even if there are price controls. Total costs are not contained, because
as volume increases, total expenditures increase, even in a situation of price control.
The incentive in piecework payment is to overserve. We have been dealing with that
factor for many years in health care.

In a capitated situation, by comparison there is a simple payment for all
services, and the incentive is to underserve. The question is, how do we deal at
academic health centers with these two incentives? Today, at each of our institutions,
some of our patients are covered by piecework payment, and others are covered by
capitated payment. So we are schizophrenic, because we have an incentive to
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maximize the number of pieces of piecework for some patients and to reduce the
number of services for capitated patients.

Let's look at the managed competition scenario, which in the pure Jackson
Hole form is the ultimate in capitated payments. In that scenario, which I don't think
anyone believes is going to be legislated, everyone in the country would be covered by
an accountable health plan or HMO, and everyone would be on a capitated payment
system.

Taking that pure thought backwards, we can look at the development of
markets in the United States today that look very much like a managed competition
scenario, where a large number of patients-more than 50 percent of those in the
marketplace—are covered by capitated systems. We see that in Minneapolis, in
California, and in other places in the country.

These systems obviously need primary care practitioners of one kind or another
to act as entry points for the people that they serve. As was mentioned in an earlier
discussion, there just isn't the health manpower available to staff these systems for
their primary care needs. That lack of availability is going to come home to rest on
the shoulders of the academic health centers, which are the manpower generators, and
we are going to have to adapt in order to respond to this consumerism, this
requirement for primary care practitioners.

We have to have a cultural change in medical schools, because primary care
has not been a priority of most medical schools in this country. In fact, even today
it's not uncommon to have a bright student derided by faculty for going into primary
care (the assumption being that you don't have to be bright to do primary care).

I can tell you that as a pediatric cardiologist I have tunnel vision. The primary
care practitioner has a much greater academic challenge in understanding the needs of
patients and finding out what to do about their problems. We have to change our
culture in academic health centers, in medical schools, and we have to give primary
care its due as an academic enterprise, as an academic challenge.

We are doing some things at Rush that I find terribly exciting. We are not a
community-based, primary care medical school, as are a number of scHools in this
country. But we are refocusing. First, there are nine community service
initiatives that our students are involved with from the very beginning of medical
school. These put them in touch with families, family needs, and family care. They
started as student-originated programs, and we incorporated them into the curriculum.

Second, we're creating a primary care institute. This is intriguing, because we
have six other institutes, all of which are high-science, high-superspecialty institutes.
But the primary care institute at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's has several purposes in
its development. It will provide a focus for the culture change that I mentioned.
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giving primary care the academic, credibility and the respect in the institution that it '
needs to compete for students in our atmosphere. We also look at this institute as the
focus for health services research. The kind of institutions we operate make them
good homes for health services research. Finally, as retooling for specialists becomes
necessary in the future, the institute will be the locus for that kind of educational
activity for physicians already in practice.

The govemment is going to give us no choice in this matter. I think it's very
clear that something is going to change, wherein the govemment is going to control
residency slots. It's going to control residency slots through financing mechanisms
and, clearly, it will not continue to allow the health care dollar to be spent on the
education and training of so many specialists. So one of the ways that we'll
change is in how we approach graduate medical education and the distribution of that
activity between primary care and specialty care.

Health services research is going to play a big part in our ftature. Study the
proposed legislative activities, such as managed competition. Health services research
plays a key role, because it is how the output of these programs will be objectively
measured. Those objective outcome measures are going to be the marketing tools of
accountable health plans, of HMOs, and of the any of the groups seeking to contract
with health alliances.

It's clear that we ought to be out in front in creating those measurements and
that this health services research activity is going to be important. I think nursing will
play a large role in health services research, because nursing leadership seems to be
the most interested right now and because there is a lot of talent in the nursing field in
the health services research line.

For academic health centers in the future, survival itself wiU be a challenge.
Forty years ago, that might not have been true, even if the scenario changed as it's
changing today, because we were less dependent upon health care delivery. Over the
past 40 years, the funding of academic health centers has changed considerably. A
good portion of that funding comes out of the practice of medicine in our medical
practice plans. We found out in the early 1980s that the hospital was no longer a
clinical laboratory for our use, whose costs were automatically met by payments. We
found that our hospitals were in a competitive business environment. Quite a shakeout
developed in the last eight or nine years in the relationship of our hospitals to our
medical centers. Some academic health centers divested their institutions of their

hospitals, some put hospitals in a separate corporation, and some focused strongly on
our hospitals to make them competitive players in a competitive marketplace.

It's important that we look at what kind of systems are evolving. We must be
players. If we accept patients who are capitated in our health care institutions and
academic health centers, by definition these patients are part of somebody's system.
It's clear that for our own survival, we're going to have to play in that environment;
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we're going to have to play with capitated patients. That means that we are going to
have to be part of a system or many systems. Of course, under the pure managed
competition model, we would be allowed to be a part of only one system. Currently,
the way we are conducting ourselves, we participate in many systems.

!«•. i

Let's look at the systems. There are two extremes. One is a provider-owned
system. As you heard from Judy Feder, the legislation that is being proposed will
cMve us towards provider-run, provider-owned systems. Rush is one example of a
provider-owned system in that we have corporately integrated six hospitals, two
HMOs, a PPO, and some other activities. It is a geographically comprehensive
system.

On the other end of the spectrum is what I would call a network contracting
system, where the individual or entity that controls the system is an insurance
mechanism. That entity will go out on the "spot market" in health care and buy
services. It will buy a liver transplant frcmi me and coronary artery bypass surgery
from you, basing those decisions on cost and quality. It will have short-term
contracts, only a year. Then it will market to its potential enrollees the system it has
put together by contracting with multiple providers. Of course, the next year, if your
liver transplant of the same quality is less costly because you want the business, I
won't get the contract for transplants, you'll get it.

This network contracting model has a lot of implications for us in academic
health centers. Look at the ability to cross-subsidize under a network contracting
model. If you're an academic health center and you're big on liver transplants and the
two major systems in your area have contracted with someone else, you're going to be
very prone to reduce your price to get that business the next year. You will reduce
your price down to the minimum acceptable price, either cost or cost plus a little bit.
That's fine. That's the intent of managed competition, isn't it?

Yet, in that scenario, if you were supporting a number of losers out of that liver
transplant program through cost-shifting, you will no longer be able to do that. What
are the losers? I think we all know what they are. We run a poison control center for
northern Illinois with no reimbursement from the state. It is a $300 thousand bottom
line loss—no income. Chronic ventilator patients in our institutions~I bet we're all
losing a lot of money on chronic ventilator patients. We support that out of fees of
patients for whom the revenues exceed the expenses.

I'm talking about a different kind of cost-shifting. We're aware of the classic
cost-shifting from Medicare-Medicaid to private patients, a hidden tax that the
government imposes, we're the tax collector, of course. That's classic. There's cost-
shifting from education and research to health care, and we're all aware of that.

But probably the greatest pain and the deepest wound would be inflicted by our
inability to cost shift between services, something that we haven't given a lot of
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thought. We are all supporting a number of losing, needed health care services on the
backs of those services where we make "a profit."

The question is, how will a network contracting environment influence our
ability to sustain our mission (if we feel that indeed it is our mission to provide this
broad array of services to the population)? How will we be able to maintain it? I
don't have the answer to that one.

I'm very bothered by the prospect that we are going to be in competitive
systems. This is the proposed legislation that supposedly will bid down our prices
until we eke out survival. If Medicaid is pushed through the same system, it's
uncertain whether it's going to pay the same price as the others coming from industry
and individuals. If this happens, there wiU no longer be the ability to cost shift, and
whether we can accept government patients at a reduced rate in that situation is
questionable.

My final concern for the future has to do with the ethic with which we deliver
services, not just at academic health centers but in health care nationally. If these
models of health care delivery say a gall bladder is a gall bladder is a gall bladder,
you will have to prove to me by outcomes research that your cholecystectomy is better
than the one next door. Otherwise, all gall bladders are the same, and then we're
simply going to go out and buy that standardized product at the lowest cost.

Today, we don't believe in our heart of hearts, as providers or consumers, that
health care is a standardized product. Do you really think that the patients in this
country believe that a gall bladder is a gall bladder is a gall bladder? Our patients are
more likely to say, "I have the best doctor, and I went to the best hospital." Patients
firmly believe we are delivering a non-standardized product.

The change to the managed competition scenario is a change that will tend to
force people into a simation in which the product is a standardized thing, unless there
is evidence to the contrary. In that simation, what is the ethic with which that product
is sold? Is it a professional ethic that says the patient's needs come first? Is it a
business ethic that says, "If you can sell it and remain honorable, you will sell it." Or
does it say, "Sell the product as much as you can, and buyer beware"? The
responsibility is on the part of the buyer to make the judgments about the quality of
the product. That's a real danger for our system, as we go forward in an era of
consumerism. Consumerism brings with it the ethics of sales that are pertinent to
other industries and other types of buyer and consumer relationships.

I think academic health centers have great challenges for the future. We have
an economic challenge and we have an ethical challenge to maintain the professional
ethic despite the business forces coming fi-om the outside that are tending to push us
into a mode that people really don't want in health care delivery. Our work is clearly
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to preserve the mission of our institutions and to protect the ethic by which we deliver
our health care.
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INNOVATIONS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION:

RIGHTSIZING THE CALIFORNIA SYSTEM

Cornelius L. Hopper

The proposition that I would like to discuss with you briefly this morning is
that when powerful, deeply entrenched societal institutions meet irresistible forces that
change, one of two things happens: Either there is incremental change at the margin,
or after you pass a certain threshold, you go through what, can be characterized as a
paradigm shift. Historically, institutions of higher education are by tradition and
organization designed to resist change. We do this marvelously, and I suspect that the
only other institution in our society that has possibly been more resistant to change is
the church.

rd like to profile one such powerful institution, the University of California,
then look at four sets of forces that are coming to bear on that institution, both
stimulating and shaping change. Then, let's examine the proposition that the
adaptation that these changes are requiring really does qualify as a paradigm shift,
certainly in California and I suspect in the nation as well.

The University of California is among .the nation's most distinguished public
universities. We have nine campuses that are autonomous, except that they do have to
come together periodically as one university. The whole concept of the University of
California is that it is a single institution in those instances when it needs to be. It has
160,000 students, 7,500 intemationally distinguished faculty, and has brought billions
of dollars into the California economy through research funds over the past several
decades. -Each of the nine campuses sees itself as either already being a full-fledged
comprehensive research institution or one that is evolving to become Berkeley as soon
as it can.

As far as the health sciences are concerned, we have one of the nation's largest
health science operations with 14 health professional schools located on six campuses.
These include five schools of medicine, two of dentistry, two of nursing, one each of
optometry, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine, and two schools of public health. We
have 12,000 budgeted health professions students, 7,600 of whom are in medicine, and
4,000 of-those are resident physicians. I emphasize "budgeted" here, because in
actuality, we have approximately 5,200 residents, a number of whom are being,
supported through other means. Taken together, the five hospitals and two
neuropsychiatric institutes have over 3,000 beds, 110,000 annual admissions, 720,000
patient days," 1.5 milhon out-patient visits, and net revenues of approximately $1.6
billion. And very importantly, we have a practice plan that generates revenues in
excess of $400 million, on which the academic enterprise is increasingly dependent.
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It's important to emphasize that the University of California has operated under
a very special motto or paradigm for higher education since 1960. That is when the
master plan for higher education was put in place, and it did a couple of things. First
of all, it guaranteed access to a higher education for all the graduates of high schools
in California. Second, and not so subtly, it introduced the notion of an academic
meritocracy, so that the top 12.5 percent of those graduates came to the University of
California the top third were eligible for the California State University system, and
everybody else had access to community colleges.

Again, let me emphasize that the university was obligated under that program
to accept the top 12.5 percent of high school graduates. At the same time, the
University of California was designated as the state's official research university and
was given exclusive responsibility for training in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary
medicine. This paradigm, which has worked marvelously well since 1960, has
represented a love affair between the people of California and their institution of
higher education.

There are four sets of changes that are occurring and that are having an impact
on that institution. The first of these was covered; very well earlier by Bob Atwell.
That is, there is no longer a good fit between our products in higher education and
society's expectations of us. Society wants us to do more undergraduate education;
we do research. Society looks to us to find ways of becoming competitive with the
Japanese (i.e., do good technology transfer). What we say is, we know how to do
basic research very well. You take a lot of money, a lot of brilliant people, you put
them together, and eventually out of that comes a beautiful set of research. Society
says it wants more generalists; we want more people who can do primary care. We
say, our paradigm has been one that would generate more specialists. Society says,
you're too expensive. We say, research is by nature expensive.

As Bob Atwell pointed out, our critics are admirably nonpartisan. Those from
the political left say that our programs are relevant. Those from the political right say
we're destroying the curriculum with all of our multi-culturalism. So in essence there
has been a breakdown in the contract between higher education and society, that
longstanding love affair.

I think we have been going through what Elizabeth Kubler Ross has described
as the first two stages of death, one being denial and the second being anger about the
sky really falling.

The second set of forces that I want to talk about are those that are very
familiar to the participants at this conference, and that has to do with the acute and
chronic financial and budget problems facing the nation. At a national level, the
recession, the deficit, and our indebtedness as a nation are well known, and I won't
get into that. I would like to focus for a moment, though, on California, and suggest
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that what has been a recession elsewhere in this country is a depression in California,
particularly in Southern California.

Between 1981 and 1991, in that one decade, we gained 2.5 million jobs, but in
just the very short period of time sinceJ990 we have lost 750,000 jobs. Most of
those have been in the higher paying industrial side of the work force. The general
fund expenditures on Califomians has dropped within that period of time. What this
has translated into for the University of California is that since 1990, the system has
undergone a series of devastating budget cuts. If the cuts proposed by the Governor
for next year prevail, the university will have lost over a half billion dollars in its state
budget in just four years. Adapting to cuts of this magnitude has obviously required
major changes. We have had workforce reductions both in instructional and in
noninstmctiond programs. We are close to imposing our third early retirement
incentive program as a way of avoiding direct layoffs. Next year (that is, beginning
this July), for the first time in the histoiy of the institution, there will actually be a 5-
percent cut in salaries for faculty.

Even if the state retumed to 6-percent economic growth, the increase in the
service demands of expanding populations of individuals who are enfranchised in the
budget (that is, who have constitutional protection) would mean that the university
state support is ultimately going to slide downhill. Ninety percent of the general fiind
of the budget is devoted to constitutionally protected programs. Unfortunately, higher
education is in the unprotected category. In fact, until California changes its way of
budgeting, there will be no mechanism for getting the dollars to the University of
California. So the only question is the slope of the downhill curve.

Given the reality of permanent budget constraints and a whole spectrum of new
assumptions that must be internalized, the university is obviously forced to grapple
with a number of new planning questions and issues. Can we continue to meet our
master plan obligations in terms of access?

If we raise fees sufficiently to offset the loss of state revenues, will we be in
effect denying access to minorities? In other words, will the academic meritocracy
that was put in place by the state of California and paid for with public dollars
become a different kind of meritocracy when the institution becomes in effect
privatized! Is it fair to adopt a high fee-high student aid policy, and tfiereby have the
institution serve as a tax-collecting agency for the middle class, where we tax the
middle class to pay for others? How do we introduce the concept of specialization in
a system where eight general campuses~I*ll leave the University of California, San
Francisco out for a moment-have seen their mission as offering a comprehensive
research university program? How do we take tlie concept of one institution and one
university and start to make that effective in terms of specialization and intercampus
cooperation to a greater degree than we have now?
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What are the criteria that we use for "dis-establishing" and rearranging services
or programs? Some of you may have read that UQ^A has responded to budgetary
problems with a proposal to dis-establish a school of public health and to fold its
programs into a new school of social policy. It is proposing to do away with its small
undergraduate baccalaureate nursing program. It is proposing similarly major changes
for a number of the other professional schools. The question is, what are the
acceptable criteria for deciding to do these things?

Where does the institutional responsibility ultimately lie for these programs? I
posed a question to my colleague. Chancellor Young, a few days ago-if the school of
optometry were on your campus, and if we had only one of those, would you feel that
it was within the campus' purview to do away with the school of optometry?
Certainly, from my perspective, the answer is no. I am not sure how the chancellor
would respond. These are the type of questions under discussion now.

Do we look at differential fees? Certainly, some of us have already been down
this route. The University of California has been relatively blessed by having low fees
for its professional schools as well as for its undergraduate programs. If we're going
to introduce differential fees, do we do it by campus? If we're going to impose
tuition on medicine and on dentistry, do we do it in relation to cost of instruction? Do
we do it in relation to what we think these people are going to be making when they
start practicing a few years from now? What is the basis for doing it?

A final and very critical issue is that universities tend to think of the health
professions as not being part of their "core." There is a sense that when it's time to
start reducing budgets and getting down to the "core" that somehow the health
professions and the allied health professions are expendable. That is a debate that we
anticipate in the University of California as well.

The third set of forces has to do with legislative intervention and the primary
care initiative that is going on across the country. Beginning in the 1970s, there was
tremendous activity in the state legislature with respect to the number of primary care
physicians, particularly family care physicians that were being trained in the
University of California System. This was never resolved satisfactorily, although I
must say the university generally produced a 50-50 ratio of generalists to specialists in
the early 1980s.

In February 1992, Mr. Phillip Isenberg introduced two sequential bills in the
State Assembly. The first of these would have held University of California schools
of medicine directly responsible for guaranteeing that 50 percent of all of their
graduates entered primary care disciplines and that 50 percent of that number in turn
would enter family medicine. He began to understand after some debate that you
would have to reverse the Emancipation Proclamation to do that.
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The second bill, and the one that we've been dealing with since that time, is
one that focuses on graduate medical education. Basically, it says that the University
of California by the year 1995 must achieve a 50-50 ratio in its residency programs
and that 40 percent of all of the primary care residents must be in family medicine. If
we don't manage to do this, the state wUl.:reduce the university general appropriation
by up to $8 million for any year that we haven't achieved those targets.

Again, some of you are from states where I'm sure there have been formulas
proposed that have beenjust as Draconian as that. In a recent talk with some of my
fanily practice colleagues, I said, what you've done is put an $8 million pistol on the
table. That shrinks into insignificance behind the $500- million,cannon that is pointed
at the heart of the institution right now, but nevertheless, we do have to respond.

We've been in the process over the past several months of attempting to
respond to what is not only a state imperative but obviously a national movement.
We've had a very interesting experience. 'The Govemor vetoed that bill, but he vetoed
it with the expectation that we come back this month (that is, June 1993) with a plan
that would have quantitative targets and ways of monitoring and measuring progress
toward that goal. I think the message was that if the University of California does not
respond, next time around he will probably not veto the Isenberg legislation.

We assembled a university-wide primary care planning committee that was
made up of medical school deans and theircolleagues and hospital directors. Why
weren't all the other health professions involved in this first stage? Because the
legislation very exclusively pointed to only graduate medical education. Given the
urgency of this, we didn't have time to put in place a permanent primary care
committee. Nevertheless, we have conducted hearings in Sacramento to which we
invited presentations by the deans of our health professions schools and approximately
one hundred agencies from around the state that wanted something to say about what
the university can and should do.

Hopefully, by the end of this month, we will present to the Govemor and the
legislature a plan, generated by primary care committees on each of the campuses and
then translated into a imiversity-wide plan. It will have targets. We do believe that
within a period of five years, we will meet the essential components of this proposal.
In the meantime, we will put in place a planning mechanism to bring not only the
medical profession but all the health professions around the table. They will look at
roles, practice scope, and a number of other issues that we're going to have to deal
with to make an interdisciplinary approach to education and health care work in the
future.

The final set of forces that I want to mention relates to the fact that our
academic health centers are in a massively changing environment. Let me put this in
context by saying that going back to the time of Flexner, the notion has been that
schools of medicine and their hospitals belong in the hearts of our institutions of
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higher education. That has been a paradigm that we have been following now for
almost a century. But there are a number of changes that are occurring that impact
the academic medical centers—the schools of medicine, their related clinical facilities,
^d their associated faculties. These include prospective payment systems, the
introduction of resource-based relative value scales, managed contract arrangements,
price-based competition, and very importantly, the advent of exclusive provider
networks. The latter involves channeling of patients (where if you are not careful, you
will lose your access to the patients that you depend upon not only for your teaching
programs but also for the financial well-being of your center). And very importantly,
the financial risk is being shifted from the payer to the provider.

This emphasis on marketplace admission, is what I call a cultural dissonance.
That is, the parent institution is having problems digesting what this really means in
terms of the institution's own mission. Clearly, the academic imperative remains
extremely important, but we have had to introduce a whole new set of relationships
between medical faculties and their teaching hospitals. We have had to look at ways
of augmenting the role of chnical faculty in the academic health centers to make them
more a part of those units.

There are a number of management imperatives that result from this. If our
services are going to be judged in the future on the basis of access, quality, and cost,
our academic health centers must be able to respond in ways that are not consistent
with the way our institutions of higher education normally respond. We must be able
to make decisions, make them rapidly, and make them in a decentralized fashion. We
must find ways of rewarding our faculty for their excellent clinical practice, instead of
for the research that has been the coin of the realm for so long (and will continue to
be the coin of the realm to some extent). We are looking at ways of bringing our •
faculties into group practices, not just simply the clinical faculty practice organizations
of the past, but major group practices that link them with our hospitals in ways that
allow them to go to the marketplace together.

Again, this means a different approach to hospital-based executive
compensation, creating incentive compensation. Those of you in private institutions
have been down this path already. This is not foreign to you. It is not the norm in
our kind of institution. We have to look at new policies and procedures for
purchasing, accounting, contracting, and make decisions about possible
decentralization.

This is bringing about a whole set of new interrelated questions about how the
academic health center relates to its parent campus and relationships between the
campus and the office of the system president. How does it involve the president and
the regents? For and by whom should the hospital be govemed in the future? Finally,
there is a changed and evolving set of relationships between the University of
California and state government.
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In conclusion~at the University of California, we have a number of forums that
bring our health sciences leadership together to respond to ad hoc challenges in the
legislative and policy arenas. They also provide us with opportunities for introspection
and collective thinking about the longer-term future on a variety of issues, including
interdisciplinary education, productivity; ^d quality. How can we tune up or overhaul
the machinery of the university to get things done in the academic health center?
How do we train in the ambulatory care environment? How do we accomplish
interdisciplinary education effectively? We all talk about that like it's the Holy Grail.
We've been talking about it for 20 years; we're going to have to find ways of doing it.
The university-wide conmiittee on primary care education is the most recent of these
mechanisms established to bring together people to talk about these issues.

Our immediate challenge is to avoid what I call paradigm paralysis. We have
to learn to move more rapidly through Kubler Ross' denial and anger phases. We
must deal with the death of our old paradigms and get onto the business of building
new ones. Because if we don't shift the paradigm, it will be done for us.
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INNOVATIONS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION:

THE MICfflGAN STATE EXPERIENCE

Myron Magen

Nobel prize winner, Peter Medawar, tells us that innocent, unbiased scientific
observation is a myth. I want to state that my comments are not unbiased; they are
highly personalized. Eric Ashby, a Cambridge College president and scholar, tells us
that the university is a social instrument for investing in man. Daniel Resovsky, the
former dean of Arts and Sciences at Harvard University, quotes Hillel in the ancient
Jewish writings as saying, "Do not separate yourself from the community. Do not
judge your fellow man until you have been put in his position."

I think that sums up our problems. The public perceives that we haven't
responded to community needs. Yet an observer of the academy tells us that there is a
basic myth that each college or university is close to an Athenian democracy of
professional scholars who know each other and share a bundle of values and
aspirations that they practice in their institutional lives. That may of may not be true.

In 1980, economist Howard Bowen defined a fundamental' relationship in
education between revenues and costs. He said that the basic concept underlying the
revenue theory of costs is that an institution*s educational cost-per-student unit is
determined by the revenues available for educational purposes. He said that the
greater the revenues, the greater the costs of the funds expended. He then postulated a
set of laws: (1) the dominant goals of institutions are educational excellence, prestige,
and influence; (2) in quest of excellence, prestige, and influence, there is virtually no
limit to the amount of money an institution could spend for seemingly fruitful
educational needs; and (3) each institution raises all the money it can and spends all it
raises. The cumulative effect of the preceding laws is towards an ever-increasing
expenditure.

Bowen also points out that many institutions have a limited capacity to alter
this behavior and that large institutions may be able to create a substantial pool of
resources. Even an instimtion as large as Michigan State University has difficulty
with the reallocation of resources.

In 1989, Michigan State embarked upon a process that the provost of the
university called refocusing, rebalancing, and refining. The university had to make a
number of changes because of budgetary cuts. Changes included pursuing new
directions in undergraduate education, revitalizing lifelong education, providing
excellent research, fostering graduate education. It was estimated that in 1989-90, the
university would require revenue increases of about 5 percent. The provost felt we
could manage this by intemal reallocations.
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The process began with a 5 percent internal reallocation for the years 1988 and
1989. A series of committees or councils would review five areas: undergraduate
education; research in graduate education; pluralism and diversity; lifelong education;
and administrative management and support. The planning office indicated that due to
demographic and economic changes witlun the state, we would need to reallocate
about 10 to 15 percent of our funds over a three- to four-year period. "We shall plan
in the surrounding of our ethos, the guiding principles of our academic enterprise,"
said the provost.

We would become multidimension and excellent; we would become
multidisciplinary, based on excellent and strong departments in schools, integrated,
humanitarian, and caring. We would have academic apple pie and motherhood.

We were supposed to enhance academic quality and restructure programs. In
the process, the medical schools of the university lost approximately $6.5 million,
whereas business, engineering, and eventually undergraduate education were the
beneficiaries. In the reallocation process of some $19 million, about 37 percent went
to arts and letters, natural sciences, social sciences, and James Madison (a small
undergraduate political science institution of high quality).

The professional colleges (agriculture, business, communication, arts, education,
engineering, ecology, and veterinary medicine) received about 34 percent. The human
health programs (medicine, osteopathic medicine and nursing) received about 6.7
percent—all of this went to the vice provost's office, which we are in the process of
dismantling, much to my delight.

In real terms, this meant a decline in state support from about 60 percent to 48
percent of the budget in the College of Osteopathic Medicine. We had a dollar
increase in gifts, which increased our budget to about 26 percent, and a medical plan
that grew over a 10-year period from 8 percent of the budget to 26 percent. But
within a 10-year period, we lost 60 nonacademic personnel and 25 faculty. The deans
of the medical schools had suggested to the provost's office that no raises be given to
clinical faculty over a period of years, because those dollars could be made up from
the medical service plan component. This was rejected over the years. In addition,
tuition has been raised every year since 1982: undergraduate tuition by 122 percent,
graduate tuition by 148 percent, and medical school tuition by 135 percent. Tuition
for state residents is now about $10,000, and nonresident tuition is double that amount.

As part of this realignment and reallocation, the university mandated that the
two colleges of medicine would combine the first-year basic science curricula. There
were no philosophic differences between the colleges on this issue, and ostensibly
there would be cost savings. In fact, there were no cost savings, since faculty released
from the commitment of teaching biochemistry, microbiology, and other sciences to
medical students were reassigned to undergraduate teaching. The only advantage to
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the medical schools was political. The university was able to give the impression to
the rest of the university that it was promoting efficiency.

There has always been a feeling at Michigan State University that two medical
schools are inefficient, duplicative, and wasteful of resources; they probably are. But
nonmedical faculty have the mistaken assumption that if one medical school was
abolished the funds for the other would be returned to the units in other schools.

Obviously, there were disadvantages in combining the curricula. The
accrediting units were not too happy. The Liaison Committee on Medical Education
(LCME) was not delighted. The bureau of professional education of the American
Osteopathic Association, ,of which I happen to be chairman, was not delighted. There
was some loss of identity. There was a decrease in fireedom of action. In some
instances, there were invidious comparisons of the academic skills of the students in
the two colleges. There is a difference. The students in the American College of
Osteopathic Medicine are older, and usually more of them are engaged in a second
career. The scores on the MCATs are lower, and a higher percentage of students do
enter primary care.

The content of the courses did not change. The College of Human Medicine is
more focused on step one of the USMLA. Its other programs have used a problem-'
oriented approach. It is still being used but in combination with the system's
orientation. There was no evidence of change of quality or content in the programs.
A new program, neuroscience, was added. It was a first-year program that combined
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and radiology. The original hope was that radiology
would be combined with gross anatomy. But as so often happens in the academy,
personality differences between individuals and department chairpersons prevented that
from occurring.

Let me also indicate that the reallocation of dollars obviously did not
accomplish what was intended. We went for nine years without a chairperson of
anatomy. We went for five years with an acting chairperson in physiology. The
bottom line over the last few years was that the weak did not become stronger and the
stronger became weaker. Michigan State University dropped from 14th in research
dollars received to 27th.

There is also no evidence that the additional dollars in undergraduate education
(there was no evaluation component) improved the quality of the educational
experience. In fact, there has been a furor over combining sections and teaching two
or three of the interdisciplinary courses by television.

There are the same complaints about graduate students who cannot speak
English in a manner that is compatible with teaching. Currently, Michigan State
University finds itself with a markedly potential decrease in freshman enrollment. The
word is out that today's students at Michigan State cannot get the required number of
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courses they need to graduate within a four-year period. The sections are too large
and the choices are limited.

It became necessary for the clinical departments of the medical schools to
become more entrepreneurial. The colleges were surviving on the basis of patient
fees. It also became obvious that to do this, we could not live within the campus-
based clinic. In certain of the campus-based clinics, the costs were higher than the
generated income. Let me give you one or two examples.

By going off-campus, we were able to save $8.27 per hour for every office
receptionist or office aide hired. Immunization vaccines cost us $32.45 if purchased
through the university. Off-campus, the cost was $20.85. By going off-campus, we
were able to save $57,442 in personnel costs and supplies in one year. This is the
base salary of a potential clinical faculty member or two additional secretaries. In
addition, the university charged 75 cents for parking—not per car, but per patient seen.
The system was set up so that you were penalized on the basis of volume.

A recent example of costs. A combined vaccine of diphtheria pertussis tetanus
and H influenza, when purchased at Michigan State, would cost us $35 per dose; off-
campus, $20 per dose. Our largest managed care provider within the city of Lansing
will reimburse us $32 per dose. If we bought the vaccine from Michigan State
University, we would lose $3.00 per dose.

Discussions with the pharmacy on campus indicated that there was a charge to
the on-campus clinics of 25 percent, plus $3.65 for a handling fee., In addition, we
have induced the area hospitals to fund faculty positions and off-campus clinics in
return for patient admissions to their institutions. We have no hospitals of our own.

One of our most successful programs was the grass-roots medical education
consortium known as COGMET, or a Council of Osteopathic Graduate Medical
Education and Training, which began in January of 1989 with 11 relatively small
osteopathic hospitals. It began its institutional life with no offices, both a part-time
executive director and coordinator of medical education, and a budget of $123,000.

Today, ^e consortium includes 13 hospitals, a suite of offices at the university,
and 11-1/2 full-time equivalents. It operates with a budget of $875,000 to provide
educational services for 253 interns and residents in internal medicine, family
medicine, and ob/gyn. There has been an 11 percent increase in new intems and
residents, totaling 238 hours of academic programs. We are now adding some
associate hospitals. In addition, we have received a grant to develop a faculty
development program in the community-based hospitals. We do have combined
residency programs with our allopathic medical colleagues in psychiatry, emergency
medicine, and pediatrics. In a position paper sent to the provost, biologic sciences
departments of the university indicated concems about the
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educational support of a large number of professional majors who moved out of the
old interdepartmental biology major, thus swelling physiology, microbiology, and
anatomy to 500 students each. Let me indicate that these departments are university
departments, but they receive most of their funding from the medical schools. The
group indicates that they cannot continue without additional funding.

While the need is recognized for quality undergraduate courses, it should be
pointed out that these courses really do not fit in with the respective missions of three
medical colleges. At present, no mechanism exists to fund these departments other
than through the medical schools.

They have also recommended reorganization of the departmental organization
in the life sciences. Biochemistry would become biochemistry and molecular biology;
microbiology would become microbiology and molecular genetics; zoology would
become ecology evolution and organizational biology; and physiology would become
physiology and cell biology. Interestingly enough, the department chairpersons
indicated that they feel the existing shared structures of the departments have served
the university well. The shared structure means that a chairperson of microbiology
may report to five different deans.

Now, in 1991, the colleges of human medicine, osteopathic medicine, and
nursing were awarded a W. K. Kellogg Foundation grant called Community
Paitnerships for Health Professions Education. We were awarded $6 million baised on
a proposal to expand and extend our primary care and interdisciplinary network in
partnership with communities. Among our proposals we said we would enhance
existing partnerships and locate centers in underserved areas. We would provide
education to medical and nursing students, and we would develop an infrastructure
necessary to implement primary care research programs. We would develop a faculty
development and reward system to maintain high-quality teaching and staffing. In
spite of what Emest Boyer says about rewarding teaching, we still have a difficult
time getting anyone rewarded for teaching, particularly within our basic science
departments.

Phase one of the project has begun. It's in a rural, medically underserved area
where there are insufficient economic resources and a high-risk population. We
anticipate developing a primary care model that would be a first entry point for the
patient. We've handled as much of that patient care as possible. By the end of fiscal
year 1995-1996 it is hoped that the primary care clerkship enrollments for the College
of Human Medicine would be at 99 and at 112 for the College of Osteopathic
Medicine. The M.D. rotation count includes both a three-month junior rotation and a
two-month senior rotation while the D.O. rotation includes only a six-month integrated
primary care clerkship.

The College of Nursing is involved in the project, offering a baccalaureate
degree with a major in nursing, a baccalaureate completion program for RNs, and a
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master of science in nursing, with a focus on primary care or gerontology. All three
levels of students from the college of nursing are involved.

I base the following comments upon interviews that I had with individuals who
are involved with the program in the vmous colleges. The comments go something
like this. The Kellogg program has excellent objectives. It is administratively
cumbersome. It's a shotgun marriage. Nursing at the present time is not a good fit
because of its educational objectives. The student knowledge is incompatible. The
scheduling is difficult, and the nurses are not on a block schedule as are other health
professions students. In addition, the College of Human Medicine pays more attention
to its Upper Peninsula project.

The Houghton Ross Common Project, which is a federal community health
center in rural Michigan, has a small capacity. It is three hours away; there are
communication problems. The approach is correct. The community interest is good.
We have no idea what our costs are at the present time. Students from northern
Michigan love the project and are looking hopefully for opportunities to do residencies
at either the Bums Clinic in Patovsky, Michigan, or the Munson Medical Center in
Traverse City.

It is the opinion of many that it is not possible to accomplish the goals we
projected in the Kellogg programs. One individual says that it places the value system
of the physicians under attack. The physicians have status and autonomy. When they
begin to work with a team, they have to give up some of that autonomy. It doesn't
raise their status; in some instances the team pulls it down. In the interviews I found
out that it's not the specialists who are being pushed but the primary care
practitioners.

The logistics of the situation are difficult; the educational levels between the
nursing stodents and the physician students are markedly different. Space is at a
premium. The teaching ability of the individuals within the commxmity health centers
is relatively poor. There is not enough time for other providers besides the physicians
to interface with the students. There is little understanding by the providers in the
community health centers of the curriculum, and there has not been enough time to
bring them up to snuff. In addition, we're given half the amount of money that we
need for the project. You are also dealing with the traditional acaderriic arrogance of
the academic health center, which is where most of the M.D. faculty have been
trained. You're dealing with the inferiorities and insecurities of the osteopathic
profession. You're dealing with the schizophrenia of the nursing profession.

There is a plus side. The use of the community boards has been a surprise;
they have been absolutely excellent. A state council has been developed that includes
unions, community and individual providers, state professional organizations,
representatives of the governor's office, and the department of health. There is a
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resource policy group, a resource management group, and a resource providers group.
Without question, this is the outstanding accomplishment of the project to date.

In the last analysis, when you begin to look at multidisciplinary programs, you
begin to realize that you have to approach the subject very carefully. The
organizational cultures are different. The mission and objectives of the colleges are
different. In fact, the traditional university structure places impediment after
impediment in the way of effective interdisciplinary programs. In spite of the rhetoric
and the promotion, tenure decisions are still made on the basis of papers published and
the extramural dollars secured.

Now, am I cynical? Yes. Am I discouraged? No. I think there is a unique
opportunity for collaboration, for cooperation. I think there is a unique opportunity for
accommodation, as opposed to assimilation or annihilation. I think it can occur; I
think it will occur. I think it's almost like a marriage: you don't know the
individuals until you live with them. While we have lived on the campus for a long,
long time, each group approaches the other carefully.

Each group has something to give. I am not sanguine about person power
goals set by the federal government. I served on GMENAC; I have read the
workforce predictions. I've lived within the university long enough to see us restrict
enrollments in education and in engineering. Several years later we find that we have
shortages. I think that I'm not confident that we're going to solve the rural access
problem without the help of the nurses and the physician assistants. I think that
anything that does occur at the state level has to be done at the state level. I think we
have to network, we have to bring in the nurse practitioner and the physician assistant.
We have to redefine what shortage areas are.

Several years ago in Michigan, the Governor had an office of health and
medical affairs that decided the medical schools would cut enrollment because we had

too many physicians. Also, we were not getting physicians to the areas where they
were needed. We looked at the areas of shortage, and for a change we did something
fairly smart. Rather than ask the physicians to look at the situation, we asked our
medical geographers. They used ttie department of transportation's computer and
developed travel bands around the state. They determined whether you were 30 or 35
or 40 minutes from an all-weather road or a market area. In some instances, we found
that we did not have the shortages that we thought.

In resource allocation, at least in our college, we have found faculty activity
forms extremely useful. Faculty hate them. As an administrator, I love them. It was
interesting to note how many people were doing research, yet you could find no
outcome measure for this research.

In essence, that is the Michigan State University story from a biased observer.
I^t me finish by stating that we as academicians have focused on curricular changes.
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-5.

We've looked at the problem-oriented approach; we've looked at the new pathway and
the systems committee. We've thrashed around in an attempt to make changes, both
present and potential, in the health care system. Perhaps again it's time to take stock.

Einstein once said that science can progress on the basis of error as long as it's
not trivial. We have made no trivial errors, but we have made some progress in spite
of our errors. Our first job is still education of potential health care professionals.
We can't sit still, waiting for change. The great danger is that as administrators, we
love our jobs so much that we're afraid to get out in front.

Lynn Reisman tells us that we have to have the nerve of failure. Will Rogers
says it another way. He says, even if you're on the right track, you'll get run over if
you just sit there.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: Fm a little confused and troubled. We have been talking about a
paradigm shift of educating primary care doctors at the expense of educating
specialists in the future. But we've also been talking about consumer- driven change
as opposed to provider-driven change. I have two examples I would like to use to ask
a question.

Today our consumer is very sophisticated, I would suggest that if parents have
a child who was bom with a defect, they shop around and find a pediatric cardiologist,
not a primary care physician, to treat their child.

I wonder if the consumer isn't still asking for differential and not standardized
care, and doesn't perceive that the specialist is going to be the individual sought Do
you feel that the consumer really wants this shift to primary care?

DR. HENIKOFF:. We're an educated populace, as you say. Many of us want
to see a specialist right off. However, most of us also want to pay less for our health
care. More people today than five years ago have opted to join capitated plans. So
those people have voted, and they have voted to first see a primary care practitioner in
the event of an illness. They certainly didn't vote to have a primary care practitioner
repair an atrial septal defect. But that isn't going to happen in those plans, anyhow.
They voted to see a primary care practitioner first.

Now, do I think that our whole population is going to go that way? No, I
don*t. Do I think we could legislate that our population has to accept health care that
way? I think- our President has decided he had better not try. So the point that I'm
making is that there is a movement in that direction. Never did I say, nor do I think,
that we are all going to end up there. The movement is inexorable. It started a
number of years ago, and it is continuing. Different marketplaces throughout the
country are at different levels of maturity.

I think we will see more people enrolled in capitated plans five years from now
than are enrolled today. I don't think it's going to be 80 percent of the population or
even 60. But the movement is in that direction. The problem that confronts the
academic health center is that of being a player versus being excluded. We have the
experience of the University of Minnesota. The University of Minnesota hospital,
which is a fine institution, was not a participant in any of the three major capitated
systems in Minneapolis. Suddenly, it was denied access to 50 percent of the
population in its environment and wasn't getting enough patients to maintain its
financial base and cover its teaching needs.

So that is the point. We have to consider being a participant in systems rather
than not being a participant.
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QUESTION: The California plan calls for changing to 50 percent generalist
and 40 percent in family medicine. But we know that in academic health centers it's
probably about 85 percent in the specialties.

Are there plans to retrain specialists to be generalists?

DR. HOPPER: It's a question that is being looked at very seriously, and, in
fact, is being debated at a national level. Not everybody believes that you can take
neurosurgeons, who happen not to be busy enough to make a living, and turn them
into primary care physicians. Even if we were able to meet the targets established
nationally in terms of the 50-50 breakdown next year, it would be about the year 2020
before we would have enough primary care physicians to meet national needs. So we
are going to have to look very seriously at "retraining."

Your question, though, impacts another issue. How can we make these changes
in terms of our product, our graduate medical education product, without distorting
and seriously eroding the mission of the academic health center in the short term? We
are grappling with these issues. I am optimistic that perhaps for the first time, we
have brought five medical school deans to the same table. They are determined not to
just simply respond to a legislative initiative but to plan in a constructive, cooperative
way.

When we bring the schools of nursing, the nurse practitioners, and the
physician assistants into the dialogue, then I thinlc we will come up with an
institutional response to the primary care issue.

Looking to higher education and the academic establishment to solve this
problem of choice of specialty is a mistake. We must do other things in terms of
incentives. I was disappointed when we had an opportunity to listen to Mr. Magaziner
and his colleagues a few weeks ago that not very much thought had been given to the
carrot side of this. All Trq seeing are sticks. Approximately $5 billion that goes to
graduate medical education from the federal government is going to be used as a lever
to bring these things about. But where are the carrots? Where are the incentives? I
don't see those responses occurring.

QUESTION: I was interested in the reasons that people thought that the
Michigan models that involved nursing and physicians failed. Why did they fail?
What kind of planning went into the design of a system of delivery? Was it designed
with patients in mind? Was there collaboration not only in the delivery but also in the
design? I think that one says that nursing does not measure up. What are nurses to
measure up to? What is nursing's role in this delivery system?

DR. MAGEN: First of all, it hasn't failed, it's a mixed bag. Number two, I
didn't mean to imply that nursing didn't measure up. What I meant to imply was that
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there were differences in the preparatory level of the students at the time they entered
the program.

I don't think we can afford to let it fail. Number two, I happen to think, and
have proposed it over the years, that there are many areas where medical students and
nursing students can be trained together, including courses such as physical
assessment. I think you can train them together in interviewing skills and in some of
the behavioral science areas.

Now, we don't use physician assistants because we don't have any at Michigan
State. At Des Moines, interestingly enough, we have podiatry students and D.O.
students in the same classes. But all things being equal, I think we have an
opportunity to try new things because we've got three schools on a university campus.
There is nothing wrong with the quality of nursing students. There is nothing wrong
with the quality of the nursing faculty. If I had been able to when I was dean, I
would have hired many, many more nursing faculty to assist us in teaching. In many
of our clinics, the physicians and the nurse practitioners work together very, very well.
So it's not a failure, it's a mixed bag.

Within the Kellogg project one of the reasons for problems is that the lead
time was too short to get the groups together for reasonable discussion. Number two,
I think- there were some problems with leadership. Number three, I think in certain
instances we attempted to make it too broad.

QUESTION: Molly Coye, the commissioner of health for the State of'
California, is quoted as saying that she was giving up on the doctors meeting this
primary care need. She wants a fivefold increase in the physician assistant-nurse
practitioner pool. Is that true? Is it soon? What is your response to that? What will
be the University of California's role?

DR. HOPPER: I thiTik- Molly is still making up her mind as to whether or not
the California MediCal system can and should be used to partially finance graduate
medical education and to finance the training of more nurse practitioners. I don't
think- she is quite there yet. I talked with her about the establishment of an advisory
committee for her office to look at how the MediCal system can become involved in
graduate medical education and other training.

Unfortunately, in California we are still on the cutting edge of a lot of these
changes. There is a state MediCal plan that would put in place certain aspects of the
managed competition model being talked about here in Washington. I'm delighted
that as the officer in the state who is responsible for the MediCal system, Molly is
thinking about how we're going to fund medical education in the future. Folks aren't
thinking about it. Everyone is talking about the delivery of services. But who is
going to pay for medical education in the future at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
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Is tiie problem of cost shifting a good example to describe the change of
paradigms? It's a problem of our current paradigm; I'm not so sure it's a problem of
our future paradigm. For example, if prevention is covered, the problems of poison
control may be paid for. The problem with cost shifting in our current paradigm is
that it never provokes the right incentives to look at the root cause of the problem.
Why is it we have so many patients on ventilators? Maybe we're not making the best
treatment choices in the preventilator stage.

DR. HENIKOFF: I think you're making a terrific point. We aU got into a
terrible mode 30 years ago in accepting cost shifting and not costing things out and
presenting those costs honestly. We shouldn't be in the predicament we're in today.

Cost shifting focuses our attention on some high- cost services that are being
supported off the backs of other services that we can deal with better.

The problem is how one gets from" A to B in our current environments. It's a
problem when you're trying to be a full-service institution because of your educational
and research needs.

There has not been a way to get from point A to point B. Now, it may be
legislated. The problem is that payers want to take advantage of the underpriced
services at their current underpriced level along with reducing the overpriced services
to a fair price. Then we have no way to maintain the underpriced services. That's
our problem in the transition.

QUESTION: Since more and more providers will be clinically focused, how
do you see the government's role in changing academic health centers? Under some
proposals you're going to have far more providers than academicians. Obviously, the
majority vote would be the clinician's.

DR. HENIKOFF: Our medical school faculties have expanded tremendously to
educate that workforce that is generating the $400 million in California in your
practice plans.

I think we've already arrived at having many more clinically active faculty
generating money through patient care services than we had in the past. How do we
deal with governance today in weighing those faculty against faculty who spend most
of their ttme in research and education? I think that each institution has addressed that

question a little bit differently. I don't see that as a major problem down the road. I
think it's happened already.

DR. HOPPER: I don't agree. We hayen't worked it out in the University of
California system. In the late 1970s, we developed a new academic title called the
professor of clinical X. The title reflected someone who would be doing intellectual
work within the academic health center environment and whose basic duties would
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have to do with teaching and providing excellent patient care. It took five years to get
that through the academic centers of the university. Even now, it's an incredibly
underutilized title.

As part of the planning now going on in the University of California, there are
three tiers of physicians. There is the ladder-ranked faculty position; there are
positions for people who bring a certain intellectual energy to the environment, but
whose responsibility is patient care; and then there are the folks who are in primary
care practices and other kinds of practices. How we govern that in the future has not
been worked out at the University of California.

QUESTION: Is that even more complicated once you have interdisciplinary
teams?

DR. MAGEN: I don't know. Within the clinical areas, we have not had the
problem of promotion for individuals who are not doing research. Our problem has
been in the basic science areas.

Let me also indicate that I think the tenure system is an abomination. I would
go to contracts, and I would go to relatively long-term contracts. Call it rolling
tenure, call it anything you want. In most instances, we don't have measures by
which we can adequately evaluate what people are doing. I don't think- the tenure
system protects anyone from anything. If someone doesn't like what is happening
within the university he or she is going to go to the courts. We have a litigious
society.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN EDUCATION AND PRACTICE:

PHARMACEUTICAL CARE

Charles D. Hepler

Drug therapy is perhaps the most common and best understood modality of
care available. Every pharmaceutical product legally available in the United States
by prescription and almost every over-the-counter medicine have been proven safe and
effective in scientific trials and have proven standards ofproduct quality that are
rigorously controlled. However, the use ofpharmaceuticals once they are on the
market and in the community is often less sati^actory than during clinical trials.
Adverse outcomes and treatmentfailures are increasingly recognized as diseases of
modem medicine.

The usual process of medicine's use in America is a relic of the Galenical era.
It was set up to solve preindustrial problems in the days of belladonna and digitalis.
It must be revised to solve the problems of contemporary medicine's use in a post-
industrial era of histamine antagonists and beta-blockers.

HISTORY*

Medicines were produced by apothecaries long after the industrial revolution
began in England and the United States. For example, in 1775, the year that James
Watt perfected his steam engines to power the industrial revolution, Withering began
to treat dropsy with a Shropshire folk remedy called digitalis.^

At the beginning of the twentieth century, pharmacists in the U.S. still were
apothecaries—obtaining, preparing, evaluating, and dispensing drug products.
Pharmaceutical practice and education were intimately related. Beginning about 1920,
however, education and practice began to diverge, largely as a result of the industriali
zation of pharmaceutical production.

Pharmaceutical education experienced a revolution. It reframed descriptive
subjects like "materia medica" into academic disciplines and began to compete for
research funding from govenunent and industry. It eamed its place in the university,
although—significantly—not always on the health campus. In the process, however, it
lost sight of its original purpose. The objective of educating professionals gave way to
discipline-oriented teaching and compartmentalized curricula, academic peer relation
ships, grantsmanship, and publishing. It produced, according to Goyan, "a generation

This section is based on reference 56.
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of pharmacists who knew the chemical structures of phenobarbital and procaine," but .
little about the actual use of medicines by patients to obtain a desired outcome. Even
pharmacology was taught from animal instead of human models, as a selfsufficient
objective or as preparation for graduate school. In legitimizing itself academically,
pharmaceutical education had isolated itself from practice.

In 1858, the eminent pharmacist William Proctor wrote:

"... if the preparation of medicines is taken from the apothecary
and he becomes merely the dispenser of them, his business is
shom of half its dignity and importance, and he relapses into a
simple shopkeeper."

A century later, that analysis had come true. The effect of industrial production
of pharmaceuticals on the practice of pharmacy was to "deskill" and to
"deprofessionalize" the functions of the erstwhile apothecary. Pharmacy became a
channel of distribution of industrial products. The law and the norms of pharmacy
complicated pharmacists' expanding professional service.

Pharmacists had been educated almost exclusively in the basic sciences by
scientists and emerged better trained as scientists than as professional pharmacists.
They experienced more than usual amounts of doubt and confusion as community-
based professionals attempting to solve human problems with the constraints of time
and incomplete information. Many pharmacists followed the advice of the 1922-1969
American Pharmaceutical Association Code of Ethics by referring all therapeutic
questions to the patient's physician.

In the 1960s, as the U.S. entered the information era, pharmaceutical practice
and education began to reunite at the bedside in a movement that cast hospital
pharmacists as therapeutic consultants. The movement continues today as pharmacists
broaden their perspectives from clinical pharmacy to pharmaceutical care and as
community pharmacists begin to embrace clinical pharmacy.

Just as changes in pharmaceutical practice and education occurred in response
to the industrialization of pharmacy, clinical pharmacy has arisen in response to the
information era to restore past losses of function and social worth and to avoid future
losses to automation.

Clinical pharmacy was defined by its originators and understood by most
practitioners in terms of functions, knowledge, and the educational processes required
to teach.

Within the profession, clinical pharmacy constituted a major reconstructive
movement. It continues to extend the function of pharmacists, to legitimize their
competencies, and to increase their status.
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In our society, however, functions can constitute a professional role only if
performed in a context of professional responsibility for patient welfare. When
clinical pharmacy practice emphasizes patient needs over professional functions, an
internal change project becomes a "reprofessionalization" project. '̂®

Finally, when clinical pharmacy is redefined in terms of responsibilities to
patients for outcomes, it escapes professional boundaries and becomes an integrative
paradigm about "helping people make the best use of medicines."' That new paradigm
is called pharmaceutical care}

THE THEORY OF PHARMACEUTICAL CARE

All the professions represented in an academic health center teach basic science
theory, with the justification that theoretical understanding is essential to initiate,
guide, and sustain appropriate profession '̂ services. Likewise, social and behavioral
theory about the purpose of the profession (sometimes called a philosophy of practice)
appears essential to initiate, guide, and sustain "reprofessionalization." That has
certainly been true for pharmacy's reprofessionalization and integration into health
care.^'®

Furthermore, scholars have recognized the necessity of a philosophy of
professions, especially during times of "paradigmatic unrest."® Still, some leaders in a
number of professions seem to be floundering because of an inadequate theory of
practice (e.g., attempts to reduce professional practice to scientific,economic, or
political terms).

Problem Statement: Preventable Drug-Related Disease

A small, expanding body of literature on preventable drug-related morbidity
suggests the following propositions:^^"^^

• Drug treatment involves significant amounts of preventable injury. In
many existing community-based inpatient and ambulatory care practices,
risks of drug therapy are not properly controlled.

• The cost of preventable drug-related disease and treatment failure may
be substantially greater than the costs of the drug treatment itself.

• Appropriate systems can reduce preventable drug-related disease,
improve outcomes, and reduce costs of care.
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Terminology

Drug-related disease is not a familiar subject and its terminology is not
uniform. Some definitions seem necessary. A pharmaceutical problem (drug-related
problem) is a patient- and time-specific circumstance that might interfere with an
optimum outcome from drug therapy. This concept, analogous to a medical or a
nursing problem, incorporates the belief that the existence of such a problem does not
necessarily reflect unfavorably upon the quality of care. On the contrary, professionals
exist to recognize and solve problems. Unfavorable judgments are appropriate,
however, when a problem goes undetected and unresolved. Strand et al. have
organized and categorized drug- related problems. '̂̂ ^ All can potentially develop into
significant drug-related morbidity (DRM).

Drug related morbidity is the phenomenon of therapeutic malfunction or
miscarriage, or the failure of a medicinal agent to produce the intended outcome by (a)
producing an adverse or toxic effect or (b) failing to produce the desired effect within
a reasonable time. The phenomenon may be recognized by the patient, a caretaker, or
a clinician. In its clinical manifestation, DRM may be called "drug-related disease,"
and in its biosocial manifestation, it should properly be called "drug-related illness."
A patient can feel ill from drug therapy whether or not professionals are willing to
legitimize the patient's illness. The patient may seek additional professional care or
stop therapy. Both treatment failure and adverse affects can lead to drug-related death.

Four elements define the concept of "preventable" as applied to drug-related
morbidity. A pharmaceutical problem must be recognizable, and the likelihood of an
adverse outcome or treatment failure must he foreseeable. In addition, the causes of
the problem and the outcome must be identifiable^ and those causes must be
controllable. Preventable drug-related morbidities, therefore, are manifestations of
unrecognized or unresolved drug related problems.®

The Medications Use System Causes Drug-Related Disease

When preventable injury has occurred, the conventional response is (1) to
identify (blame) simple causes: the drug product itself (the original idea of "adverse
drug reaction") or an individual (e.g., physician, nurse, pharmacist, patient) and (2) to
process the event in a disciplinary framework (e.g., malpractice litigation, contributory
negligence or "patient's noncompUance," professional disciplinary action).

Analysis suggests, however, that many preventable injuries result from an
obsolescent medicine use process from the days of general practitioners and Galenical
drugs. In receiving drug therapy for primary care, the patient, recognizing a problem,
goes to a primary care provider. The provider collects data and defines the problem.
The pharmacotherapeutic plan may have clear objectives or may be little more than
one or more prescriptions. The provider writes the prescription(s) and may (or may
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not) advise the patient on how to use the medicine. The patient goes home to take the
medicine as best he or she can. Furthermore, the patient may take over-the-counter
medicines, have prescribed medicines from many concurrent and past providers, and
have many pharmacies filling those prescriptions.

The greatest flaw in this process is that professionals monitor progress toward
clear therapeutic objectives infrequently, if at all. The patient has to detect and
interpret his or her responses to therapy and decide what action to take on the basis of
whatever was learned from the prescriber or pharmacist. Even if well informed, the
patient may be unable to do this adequately if professional judgment is required. For
example, the patient may attribute dizziness to old age or fatigue when in fact it is a
side-effect of a medicine that may lead to a major drug-related injury such as a broken
hip that occurs in a fall.^ Even therapy with "drugs of choice" may require frequent
and focused monitoring.^*^

Three other weaknesses exacerbate^the situation: (1) No one except the patient
may be available to coordinate therapy from multiple prescribers. Therefore, therapy
may be complicated by drug interactions; (2) The process offers information to the
patient when he or she may be least able to comprehend and retain it; and (3)
Information flows through the system poorly, if at all. In particular, the pharmacist
usually receives little information from prescribers except the current prescription and
others he or she may have received. This limits the pharmacist's ability to provide
patient-specific advice or to support the therapeutic plan.

Studies show that appropriate cooperative relationships among physicians,
nurses, and pharmacists improve clinical outcomes, often at less total system cost.
Preventing, detecting, and resolving drug-related problems before they become adverse
outcomes both increases the effectiveness of drug therapy and avoids many adverse
effects.^^"^'^^

Increasing numbers of pharmacists believe that if people knew about drug-
related disease, they would demand that physicians, pharmacists, and nurses do
something to prevent it. The literature justifies pharmacy's claim of a mandate to help
the patient obtain the best possible results of drug therapy, including protection from
harm.® These pharmacists understand that they cannot accomplish this alone and
challenge other health professions to join them in providing pharmaceutical care.

Proposed Solution: Pharmaceutical Care

The purpose of pharmaceutical care is the responsible provision of drug therapy
in order to achieve definite outcomes that improve a patient's quality of life. These
outcomes are; (1) cure of a disease; (2) elimination or reduction of a patient's
symptoms; (3) arresting or slowing of a disease process; or (4) preventing a disease or
symptoms.
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This purpose requires the following three functions:

1. Initiating therapy: designing and implementing an initial therapeutic plan that is
most likely to produce the therapeutic objectives. The plan includes diagnosis,
establishing therapeutic objectives, prescribing, dispensing and administration of
medicines.

2. Monitoring therapy: designing and implementing a plan for monitoring the
actual progress of therapy. This includes deciding what infonnation will be
essential to evaluate progress toward therapeutic objectives, when and how to
obtain it, and collecting and recording the information.

3. Correcting therapy: making necessary modifications in therapy including, for
example, revising the therapeutic objectives, therapeutic plan, or therapy itself
after evaluating patient progress and pertinent, biological, psychological, social,
and economic issues.

One prerequisite for maximum patient benefit is maintaining necessary
communications among all participants in the process, including the patient, so that
drug therapy is integrated with the other elements of health care. Pharmaceutical care
is a concept about how pharmacists, in cooperation with other professionals and the
patient, should practice clinically. It is simultaneously a concept about how to
integrate the work of many people to provide drug therapy. Pharmaceutical care
means "care with pharmaceuticals." Because pharmacists cannot provide all of the
necessary functions, pharmaceutical care does not imply occupationally exclusive "care
by a pharmacist."

It is unlikely, furthermore, that any solo professional could adequately provide
aU of the necessary functions of pharmaceutical care. Because the functions of
pharmaceutical care are the means to achieve "outcomes that improve a patient's
quality of life," services provided by solo professionals might often be less successful
than systematic cooperation. Indeed, uncoordinated individual practices, which assume
that general practice physicians or nurses adequately supervise the complexities of
modem drug therapy, may be a partial cause of the problem of preventable injuries
reported in the literature. Therefore, pharmaceutical care requires a team approach to
care.

Finally, pharmaceutical care is an example of a patient care system?^ It differs
from prescribing improvement programs^^ because it attempts to manage outcomes
directly according to the principle that every patient encounter may be unique.*"^^ As
a process of continually observing the immediate results of therapy in progress and
making corrections to improve patient outcomes, pharmaceutical care operates
according to the principle: "it is more humane and much cheaper to do it right the first
time." It is compatible with larger systems for performance review and improvement,
such as "total quality management" and "continuous qu^ty improvement."'*^
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PRIMARY PHARMACEUTICAL CARE

Drug therapy is perhaps the most common therapeutic modality in primary
care. For the purposes of this paper, primary care is "medical care that is oriented
toward the daily, routine needs of patients, such as initial diagnosis and continuing
treatment of common illness." Primary care also includes the functions of "patient
advocate, advisor, and system gatekeeper."^^

According to the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, 60 percent of all
office visits in 1989 included new or continued drug therapy. If we remove the 15
percent of visits that did not involve illness or injury (e.g., visits for general medical
examination, prenatal examination), the number increases to about 71 percent. About
20 percent of visits by people over the age of 65 involved three to five drugs.'̂ ^

As to the responsible provision of drug therapy, pharmaceutical care does not
address the spectrum of primary care. However, it does address a part of primary care
that involves about seven out of every ten patients who actually receive care, and it is
a part of care that may often fail.

Drug-related morbidity is rampant in community practice, and the community
pharmacist is frequently unable to contribute the fall measure that should be expected,
given the professional background and accessibility of the pharmacist. Monitoring of
therapy in a pharmaceutical care system appears to be the best, if not the only,
solution. Two questions are: (1) How can pharmaceutical care contribute to primary
care? and (2) How can each health profession contribute to pharmaceutical care? The
answers to these questions will indicate how pharmacists can contribute to improving
primary care.

Primary Care Teams

A team approach to patient care proposes a tripartite team comprising a patient,
care initiators, and co-therapists in an environment that includes the general society,
health care organizations, and research and educational institutions. The patient or
caregiver is the final arbiter of value questions, especially on what constitutes the
objectives of care."^^ Care initiation includes problem recognition, definition and
construction of a plan. Therapy includes the assessment of initial plans,
implementation, and monitoring.

Each actor in the environment can make decisions and perform activities in
other categories. For example, a nurse might appear in each of three roles; patients
often initiate and implement their own primary care; physicians might sometimes
implement care initiated by others.
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Patients and Health Professionals in Pharmaceutical Care

The three functions of pharmaceutical care described above (i.e., initiating,
monitoring, and correcting therapy) are shown in Figure 1 and may be called a
pharmaceutical care or primary pharmaceutical care system.

Primary care team membership requires at least three elements: (1) an ability to
contribute to team objectives (e.g.,, one or more necessary functions); (2) acceptance of
responsibility to the patient and to colleagues for that contribution's actual value in
specific instances; and (3) access to the communications system used by the team to
coordinate its work.
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Functions in Pharmaceutical Care Teams

Patients, physicians, and clinical nurse practitioners (CNPs) often can contribute
the most to recognizing and defining medical problems. A pharmacist can contribute
to relatively minor and self-limiting problems or possibly refer serious medical
problems to a physician or clinical nurse.

Physicians and CNPs can contribute significantly to the third step, developing
an initial therapeutic plan. Pharmacists also can contribute to this function, given
adequate provisions for prompt communication. This is common, for example, in
clinics and hospitals where pharmacists, physicians, and nurses share a medical record
and communicate readily.

Pharmacists can contribute significantly to assessing the therapeutic plan and
(as is commonplace today) dispensing medication and advising patients about the ,use
of medication. Both pharmacists and CNPs can design and implement monitoring
plans, collect monitoring information, and evaluate progress. In ambulatory care,
patients or caregivers can have primary responsibility for administering or consuming
medicine and can share responsibility for monitoring.

Community pharmacists are the most accessible health professionals and they
have been successfully operating drug delivery and drug information systems in
hospitals and community practice for many years. Approximately 65,000 of the
170,000 practicing pharmacists in the U.S. graduated within the last 10 years. They
received more education in drug therapy than other primary care health professionals.
For example, students in the doctor of pharmacy program at the University of Florida
must complete 11 semester hours of course work in dosage form design and
evaluation, and drug kinetics; 7 semester hours of pharmacology; and 13 semester
hours of therapeutics. Retraining may not be necessary for many practicing
pharmacists although education of large numbers of pharmacists in the new practice
model may be necessary, especially with respect to problem-solving and
communications skills.

Responsibility

Each professional team member naturally must accept a share of direct
responsibility to the patient for the quality of care. The patient should accept some
responsibility as well. This is an ethical idea and refers to prospective responsibility,
as moral trustworthiness. The idea is simple, even if its execution is problematic.
Each professional should act as if he or she expected to be held accountable for any
significant outcomes of care that he or she could have influenced, not merely the
technical performance proficiency of isolated procedures. This approach to responsi
bility can tend to change relationships among and within professions from competition
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according to rules of collegial etiquette to mutually supportive cooperative
relationships.

"Care" is intended to invoke analogies with the ideals of medical and nursing
care and to further a common ideology among physicians, nurses and pharmacists.
The fundamental, ideal relationship in medical, nursing, and pharmaceutical care is a
covenant. A professional covenant is a mutually beneficial exchange in which a client
or patient promises to grant authority to a professional and the professional promises
competent care. This view recognizes the sovereignty that patients have over their
own bodies and minds but recognizes that there are limits to the ability of some
people to exercise that sovereignty without help.

The patient grants the professional the authority to influence both his or her be
liefs (e.g., the definition of the problem) ^d behaviors (e.g., actions necessary to solve
the problem).^ Professional practice is virtually impossible if the patient withholds
such authority

Competent caring requires scientific knowledge, skill (e.g., problem solving and
communications), and attitudes of painstaking attention and commitment to the client's
interests from the professional.*^^^^ It includes teaching patients or caregivers the
spectrum of options and consequences and helping them to make informed choices.

The consumer movement, especially when linked to critiques of medical
paternalism and "practice pattern variation," has raised a number of concerns among
health profession's. As applied to health professions, consumerism may be a valid
reaction to paternalism or "self-fulfilling" professional decisions.^^ However, it may
bring with it a business approach to purchasing professional services (caveat emptor),
which violates some long-standing ideals of professional service. Care is a third
choice, beyond paternalism and consumerism.

Liability for negligence involves retrospective responsibility, and is outside
both my expertise and the scope of this paper. However, it seems that courts tend to
hold office-based physicians liable for unacceptable outcomes, even if another
professional could have prevented the injury. There certainly have been drug therapy
cases like that.

Medical care suggests a football metaphor with the physician choosing and
executing plays as the quarterback. The physician also takes credit for success at the
expense of blame for failure and a few bone-crushing tackles along the way when
someone else missed an assignment.

Hie courts have resolved questions related to the professional liability of teams
operating in hospitals and other formal organizations. Stable primary care teams also
could accept joint accountability in a similar model. This, in turn, suggests pooling of
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risk and written descriptions of the responsibilities within interprofessional coopera
tion.

The applicable metaphor here is a soccer team or basketball team. A captain
provides strategic and tactical leadership, but any member of the team may get the ball
unexpectedly at any moment. At such a moment, that member must decide how to
advance the interests of the team based on skill and opportunity (i.e., shoot or pass).

Access to Communications

Pharmacists typically practice in locations that are separate from physicians'
offices but are highly accessible to patients. Such arrangements work well enough for
"drug dispensing." They become obstacles, however, to clinical practice models that
emphasize patient-specific drug information, provided at the time a physician makes a
prescribing decision.

Monitoring the progress of therapy is, however, more feasible than "prospective drug
use review" (prescribing influence) in a community pharmacy:

Pharmacists are more able to recognize opportunities to monitor than
opportunities to influence prescribing; much information needed to
detect, resolve, and prevent pharmaceutical problems is available from
the patient; much information that must be obtained from the physician
and nurse (e.g., diagnosis) can be obtained within an acceptable time
period by voice mail, electronic mail, and fax technology. The same
may be true of recommendations and other information provided back to
the physician or nurse.

These points notwithstanding, communications may remain a barrier. Involving
pharmacists in primary pharmaceutical care systems may require the pharmacist to
practice at least some of the time in clinics and physicians' offices. One specific
implication of this is provision for pharmacists in medical clinic design.

CONCLUSION

In the short time since the concept was proposed, pharmaceutical care has been
endorsed by nearly every national organization of pharmacy practitioners, the
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP), and the pharmaceutical
societies of Canada and the United Kingdom^^ AACP sponsored a position paper and
two background papers on education for pharmaceutical care.'̂ ^* '̂̂ ^ In adopting the
position paper, the membership of AACP made a commitment to implement profes
sional educational programs that are intended to prepare all pharmacy graduates to
provide pharmaceutical care. Consistent with that goal, the American Council on
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Pharmaceutical Education (the national accrediting body for pharmacy) recently
published draft standards for a doctoral program.

Some business interests have unsuccessfully resisted these changes. This has
occurred each time that pharmacy has changed its paradigm. Business interests
eventually found a new way to do business (or to ignore the new paradigm), and one
hopes that their resistance to change will diminish with time and perhaps even turn
into support, as they discover their own vulnerability to technology and economics.

However, education of pharmacy students will not along advance the develop
ment of primary pharmaceutical care systems. Changes in both the initial education
and continuing education of other health professionals will also be necessary. Changes
in the organization and reimbursement of primary care will be necessary.

Academic health centers can encourage primary pharmaceutical care systems in
America by exploiting the propinquity of medical, dental, nursing, and pharmacy
students on health campuses. First, primary pharmaceutical care systems should be
included as academic health centers construct and modify primary care model clinics
and other programs for teaching and service. Academic health centers should provide
practical education for all health professions students in those sites so that students
learn how to work with each other. A related suggestion is to include primary
pharmaceutical care models in primary care programs that are constructed for the
purpose of exploration, demonstration, and evaluation by health services researchers.

Second, academic health centers can renew past efforts to teach health
professions students together in the classroom, especially in the social and behavioral
sciences, ethics, and therapeutics. This will require compromises, but the benefits will
be great.

Third, faculty in academic health centers should recognize that society needs
primary pharmaceutical care systems now and that changing the practice through new
graduates may take too long to be effective. For example, only 7 percent of pharma
cists are under the age of 30. Most pharmacists have been out of school for 10 years
or more. Pharmacy educators should recognize the challenges and opportunities that
retraining mid-career pharmacists represents. Likewise, faculty in academic health
centers should encourage shared continuing education among pharmacists, nurses, and
physicians in order to teach cooperation in this new paradigm. Model on-campus
clinics training sites in more distant locations are excellent opportunities for such
training.

I wish to close on a historical note. The roots of the academy are in the
clergy. The great universities of the world have endured through wars and revolutions
and the rise and fall of empires, not merely because professors could read the marks
on parchment, paper, or cathode ray tubes. Universities have endured and prospered
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because they were able to keep fundamental human values at the center of their
knowledge and to apply knowledge to the problems of the day. That principle applies
most obviously to the helping professions.

American health care largely escaped industrialization until very recently but it
did adopt some of the ideas of industrialization, especially specialization, without an
effective mechanism for coordinating specialists.

Pharmaceutical education spent the last half century strengthening its academic
foundation and restoring its connection to the practice of pharmacy. Both were
necessary to contribute uniquely to solving society's problems. Pharmacy now appears
ready to participate with the other health professions in addressing the problems of
society, which are clear enough. Let us begin to work on the solutions together.
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THE GENERALIST PHYSICIAN

AND THE 50 PERCENT SOLUTION

Ruth Hanft

I've been talking about primary care and medical education since 1974~almost
20 years. If anything, the situation has gotten worse rather than better. We have a
decline in generalist physicians as evidenced by the latest residency fill data.

It is a particularly serious problem if we are really going to have health care
reform. The basic premise of health care reform is managed competition or (as I
prefer to call it) increased incentives for people to enter managed care arrangements.

Under such an arrangement, an estimated 50- to 60-percent generalist
physicians are needed. We are currently below 30 percent although we have been
talking about this issue for two decades. We have put in some incentives at the
margin to increase generalists, but the disincentives have outweighed the incentives.

While nurse practitioners and physician assistants could fill some of the gap,
there has been no great increase in their numbers either. Licensure and practice law
barriers prevent expanded utilization of nurse practitioners and physician assistants in
many states. Tm going to irritate the nursing deans when I say I also think that
nursing education has not yet enough clinical differential diagnosis in it to really move
heavily toward a takeover by nurse practitioners of many of the generalist position
functions. I think that can be easily remedied if the nursing deans will move quickly.

What is the reason for the imbalance? I'm an economist, so I always look at
economic barriers first. Obviously, the salary differentials or the income differentials
between generalist physicians and the medical subspecialists or surgical specialists are
quite dramatic. That is a concem for young physicians who take on great debt
burdens to get their medical education. Part of that is a function of the inefficiency of
medical education. Medical education does not have to cost as much as it does, as
recently noted in a report published by the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation.

There are also licensure restrictions that prevent competition from other
professions. There is the medical educational environment, which I think plays a very
major role in discouraging young people to enter the generalist field. Admissions
policies also play a role. We seek out the best and the brightest in science, and we
put much less weight on the humanities, the social sciences, and interpersonal
relationships. It is the ethos of the schools and the reward system in the schools.
Look at your highest paid professors. Who serves on the prestigious committees?
Who gets elected to the Institute of Medicine? Who gets all the kudos in academic
medicine?
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The imbalance also comes from the dollars that drive the system—the flow of
funds to the individual investigator and the flow of funds to the practice plan with the
institution's having very little flexibility to change the incentives.

Faculty role models spin off from this ethos. The students aren't dumb. They
see who gets rewarded, they see who gets the credit, and they see who gets the bucks.
It's the site of clinical training. We are still doing the majority of clinical education
and graduate medical education in the high-tech tertiary facilities although the majority
of teaching hospitals are community teaching hospitals. The majority of residents
receive their education in tertiary care facilities, the large university- owned hospitals,
and the principal teaching hospitals of the academic health centers.

An additional disincentive is student financing. Aside from the cost of
education, low-cost loans and scholarships have disappeared. The National Health
Service Corps is being revitalized. It will take at least five to six years for that to
have any impact at all.

The lengthening of the medical education process has also contributed to our
current situation. And there have been societal signals. The consumer has revered
high-tech medicine and accepted the media hype, the fad-of-the-month club, the
willingness to pay, and the self-referral syndrome where only the Park Avenue
specialist is good enough (even if there is no indication that the Park Avenue specialist
is any better than other specialists in a particular field).

What am I proposing? I'm proposing radical reform, and I mean real radical
reform at both the undergraduate medical school level and in graduate medical
education. I wish there were representatives from the state legislatures here, because
76 medical schools are state or state-related schools, and the state legislatures could
make a major impact on changing the environment of medical education.

I am suggesting that today's medical school is in. inappropriate locus for the
training of generalist physicians. I am suggesting that we switch to an institution
within an institution, setting up a medical school within the academic health center.
The medical school would focus on the education of medical students with a primary
emphasis on the generalist as well as graduate medical education for generalists. I am
suggesting that we carve out a special faculty and new training sites. You are never
going to stop research-oriented faculty from going for research grants. You are never
going to stop the sub-specialist from trying to generate income in the practice plan. I
am suggesting that we carve out a new medical school within a medical school.

I am also suggesting that we go back to the time when we took students after
the third year of coUege and brought them right into medical school, awarding them
their baccalaureate after the first year of medical school. I am suggesting that we
knock out the fourth year of medical education and start the primary care residency in
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the fourth year. Anyone who wants to do a primary care residency starts it in the
fourth year, and anyone who wants to go into another specialty has to slog out the
fourth year.

We have to change the faculty role models. We need a separate faculty that is
dedicated to education, rather than basic scientists who go through the revolving door
and do two lectures a semester, or the clinicians who turn the students over to the
senior residents or the chief resident.

We need to change the sites of training to community health centers, HMOs,
community hospitals, and group practice. We need to return to well-supervised
preceptorships. We need to do this in a multidisciplinary fashion. We cannot afford,
either in terms of the cost of education or the cost or quality of care, to train
physicians separately from nurses, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, clinical
pharmacists, clinical therapists, or occupational therapists. They must address the
whole patient, and this requires that all the professions train together.

We need to increase our activity and opportunities in health services research
for students and faculty, particularly in community epidemiology and outcomes
research. We need to shift some of the research dollars from the National Institutes of

Health to accomplish this. I knpw this is not going to make the basic scientists very
happy, but we do have limited resources. This is going to take a shift of resources
from one place to another.

In terms of student financing, we really have to increase scholarships and
subsidize loans. But there has to be a very heavy penalty if the subsidized students
tum away from primary care. It has to be quintuple the amount of the loan.

Finally, in terms of incentives, we need to think about pegging residency
salaries in the generalist fields at higher levels than salaries in the other fields, so that
students graduating from medical school can begin to reap increased earnings. That
will send the signal.

We need practice incentives. Fm disappointed in what has happened with
RBRVS. It did not go as far as it should have in reducing the differential in fees and
income. It really does not yet reward cognitive activities, such as counseling. An
ophthalmologist, for example, can still charge an excessive fee for what is now a
routine procedure known as cataract surgery.

Under health care reform, we need to encourage or require private payers to
follow a Medicare-type revised RBRVS, so the physician cannot shift the fees from
the public to the private sector. We need to mandate that Medicaid fees in primary
care are raised to at least the Medicare level. We need to loosen the licensure and

practice acts for physician assistants and nurse practitioners.
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There are other long-range activities that we should be considering. I include
in those a cap on residency positions, not at 110 percent of American M.D. graduates
but rather at 105 percent. I think we also need to put a moratorium on growth in the
subspecialties in medicine and to implement this step immediately in pediatrics. We
must gradually reduce the proportion of those subspecialties along wilii the surgical
subspecialties. I am not including in this general surgery, where there apparenUy is no
over supply at the moment. But there is an emerging over supply in the hospital-
based specialties, and there is certainly an over supply of cardiologists and
gastroenterologists.

We need to increase outcomes and appropriateness studies in order to start
cutting off some of the marginal surgical procedures that are being done, including
coronary arteiy bypass surgery and PTCA. Any number of studies show that these
procedures are being done in cases where^ their need is highly questionable.

We need to plan to retrain medical and pediatric subspecialists to be
generalists. I don't think this is possible for all specialties, but it is possible in the
subspecialties of medicine and pediatrics.

We need to increase incentives for consumers to go into managed care plans.
We need to develop some good managed care plans. There are a lot of good ones, but
there are also a lot where defection rates are very high. We need to replicate a few
good models.

Finally, I don't think anything is going to change until we put a global cap on
health expenditures in this country.
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STATE PRACTICE LAWS AND ADVANCED

PRACTICE NURSING

Barbara J. Safriet

I'm delighted to be here today to talk about the role of at least one provider of
advanced practice nursing and some of the barriers to full utilization of these health
professionals. I have to take just a moment and pre-empt some questions that Til no
doubt be asked, including, "Why did you get involved in health law, specifically issues
of advanced practice nursing?"

Tm not a nurse. Everyone assumes I am. Very few lawyers ever look at
nursing law. Some lawyers ask, "What is nursing law?" It's not shocking for them to
look at medical law or health law. About 10 years ago, I was asked by the wife of a
law school colleague if I would review the then controversial rules that were being
promulgated by the Oregon Board of Medicine to regulate prescriptive authority for
nurse practitioners. Since I'm a specialist in state administrative law as well as health
law, I said, "Fine, I can do this, it's no problem. I can look at these rules and
regulations and give you an answer in short order." After almost 11 years, I'm still
looking at rules and regulations that regulate advanced nursing practice.

The reason for that is twofold: one, I'm stubborn; and two, it's an intriguing
area. The advanced practice nurse's role has expanded for nurse midwives and nurse
practitioners specifically, but also for clinical nurse specialists and nurse anesthetists.
The legal ramifications (mostly on the regulatory, not the malpractice side) are very
complicated and confusing but also very interesting, if you like to study these things.
That is how I got involved.

I didn't know I would still be involved 10 or 11 years later but I am. I think
it's a veiy interesting area to look at. Right now, extraordinary attention is being
given to health care reform. We all talk about access, quality, and cost. As a
consumer of health care services, not as a health care provider, I like to stop and say,
"What do these questions really mean to me and to the ordinary public consumer?" If
you stop people on the street and ask them to list the most salient points in health care
reform, they will not say access, quality, and cost. What they will say is, "Can I get
health care? How good will it be? What will it cost me?" Those are more populist
versions of what we mean by access, quality, and cost.

People are grappling with trying to advance the goals of those three different
factors. Policymakers are addressing these issues, each from his or her. own
perspective. They're looking at some combination of the following goals: we want to
provide basic health care, especially primary care for all Americans; we want to have
the most cost-effective care possible; we also want to emphasize health promotion and
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maintenance as well as cures and sophisticated research; and we want more informed
consumers. Another goal in all the reform talk is to have an acceptable level of
quality of care, perhaps not the most exquisite and optimum care for everyone, but
acceptable quality of care. We also want to make the fullest use of all the resources
we have in the health care area, especially precious resources like personnel.

Sometimes when I read the paper I think that maybe there are no good choices
in health care. But in fact, 1 know there is one good choice. In fact, there are many
good choices. But one good choice in realizing these goals for health care reform is
to maximize the utilization of the highly trained, well-prepared health care providers
who are called advanced practice nurses.

Studies have shown repeatedly (and there have been many) that advanced
practice nurses can play a central role in ensuring that high-quality care is extended to
aU Americans in the most cost-effective way possible. When advanced practice
nursing's role was being officially addressed and recognized, the question was, "Can
they provide care and what's the quality?" That isn't an issue anymore. The studies
have shown consistently that within their scope of practice, advanced practice nurses
are more than capable of providing high-quality care.

Similarly, all the studies show that nurse practitioners often provide care in the
most cost-effective way possible, because training costs are less and their practice
modalities are very cost-effective.

If you grew up in Eastern Kentucky as I did, you knew that advanced practice
nurses surely increased access to care. The frontier nursing service provided the
majority of maternity care in Eastern Kentucky for years. It still provides a lot of the
maternity care in that area. So on quality, cost, and access issues, advanced practice
nurses are proven providers.

That's the good news. What then is the bad news, and why am I here talking
to you today? The bad news is this. At the very time we should be emphasizing
maximum utilization of our existing resources, advanced practice nurses throughout the
country face a laundry list of legally and professionally imposed restrictions on their
practice. I won't go into all of them. Neither will I even choose one and go into
great detail.

Let me just summarize some and highlight others. First, each of the states
regulates and licenses health care providers. Advanced practice nurses face the all-
inclusive, preexisting medical practice act, which staked out for the physicians
exclusive and all-encompassing legal turf for the diagnosis, treatment, and prescription
of all human illnesses. I call them the Ds: disease, defect, deformity.
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Interestingly, there is not one medical practice act that I have yet read that
mentions anything about health. When nurse midwives and later nurse practitioners
were being trained to provide diagnostic treatment and prescription services, they faced
the legal barrier of allegations of practicing medicine without a medical license. In
fact, what they were practicing was nursing.

But to legitimize this newly expanded competency, nurse practitioners had to
go through legislative and administrative processes to seek amendments of the nurse
practice act and other laws so they would not keep bumping up against the all-
inclusive medical practice act.

When you replicate that effort in 50 states, you have wasted an enormous
amount of veiy precious time and energy. That effort is going on in all 50 states, and
it will continue. The question is—how long it will take? In many states, the role of
advanced practice nurses is not officially and explicitly recognized in statutes. There
is constant tension between the nurse practice act and the medical practice act. So you
have constant efforts to have the legal regime reflect the reality, and the reality is that
advanced practice nurses are diagnosing, treating, and prescribing each and every day.

Many of the practice acts have requirements for supervision of these advanced
practice nurses by physicians. Or these nurses may need to be directed by a physician
or practice only according to written protocols that are reviewed, evaluated, and filed
at the state board of medicine on an annual basis.

Similarly, many advanced practice nurses in some states are regulated by a
board of physicians—not nurses, but a board of physicians. There might be a joint
board comprising nurses, physicians, and pharmacists, with the nurses always in the
minority. We're not regulating pharmacy. We're not regulating medicine under these
statutes. We're regulating advanced practice nursing. It is a bit peculiar to have
licensed professionals from other professions having a direct and majority rule in what
advanced practice nurses can do.

Another kind of legislative barrier these advanced practice nurses face within
this scope of practice category is a variation in their licensed scope-of- practice,
depending on where they practice. That's very odd. It might make sense for licensed
professionals such as lawyers. Laws vary, not just from federal to state, but from
county to county and from city to city. So it might make some sense to vary what
lawyers can do, depending on where they practice.

But it is strange that scope of practice for licensed health professionals varies
depending upon whether they are in a remote county, an urban ghetto clinic, or a
middle- to high-income suburb. But in fact, those scopes of practice do vary based on
geographic practice site.
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I have always thought a pediatric earache is a pediatric earache. But in some
states, a nurse practitioner can treat independently on her own license and prescribe for
a pediatric earache, as long as he or she is in a remote or isolated area. But if the
nurse is in town next to the academic health center or a lot of physicians* offices, the
license will not allow such treatment.

That is a very strange restriction. One of the most recent state reforms to
acknowledge the expanded role of nurse practitioners has added a new wrinkle in this
variation of scope of practice by practice site. It's no longer just where you are
geographically, but rather the nature of the site and whether you're practicing in a for-
profit clinic or a governmental non-profit clinic. I urge you to question whether this
has anything to do with the quality of care or the competency of that advanced
practice nurse.

rl

In addition to restrictions on scope of practice, there are many restrictions on
prescriptive authority for nurse practitioners and nurse midwives. Eighteen years ago,
there were no explicit recognitions in any state of prescriptive authority for advanced
practice nurses. Now 38 to 40 states have expliciUy recognized and granted legal
licenses to advanced practice nurses to prescribe drugs and devices. But the variation
in how they do this is endless.

In some states, it's a completely independent authority. In other states, it is a
dependent or supervised authority. Some states require the use of presigned pads,
which boggles my mind. It is in the law. A nurse practitioner can prescribe, but only
when a presigned prescription pad is used. The physician with whom the nurse
practices has to have his signature on the pad. Other states require co-signatures. Still
others require the name and practice site address of the
"cooperating" or "supervising" or "directing" physician. And some require protocols
that must be reviewed and filed with the state board of medicine. Once again, we
have the site variation. If you're practicing far away, or in veiy poor areas, you can
prescribe more independently. So we have site variation and prescriptive authority
embedded in state law as well.

Finally, the question of payment. There are lots of barriers to payment for
advanced practice nurses. Three basic questions are: What services can you be paid
for? How much will you be paid? Can you be paid directly, or will somebody else be
paid for your work? (That's a very odd question.)

In many states, both state and federal law do not allow advanced practice
nurses to be paid directly. The physician for whom they work or with whom they
work is paid for their services, and nurses get paid by that person. It makes sorting
out the health care situation very complicated. If you expand the use of advanced
practice nurses, you will have better care for more people at the same cost.
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In fact, it could be better care for more people at less cost. Do you know why?
First, training costs are less. Second, practice costs are less. But third, we have
legitimized in our rules and regulations promulgated by the Health Care Financing
Administration provisions that allow physicians to bill at the physician rate for work
and services done by an advanced practice nurse.

Now, this is very puzzling. So in this country today, advanced practice nurses
are providing services. They're not paid directly for them. And guess what?
Medicaid and Medicare are paying at 100 percent of the physician's rate for work the
physician didn't do. I can assure you that the physician is not giving 100 percent of
the reimbursement he or she receives to the advanced practice nurse.

That's the question of direct payment. Other questions of coverage vary. For
example, in the Medicaid and Medicare programs, certified nurse midwives can get
paid. In fact, they can get paid directly. However, they can only get paid for those
services rendered during the matemity cycle. I just came from my parents' 50th
wedding anniversary in Florida where I was with a lot of people who were on
Medicare, and not one of them need any matemity services. What they need is
gynecological services. My father doesn't, but my mother does. But under the federal
reimbursement programs, certified nurse midwives, who are supremely qualified to
provide basic gynecological services, can't get paid for rendering those services. So
there are restrictions on coverage.

Similarly, there are restrictions based on the title. For example, family and
pediatric nurse practitioners can get reimbursement under Medicaid, but adult nurse
practitioners cannot. Given the licensing laws in many states, you're doing the same
thing but you have a bunch of different titles. So we have vast confusion. A majority
of the states has moved to implement free choice laws or non-discrimination laws to
counteract the refusal of private insurance companies to pay for the services of
advanced practice nurses. These companies will not reimburse advanced practice
nurses for services for which a physician receives reimbursement. A majority of states
has tried to counteract that problem of discrimination in the private insurance market
through free choice or non-discrimination laws. There is every indication that the
federal administrative agencies and this Administration are going to expand .
reimbursement coverage and incentives for advanced practice nurses.

On third-party reimbursement, the question is: How much will you get paid?
In most payment schemes for Medicare (paid by the federal government) and \
Medicaid (paid through the states) advanced practice nurses are paid only a percentage
of what a physician is paid for the same service~65 percent of what a physician is
paid, or perhaps 70, 75, 80, or 85 percent In very few circumstances are they paid
100 percent of what the physician is paid, even though they're doing the identical
service. And they may be doing it better if the outcome studies have any merit.
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These are some of the barriers that advanced practice nm-ses face. The barriers
are embedded in state laws. They're embedded in federal reimbursements schemes.
Advanced practice nurses also face professional restrictions vis-a-vis admitting
privileges and malpractice insurance. Those are the other issues that aren't so much
regulatory as they are private market forces at work.

If you are interested in promoting primary care or basic care in the most cost-
effective way possible for all Americans, you will be involved not only in the training
of advanced practice nurses, but also in joining with the increasing number of states
that are removing restrictions on the scope of practice, prescriptive authority, and
reimbursement for these health care providers. Advanced practice nurses provide
quality care in cost-effective ways, and they surely increase access to large numbers of
underserved communities.
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THE ALLIED HEALTH SPECTRUM IN PRIMARY CARE

Thomas C. Robinson

As a result of my role as the president of the Association of Schools in Allied
Health Professions, I have had the opportunity to speak to numerous groups in the last
eighteen months and to look at education and practice issues from a different
perspective. One usually functions at home in one's role from a fairly narrow
institutional or disciplinary point of view but standing on a podium like this, one has
to flip the frame of reference and examine the issues from a more distant position.

I've had the opportunity to deliver some of these kinds of papers recently.
They have been generally on issues in allied health—the opportunities and barriers and
the future of allied health education and practice. It has become clearer to me as I
talk to my colleagues around the country that the primary care issue looms larger and
larger.

The questions that I believe need to be addressed for the allied health
professions in terms of a new paradigm and this panel discussion are: What is the role
of the allied health professions in primary care? Who is in and who is not? How do
we best educate for practice in primary care? Where do we educate for primary care?
Whom do we educate?

These questions imply change; hence health care reform is at center stage. I
believe those words will replace E Pluribus Unum as our national motto, iAs a part of
the health care reform scenario, primary care and managed systems of care (a la
Hawaii) are advanced in the media, in state capitols, and here in Washington as among
the ways to provide increased access, reduced costs, and improved health for our
population. They are seen as a way to bring organizations to the delivery and funding
of health care in the United States.

But alas, we don't have enough people to insert into the stmcture. And
moreover, we don't have the proper structure in place for these people. The issue then
becomes not only one of reform in practice but also reform in education. The clarion
call is to the educational institutions, particularly the academic health centers, to
educate the right kind and quality of people in the right places to do the right things.
The.result should be more primary care practitioners and health professional teams for
managed care environments, since that is the nostrum to cure our Uls.

This brings us to the agenda of the Pew Health Professions Commission. I will
use the Pew Commission reports as the backdrop for allied health as it seeks to take
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its place in primary care. The Pew Charitable Trusts established their commission to
deal with the changing needs and expectations of the nation in regard to health care
and to make recommendations to all the professions for strategies for meeting the new
challenges. The Pew Commission reports consolidated the ideas, directions, and issues
confronting us as health professions educators. They have been presented to all of our
national associations in both Pew reports (October 1991 and February 1993, Health
Professions Education for the Future Schools and Service to the Nation).

The recent Pew document represents an enormous amount of time and effort
from leaders in our respective disciplines. It crystallizes the issues and provides a
catalyst for change. It challenges us as we challenge ourselves. How we respond will
determine how much progress we make in addressing the questions of service to our
nation.

V

The report summarizes what is generally known in allied health circles but
might not be known to wider audiences such as this. For example, 60 percent of the
entire health care work force (over 3 million people) are deemed allied health
practitioners. They represent 200 distinct disciplines. These vital practitioners work
in a broad range of settings and provide a broad range of care. They work in
hospitals, clinics, physicians' offices, hospices, extended care facilities, health
maintenance organizations, community programs, and schools. They represent an
array of services that includes the prevention, identification, monitoring, and
evaluating of diseases, disabilities, and disorders; health promotion; rehabilitation;
health systems management; and dietary nutritional services.

The health care system suffers from severe shortages of allied health areas.
The recent Institute of Medicine study, which examined ten of the larger allied health
disciplines, accurately predicted these shortages. The Pew report points out that the
AIDS epidemic, the need for increased rehabilitation services, and more preventive
initiatives all call for increased growth in the allied health professions.

The Pew report goes on to suggest six emerging trends in allied health. All of
these serve as opportunities for the allied health professions; all rely upon the allied
health professions to help solve some of the pressing problems facing health care; they
all have implications for primary care and prevention for the allied health professions.
The six trends are:

(1) Changing demography. Without reciting the litany of information and
prognostication on our population, suffice it to say that the elderly population is
increasing at a more rapid pace than the population as a whole. That situation has
major implications for the delivery of health services.

(2) Changing patterns of disease. There is, as we aU know, an increasing
prevalence of chronic disease. This has implications for the delivery of health care
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services and its financing as well as the appropriate training of personnel to provide
these services.

(3) Refocusing on health promotion. Sixty percent of deaths are premature.
This means that we must tum to the concepts of health promotion and disease
prevention and to a variety of health practitioners for redization of better health for
the populace.

(4) Advancing medical information and technology. Allied health not only
generates a huge share of technology but also manages it.

(5) Ensuring quality of care. The press for cost-effectiveness and consumer-
oriented care demands that we develop the ability to address the efficacy of outcomes.

(6) This trend links allied health in general to primary care and the health care
team. It appears that delivery trends toward home- and community-based ambulatory
care, primary care, long-term care, and provider-team care could all increase the
demand for allied health personnel in the future.

The Pew report outlines six strategies for allied health:

(1) Explore models for unifying parts of the allied health professions in clinical
service and education. This will require us to rethink what is core in the curricula. I
believe that the majority of specialty disciplines will be maintained, but practitioners
will be working in teams and will focus on the patient/client/community and share
responsibilities. Hence we need to require core subjects in our educational programs,
including team development and training.

(2) Encourage continuous validation of clinical practice in allied health. One of
the subsets of the strategy is to "establish curricular emphasis on primary care and
prevention.'" "The allied health professions already make numerous contributions to
primary care, but much more is possible. Selected allied health disciplines should be
identified and targeted for demonstration projects on the development of curricula
focusing on the clinical and didactic aspects of primary care and prevention."

(3) Improve the linkages among allied health practitioners within allied health
education.

(4) Develop, test, and evaluate new ways of utilizing allied health workers in
care systems. This is the cross-training and job restructuring theme again.

(5) Enact institutional accreditation for allied health programs.

(6) Broaden efforts to enhance minority representation in allied health.
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Primary care, team care, managed care, access, cost, quality. These are all
blowing in the winds of health care reform. We must now return to the questions that
I originally posed. What is the role of the allied health professions in primary care?
Who is in and who is not? How do we best educate for practice in primary care?
Whom do we educate? Where and how do we educate?

We need to expand our definition of primary care. The old paradigm focuses
on the various practitioners: physician assistants (PAs), nurse practitioners (NPs), and
primary care physicians (pediatricians, obstetricians, family practitioners, and
internists). Viewed in this way, the PA is the only allied health member of a primary
care team.

I would like to recommend that we listen to the guidance of the Pew
Commission and shift the paradigm to discuss the primary care function as the new
paradigm and focus on the client, community, and patient. The primary care function
then allows us to assemble the proper collection of practitioners who will deliver care
in each individualized situation.

This means that an interdisciplinary team does what is necessary for that
community or group of clients/patients in order to deliver primary care as defined by
the customer's need. The new paradigm for primary care needs to be redefined as Dr.
Hepler described earlier. This interpretation opens up a broad array of practitioners
that can function in primary care. As it relates to allied health, this model better fits
the Pew statement that allied health makes a major contribution but much more is
possible.

Allied health professions other than physician assistants are and should be
included in the primary care function paradigm. This paradigm allows for the
inclusion of diagnostic allied health personnel (clinical laboratory personnel and
imaging professionals), rehabilitation specialists (physical and occupational therapists,
speech and hearing and respiratory therapists), health administrators and medical
records staff, nutritionists, dental and physician extenders, and others who can be
inserted into the teams delivering the care.

I just returned from Morehead, Kentucky, where I talked with a nurse
practitioner (NP) from the model demonstration project, funded by the Bureau of
Health Professions, for interdisciplinary rural education. This project focuses on an
interdisciplinary team to deliver primary care to a rural geriatric population. The team
consists of a family practice physician, pharmacist, social worker, NP, and PA. They
hope to add a physician therapist. They deliver care as a part of the health system
initiated by the St. Claire Medical Center, which recently was named as the
Outstanding Rural Health Provider by the National Rursd Health Association. Students
are assigned as they rotate through the Area Health Education Center (AHEC) at St.
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Claire. It is a part of their discipline-specific rotation. Interdisciplinary and primary
care education thus take place as a discipline rotation.

There are many examples of team delivery in primary care. Most are
accomplished without demonstration projects. The Bureau of Health Professions
initiatives for interdisciplinary education can help us identify potential opportunities in
our own settings where the various health care practitioners are trained. What better
place to accomplish this than in the academic health centers? There are 22 projects
currently funded. Most are primary care initiatives.

Some of the model projects funded by the Bureau of Health Professions that
combine service delivery and education include:

• University of Arizona—using health administrators, nurses, pharmacists,
and social workers.

• University of Nebraska Medical Center—using dental hygienists,
dentists, nurses, and pharmacists.

• South Dakota State University—using nurse practitioners, pharmacists,
and nurses.

• Vanderbilt University—using physicians, nurses, and pharmacists.

• University of Kentucky—using nurses, pharmacists, physicians, physician
assistants, and social workers.

• East Tennessee State University—using specialists in business,
communication disorders, and environmental health, as well as
physicians and nurses.

• A Maine consortium—using nurses, NPs, PTs, OTs, PAs, social workers,
dietitians, pharmacists, communication disorders specialists, and
physicians.

Perhaps these projects can teach us something about the who, the how and the
where. Surely we will have to prepare our students differently for primary care and
managed care systems. Some of the skills and values our students will need are
epidemiology, a survey of the health delivery system, ethics, and group dynamics
skills. Our clinical education must break the acute care hospital-dominated approach,
not to replace it but to be more inclusive of the other sectors of health care delivery.
And we must provide opportunities for interdisciplinary education that go beyond
having students from six disciplines sitting in a physiology class together. We need to
provide opportunities to allow each one to bring to the case the expertise and richness
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of his or her discipline to contribute to the solution of the problem. The problem-
based learning movement encourages this approach to learning and eventually to
patient care problems.

My questions again:

What is the role of allied health professionals! Allied health professionals are
part of an interdisciplinary team as defined by patient and community needs.

Who's in! Surely, the hands-on and consultative allied health disciplines as
well as selected heretofore-termed allied health specialists (referred to by Dr. Hepler
as "initiators, co-therapists, and consultants."). Probably the superspecialists tied to
technology and those working in secondary and tertiary sites are not in primary care.

Where do we educate! Of course in the classroom and the lab because the

skills are the same in the core of the discipline. But also in model primary care and
managed care teams in the field and in community-based settings. What better place
to model this but in the academic health center?

How do we educate! Toward team practice, using community-based skills and
problem-solving techniques and other core topics.

Whom do we educate! A better mix of students to include the nontraditional,
rural, and minority students. We need to alter the criteria for success and the new
system.

The Pew Commission calls for more model demonstration projects, and I know
that they are developing requests for proposals. The new paradigms are
under development. It is incumbent upon us to pursue these opportunities, especially
in allied health, because if we sit on the sidelines and watch we will not be a part of
the game. And as Sherlock Holmes said to Dr. Watson, "Come Watson, the game is
afoot."
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THE EXPANDING ROLE OF OPTOMETRY

Barry Barresi

I am going to give an optometric perspective on linking primary care education
and service. It*s a story, about community-oriented optometry, where we place the
emphasis on our clinical training. It should offer some lessons about the leadership
challenges we all face in this era of national health care reform.

Tm going to be reviewing the expanding role of optometry in health care
delivery and the nature of the profession's profound transformation over the last three
decades. My core message, however, is about health professions reform and how one
profession is shaped in part by the educational enterprise and grappling with'primary
care needs of underserved communities. I hope this message sparks some exchange of
ideas about health professionals and optometry's role in primary care.

Let's talk about optometry's social transformation. Optometry has been legally
recognized as an independent profession since the turn of the century, but for the first
half of the century, optometrists restricted practice to the provision of refractive care,
treatment of vision conditions, and detection of disease. Prescriptive authority was
limited to ophthalmic devices and did not include the use of pharmaceutical agents for
diagnosis or treatment.

But in recent decades the profession has undergone profound transformation.
The expanding role of the optometrist is characterized by increased patient demand for
optometric services and new collaborative practice environments with physicians,
including ophthalmologists. In addition, there has been augmented prescriptive
authority for optometrists in the clinical management of eye disease.

In 1993, most Americans will choose optometrists for their family eye care.
Over 27,000 doctors of optometry in some 6800 communities provide more than two-
thirds of the primary eye care services in this country. The 17 schools-arid colleges of
optometry have played two roles. They have been reactive players in the early part of
the 1960s and 1970s, and they have been change agents. As reactive players, the
schools and colleges were faced with the overwhelming societal need for more
accessible and affordable primary eye care. Inclusion of optometric services in
Medicaid in the 1960s acknowledged optometry's role in the clinical care of high-
health-risk populations. State and federal financing of optometric professional
education surged in the Great Society era, further underscoring society's recognition of
optometry's role.

The 1960s were a time of great frustration for practicing optometrists, because
as the demand for proper eye care increased, coverage under Medicaid and other
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privateprograms expanded as well. Optometrists were confronted with the boundaries
of their 1940s- and 1950s-era professional training in eye disease. So there was a
dissonant reality in practice. The traditional scope of optometric care, which was
lindted to refraction and the detection of disease, was not meeting the needs of the
population for disease treatment and primary care needs related to the eye and vision
function.

Faced with patients who required prompt treatment of eye disease and had
limited access to ophthalmologists, optometrists often turned to primary care
physicians, family practitioners, or general internists in their communities for
consultative care and professional advice. I saw that firsthand growing up in rural
Maine. My dad was an optometrist who started practicing in 1950. Oftentimes, he
worked closely with primary care physicians in the care of patients, because the
nearest ophthalmologist was some 70 nules away.

Faced with that frustrating time and recognizing the limitations of that 1940s
education, leaders in optometry took a look at the long-range solution, which was to
extend the professional boundaries of competence through educational enhancement.
Practitioners, both individually and collectively, started putting tremendous pressure on
our schools and colleges of optometry to expand continuing professional education
programs in eye disease, to strengthen professional program curricula, and to develop
advanced clinical residency training programs. During this era, academic optometry
expanded the number of clinics. Most significant was the focus on extemal clinics.
One of the real success stories for optometric education is the expansion of optometric
care within the Veterans Health Administration, which became a new base for
optometric care, clinical teaching, and research.

When optometric education in the 1960s and 1970s responded to the societal
needs for clinical care by dramatically expanding curricula and the clinical service
enterprise, the schools and colleges of optometry became genuine agents of change.
The clinical proficiency of optometric graduates rushed ahead of the narrow confines
of outdated practice laws. So the output of optometric education's new breed of
optometrist became the foot solider for policy reform.

The effect of this new breed of optometrist on the scope of practice laws has
been very profound. By the end of the 1970s, most states removed statutory barriers
to the optometric use of pharmaceutical agents for diagnosis of eye disease. Then,
with mounting evidence of the safety and effectiveness of diagnostic drug use by
optometrists, policymakers turned to therapeutic use, and the laws started changing
there. Today, all 50 states authorize the use of pharmaceutical agents by optometrists.
Thirty-six states, the Indian Health Service, the veterans health service and the military
service authorized independent use of therapeutic pharmaceutic agents by doctors of
optometry.
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State health care reform is creating an auspicious political climate for further
amplification of optometric practice acts. I don't think it would be a surprise within
our profession to see virtually all states permitting optometrists to independently
prescribe therapeutic drugs for diseases of the eye within the next two to three years.

But another example of optometry's public standing is full inclusion in third-
party programs. Optometrists use the same billing codes as physicians. Optometrists
are defined as physician providers under Medicare. When Medicare specialist
differentials were eliminated a few years ago under RBRVS, optometrists were
brought into the fold as well. Although optometrists on average charge a lower fee for
a given procedure than ophthalmologists, federal authorities in effect acknowledged the
equivalent value of a procedure, whether it was performed by an optometrist or a
physician. Indications from the White House and Capitol Hill are that optometrists
will maintain this participation and payment parity with physicians under health care
reform.

We come to the big question: How did optometric education succeed as a
change agent? This is our version of the new paradigm that started in the 1970s. The
short answer is that when you link primary care services to clinical education, you
prepare graduates to meet the real health care needs of patients. Community-oriented,
clinical training creates a new breed of practitioner and a new breed of educator.
When regulatory barriers impeded these qualified clinicians from serving the
community primary care needs, the profession had intense political resolve to seek
pharmaceutical prescriptive authority and to secure appropriate standing for
optometrists in state and federal he^th policies.

First, the issue was a top priority for leaders in optometric education. There is
no question that the leadership, the deans and presidents of various schools, made
external clinical training and community-based clinical training a top priority during
the Great Society era. What I have here are the components' from a mission statement
at just one institution. It happens to be an institution where I served as department
chairman with responsibilities for clinical outreach. This is what was the iiving force
behind our clinical education efforts.

When I joined the faculty in the late 1970s, Southern California College of
Optometry already had 26 clinical extemship sites in outpatient departments of the
U.S. Public Health Service, the Veterans Administration, the U.S. military, and county
health departments. They had clinical programs widely distributed from health care
centers in South Central Los Angeles to Indian health centers in Alaska, Arizona, and
New Mexico. We even had an affiliation in Hawaii for students who were coming to
Southern California from Hawaii.

In all those settings, the faculty optometrist and the students, typically fourth-
year optometry students, served as the entry point for primary eye care. They were
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managing all the secondary eye care, and they were participating in community-
oriented efforts to improve the eye and vision status of diverse and underserved
populations.

Now, in parallel to what was going on in Southern California, each school and
college of optometry has built extensive external clinical networks of college-operated
cHnics and ifiliated institutions. While there is quite a bit of mix and diversity
among schools, one thing is common: in those settings, optometrists are the primary
eye care providers. They used clinical privileging procedures, standing orders, and
management protocols with physicians to provide hands-on, directly supervised clinical
training in eye disease diagnosis and treatment even before therapeutic prescriptive
authority for optometrists was achieved. That is, the educational sector of the
profession was well ahead of the regulatory side or the scope-of-practice side. It
created individuals who were teaching and training in community settings and serving
people with a great need for clinical care.

This is something I also saw firsthand. My first teaching position was at the
New England College of Optometry. The school had an affiliation with the City of
Boston and provided eye care services throughout the network of neighborhood health
centers. Unless we provided care at that first contact, those patients were not going to
receive services. We had arrangements to have consultative ophthalmology in the
clinic half a day a week. Optometrists were involved in the diagnosis, treatment of
disease, and full range of vision services that are needed at the primary care level.

The second reason for the success stoiy is that these communities and
institutions accepted optometrists as the primary eye care providers. While
optometrists have been widely acknowledged as the preferred providers of refractive
care and routine eye care, you can imagine optometrists were not necessarily the first
choice of many institutions and health centers for eye disease diagnosis and treatment.

In part, optometrists moved into eye disease management by default.
Medicine, as exemplified by ophthalmology, simply wasn't there. Ophthalmologists
often could not be found because of geographic maldistribution and lack of interest.
Optometrists were available and generally interested in serving in these settings.
Ophthalmologists, lured by the high surgery caseload or referral style practice typical
of the academic health center, were not inclined to provide the full range of vision
services that is essential to effective eye and vision care.

We were welcome additions to the primary care team and quickly expanded
our responsibilities in eye disease management. We provided in-service for family
practice and worked with pediatric nurse practitioners. The call for community service
had opened the door to optometry in these institutional settings. Professional
competence and the generalist practice style ofoptometrists have secured a foundation
for building anationi system of clinical sites for optometric education.
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The third reason for success—reimbursement. Unlike the problem with
advanced practice nurses, optometrists have always been able to obtain direct payment,
because we have been established by statute as an independent, autonomous profession
from physicians. In contrast to dentistry and other independent professions, optometry
has aggressively sought integration into public and private insurance programs. Third-
party reimbursement for optometric care and the employment of optometrists in public
systems like the Veterans Administration and the U.S. Public Health Service have
guaranteed a sufficient economic base for clinical training.

Medicaid is very important to optometry. Starting in the 1970s, optometrists
and other limited, licensed professionals including dentists, podiatrists, and
psychologists, effectively challenged those restrictions on nonphysician insurance
reimbursement that were endorsed by the American Medical Association. Freedom-of-
choice laws in the state insurance codes that were applicable to optometrists were
enacted in all 50 states and the District of Columbia in the late 1970s. They provided
protection for nondiscrimination by reimbursement.

In recent years, physician payment reform (most notably under Medicare)
shows how reimbursement policy is providing incentives to optometrists. As a
consequence, the market is moving from ophthalmologists to optometrists. Managed
care models show a shifting of gatekeeping responsibility to the optometrist, with an
additional market share shifting to optometric care.

The fourth reason for success is probably the most significant. Tremendous
pressure to reform curricula is created when clinical settings are developed to serve
high- risk populations, whether these settings are in the inner cities, rural areas, or the
suburbs. Not only family but also broader community needs are met by these clinics.

In contrast, dental schools generally have relied on their own operating clinics
and facilities in hospitals. Optometry, for the most part, has favored external clinical
settings and affiliations. Clinical teaching moved away from relying on campus-based,
college-operated clinics.

When you do that, you create a cadre of clinical faculty whose first loyalty is
community-oriented service. When I joined the faculty of New England College, my
employer technically was the City of Boston. So my first loyalty was to the health
center even though I spent all of my professional hours teaching in clinical settings.

Most important, the populations served by these programs have a high
prevalence of vision disorders, acute eye disease, systemic disease, and severe vision
impairment. Furthermore, a group of educators developed a particular educational
agenda. They came back to the deans and the presidents of the schools and said, "We
want more physical diagnosis; we want more in the area of eye disease; we want more
health promotion; we want more of how to manage child abuse and domestic violence
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as well as how to work with other providers; we want more background in community
health."

An external clinical faculty developed that became a powerful catalyst for
curriculum expansion and enhancement. Many of this new breed, if you will, have
moved into academic leadership positions as well.

Let me talk a little about the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to
give you a national perspective. Back in 1973, before the VA formalized its
recognition of optometry as an independent service, there were only eight, full-time
optometrists, no residents, and practically no optometry students. Twenty years later,
clinical training is being provided for 500 optometry students. There are 53 optometry
residency programs at 79 affiliated VA facilities. There are now 151 VA optometrists
servicing 112 of the 171 VA medical centers and 27 additional VA clinical facilities.
Optometry is one of five disciplines that has service status in the VA central office.
Optometrists are members of the medical staff, with sections reporting to the chief of
surgery or to the chief of staff. Optometrists do not report to ophthalmology in the
VA. Optometrists are viewed as the generalist provider of eye care in the VA, and the
ophthalmologist is viewed as the secondary provider in the VA.

There are a great many veterans who need eye care. A recent study
demonstrated that nationally veterans must wait on average 100 days to get an entry
level eye exam. In VA facilities that only have ophthalmology that wait time is
approximately 200 days. That is further evidence pushing the VA central
administration to add more optometrists.

1*11 tell you a little about our institution. We have six categories within our
clinical system. We have a comprehensive eye center in Manhattan, a Park Avenue
address for our practice plan, and an East 24th Street address for our university
optometry center. We see 140,000 patients a year needing care ranging from primary
exams to laser surgery. We have 16 subspecialty ophthalmologists and we can
provide minor surgery as well. We have a multidisciplinary staff. That is the clinic
we use primarily for the third-year students. Our third-year students spend a little
over 50 percent of their weekday schedule in our clinics.

But most of the training of the fourth year is done at a community setting. We
have three neighborhood health centers. We run the eye clinics for a couple of school
systems that serve over 30,000 school children. We run the eye clinic at the Phoenix
House Drug Rehab Center. We're also in hospital outpatient departments. We're in
five VA medical centers and a long-term care facility. We run the eye clinic in an
AIDS unit of St. Clare Hospital. We're at West Point. We provide teaching in 22
school nursing facilities. We also have teaching programs in referral centers. This is
very important in eye care. In managed care, you have to provide services from
primary care to surgery. So we provide some clinical training in post-operative care.
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We're at some specialized facilities relating to vision rehabilitation. Our fastest-
growing area in teaching is in health maintenance organizations. These are placement
sites for optometry students in their fourth year extemship.

You have to make clinical outreach and community- oriented teaching a top
priority of leadership. This is not going to happen unless you create the pressure and
have the executives, the deans, and the provosts committed to moving the educational
enterprise to the community. It requires some resources and commitment, but
leadership is the key.

Second, recognize the contribution of nonphysicians in the community primary
care setting. They have to be involved in the planning. Don't impose a model of
teaching from the tertiary care setting to the community setting. You have to
participate in payment reform. That is an obvious statement. For the executives of
the academic health centers, look to optometry. We have a good track record as first
contact providers and case managers for primary eye care; look to the VA model.

Accelerate preparations for managed care environments by casting aside the
turf-related barriers for nonphysicians. You have to involve nonphysicians. Look at
the typical managed care models; they involve nonphysicians at the entry point. You
have to do much of that. Be cautious of extending the clinical thinking from the
tertiary care perspective to a primary care level. Such extrapolation is typically
biased, unwarranted, and harmful. Finally, reach out to the providers who have been
serving on the front lines of primary care. Give them a meanirigful role in planning
and the developmerit of new programs. Look to optometry, to advanced practice
nursing, allied health, and family practice medicine as examples of linking service to
education. These front line providers, if you give them a chance, can be constructive
critics of curricula and teaching styles. Most important, the experience of community,
practice—its joys, its frustrations—must be allowed to weave through the fabric of
policymaking in the academic health center. The more disciplines that join to help the
policy conimdrum, the better the chances of success.
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ORAL HEALTH SERVICES FOR THE FUTURE

John Greene

The current challenges in health care demand that we look at ourselves and our
institutions to make certain that what we do is in the public interest. We should also
ensure that our actions do not consume more resources than necessary. All of the
health professions must sit down together and ask the question, "What can we do
collectively to make it possible for all Americans to have the care that they need and
deserve at a cost this country can afford?" Our educational programs need to be
modified based on our answers to this kind of question.

I will describe my perspective on current trends in dental practice and
education. My hope is to give you a better understanding of how the dental profession
is dealing with several very fundamental issues as it undergoes transformation to
become more responsive to its university mission and the public need.

The simple indicators of oral health, such as the prevalence of tooth decay or
the numbers of adults who have lost all their teeth, show us that we have already
accomplished a great deal in dentistry. The indicators and the data provide eloquent
testimony to the value of a profession that is committed to prevention and to the
continued application of the results of research. Much attention has been given to
these accomplishments. Some articles in the lay press have even gone so far as to say
that tooth decay is essentially a thing of the past.

But unfortunately such is not the case. There is much more to be done. At
present, 84 percent of the high school age population still have decay in their
permanent teeth. Data show that 40-year-olds have already been affected by decay in
half their teeth. Moreover, these average figures hide the fact that advances in oral
health have not been equally shared among all segments of our society. About 75
percent of dental caries in children is concentrated in 25 percent of the population.

Higher caries rates and untreated tooth decay generally are found among
minorities, children from poor and low-income families, and children whose parents
have less than high school education. This pattern of untreated decay persists into
adulthood. The percent of diseased teeth left untreated among whites is much lower
than it is among African Americans at all ages.

The sad part of the situation is that most tooth decay could be avoided if
available preventive measures were properly utilized. Much of the progress that has
been made in caries reduction undoubtedly is due to increased availability of fluoride
from community water fluoridation and the use of fluoride-containing toothpaste. One
of the advantages of community water fluoridation is that its benefits are not limited to
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higher-income residents. They are available to all. Even so, more than 100 million
Americans are not provided with fluoridated water. In addition, there is a large influx
of people from other countries where neither fluoride nor proper dental care has been
available.

So using dental caries data as an indicator, the overall status of oral health in
the United States is much better than it used to be. But the level of improvement is
not what it could and should be nor is it shared by all segments of our society. Dental
caries, periodontal disease, and tooth loss continue to be among the most prevalent of
all chronic health problems. Almost everyone experiences tooth decay and periodontal
disease some time in his or her lifetime, and far too many end up losing all their teeth.
Today, over 40 percent of persons over 65 have lost all their teeth.

Unfortunately, most neglected and untreated oral diseases are progressive and
become more difficult and more expensive to treat, not to mention their impact on
general health, quality of life, and economic productivity. Oral health is an essential
part of overall health. But access to oral health care remains limited for a large part
of the population. Approximately 150 million Americans lack dental insurance at any
level. Millions more are dentally underinsured, and the scope of dental insurance
coverage is declining.

One consequence is that for all ages a larger percentage of those people with
lower income is completely dentureless. Among persons age 75 and over, close to 60
percent of those in the low-income brackets have lost all their teeth.

If a person has an infection anyplace but in the mouth, it is usually covered by
health insurance. But a dental or periodontal infection that calls for treatment by a
dentist is not covered. That does not seem rational to me.

With a continued increase in the size of the U.S. population and with people
living to an older age, the nation's oral health care needs are expected to escalate in
the years ahead. The nature of those needs is shifting, however. Instead of being
preoccupied with treating the consequences of tooth decay, much more emphasis will
be placed on prevention for all age groups in the future. More attention will be paid
to oral health problems in high-risk populations including geriatric patients, the
physically disabled, and the medically compromised, especially the
immunocompromised patients. Immigrants and those people who missed out on
preventive oral health care during childhood will also need more dental attention.
Diseases of the oral soft tissues and their relation to general health are certain to
receive much more attention from tomorrow's oral health care team.

In relation to the future oral health care team we dentists need to learn how to

work better with our partners—the hygienists, assistants, and laboratory technicians.
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We have not done a good job of that in our schools in the past, and we need to do a
better one in the future.

Today's dental student receives more education in the biological sciences and
pathophysiology of disease. Increased emphasis is given to systemic diseases, to oral
manifestations or complications, as well as to the oral problems that affect general
health or complicate the management of systemic disease. A medically robust
curriculum will prepare tomorrow's dentist to function more as a physician,
specializing in the care of the mouth in the context of general health.

I'd like now to discuss what is happening in dental education specifically.
With the help of funds appropriated by the Health Professions Educational Assistance
Act of 1963, the number of dental schools increased from 45 to 60, and the first-year
enrollment peaked in 1978. Since that time, the applicant pool declined to about one-
third of what it was at its peak in 1975. It bottomed out in 1990 and has now
rebounded more than 30 percent from that low point.

Paralleling the drop in applicants, 10 percent or six of the 60 dental schools are
no longer accepting students, and first-year enrollment has now dropped from 6301 in
1978 to slightly less than 4,000. This represents a decrease of 37 percent in first-year
enrollments in that 14-year period. The size of the graduating class has been
decreasing for the last 10 years. With a concurrent population growth and a decrease
in the number of dentists graduating each year, there is now a declining dentist-to-
population ratio. A shortage of dentists in the United States is predicted by the end of
this decade or at least in the early part of the next decade. In fact, if the current trend
continues, early in the next century the dentist-to-population ratio will be back to its
World War I level. It will be even worse in some areas, such as California.

In 1984, The Pew Charitable Trusts invested in what was called The Pew
National Dental Education Program. This was in response to the changing oral health
needs of this country, the declining numbers of applicants and enrollments, advances
in biomedical sciences, and increased expectations of university administrators. The
Pew program was a stimulus to bring about a kind of institutional self examination.
The approach was quite simple, employing a strategic planning model. It recognized
the importance of both the external and internal environments. It devoted considerable
energy and resources to leadership development, and it made resources available for
planning for a limited number of schools to implement these plans.

During this self-examination process, it became very clear that many,dental
schools had become too isolated from other professional schools in the universities in
terms of education, research, service, and patient care. Some of this was by design.
Most were not well aligned with the mission of their parent university. Fortunately,
that situation has changed, and the thrust of dental education today is towards
inclusion instead of exclusion or isolation (inclusion meaning that the school is a fully
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responsible participant in the missions and activities of the parent university).
Emphasis is particularly placed on partnership with other schools in the academic
health center.

Dental students have much to give and much to gam from this direction. They
can contribute to the academic strength and scope of the university, and dental
graduates can become better prepared to function as members of the
health care team. Implementation of this approach for many dental schools has meant
recruiting new faculty to key positions who have academic credentials that may be
higher than the prevailing standard.

I

This has proven to be difficult but has been very helpful in building
collaborative research and teaching programs with other schools in the academic health
center. All participating schools stand to benefit from this approach. An example
from the University of California, San Francisco shows a much more stimulating and
collegial environment in the school of dentistry than in the past as a result of joint
recruitment and appointments and the establishment of collaborative teaching and
research programs with other schools in our academic health center. We have a more
scientifically enriched dental school curriculum, and it has resulted in an environment
that promises increased opportunities for collaborative and interdisciplinary teaching in
health care.

We have also increased our research activities. This is expected to lead to a
better understanding of disease processes and better prevention and treatment
possibilities for the future. We are certainly not alone in making this shift from self-
reliance to joining the full academic programs of the campus. This is the trend in
modem dental education.

In dental education, we have become more aware of how essential it is to
consider the health care needs of the public as we restructure our educational
programs. We have placed much more emphasis on dental students' gaining
experience, providing oral health primary care, and learning how to .make appropriate
referrals to dental and medical specialists and other health providers. This now has
become a part of our accreditation process. At our school we are trying to work more
closely with hygienists and assistants on the premise that by working together we can
provide a better service to our patients. We have not done a good job of that in the
past.

I want to say, however, that the dental profession, the American Dental
Association, is not helping us in this direction. The profession has been taking an
opposing view of our working more closely with assistants and challenging hygienists
as they take on additional duties and engage in independent practice.
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We are also more concerned about the ratio of general practitioners to
specialists in dentistry. We welcome federal support for advanced educational
programs in general dentistry. It helps us respond to the public need by encouraging
graduates to go into general rather than specialty practice, thus delivering primary oral
health care services. In spite of this, the ratio of dental specialists to generalists has
shifted. While the number of specialty training positions has stayed the same over the
last 20 years, the number of graduates from dental schools has markedly decreased.
So the proportion of numbers of specialists in dentistry is growing even though the
number of training positions has not.

With increased emphasis on primary care dentistry in both the D.D.S.
curriculum and graduate dental education, it is possible that a year of postdoctoral,
clinical training will become a requirement for licensure for general practice within the
next 10 years. At the present time, however, there are not enough graduate training
positions in primary care dentistry to meet the current demand.

The American Association of Dental Schools (AADS) has taken the position
that dentistry needs to be part of health care reform. We no longer want to be isolated
from it; we want to be included because we think it's in the best interests of the
public.

But in view of all of this ferment—the changing disease picture, the
commitment to responding to public need, the impending shortage of dentists, and the
changing nature of dental education—AADS sought a second opinion. It sought
objective study and advice about the future direction of dental education in the public
interest. The study is now being conducted by the Institute of Medicine (lOM)
committee on Training Dentists for the Future. This group is exploring some very
fundamental questions that may well bring about significant new directions not only
for dental education but also for dental practice.

The committee is examining how the anticipated shortage of dentists will be
handled, where dental schools wiU fit in the academic health centers of the future, the
scope of dental practice in the future, changes in dental education, the roles of allied
dental personnel, the application of preventive measures, and alliances with other
health professions.

We need to enlist the help of other health providers in assessing mouth and oral
health services. There is a lot to be done in this field.

I have tried to describe some of the forces that are changing dental education
and practice, how this dynamic situation is being dealt with, and some possible
directions for the future.
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This ttansformation will undoubtedly be affected by health care reform. The
dental profession delivers important primary care services that are important to a
person's overall health. These services should be available to everyone. We in dental
education are committed to that end as well as to full partnership in academic health
centers and in health care delivery in the years ahead.
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SECURING THE FUTURE: NEW APPROACHES

TO THE PIPELINE

Donald E. Wilson

I appreciate the opportunity to be able to talk about something in which Tm
very interested. As one of the speakers said earlier, I will indicate up front that I'm
extremely biased in this area.

America has always described itself as a great melting pot for people and for
cultures. However, for many this view is more myth than reality. Opportunities for
education, employment, health care, and long life are significantiy less for
underrepresented minority populations than for the majority population. After three
decades of desegregation, real change has been slow. While it's simplistic and even
somewhat distasteful to equate the number of minority health care providers with
minority health care accessibility, this scenario is frequently quite true with respect to
primary care when one goes beyond emergency health care and high tech health care,
for example.

The number of black physicians in 1980 was 13,000, approximately 3.1 percent
of the physician population. By 1990, this number had increased to about 21,000, or
3.6 percent of U.S. physicians. This was at a time when African Americans made up
about 12 percent of the total population. At this rate, African Americans will not
become physicians in numbers proportional to our population until the year 2060, right
in time for the 100th anniversary of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, according to labor
economist Mark Bendick.

The situation for other underrepresented minority groups is even more dismal.
Those figures are even lower for Native Americans and people of Hispanic origin.

There's a significant educational pipeline drag in the production of scientists
and engineers in the United States today, and this drag is even more pronounced for
minorities. By the year 2000, this shortfall will actually worsen. If we're to stem the
loss of students from this pipeline, we have to take greater steps to restructure the
process by which we produce scientists, researchers, and health care professionals.
And, we're going to have to start very soon.

This has to become a national priority. Erasing this historic
underrepresentation in the medical profession has been an elusive goal. There is a
shortage of students at all levels of the pipeline. Let us take a minute to look at the
history of imderrepresented minorities in medical schools and some of the critical
issues, particularly for African Americans.
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For many years after World War n, medical schools mirrored the
discrimination found in our country at large. Primarily the preserves of white men,
medical schools graduated few minority physicians each year. Almost all the minority
physicians in the United States were trained at two institutions, Meharry Medical
College and Howard University. In fact, until 1950, predominantly white medical
schools had graduated less than 15 percent of all of the black physicians in the United
States. Between 1955 and 1963, the medical school enrollment of black students
declined by 6 percent. If you remove Howard and Meharry from this analysis,
enrollment actually declined by 27 percent. It was not until 1964 that the American
Hospital Association issued a policy statement saying that medical care should be
made available to all patients regardless of race.

Six years later in response to the desire of members to improve the
participation of minorities in all aspects of medicine, the Association of American
Medical Colleges (AAMC) established an Office of Minority Affairs and convened the
first of several task forces in minorities in medicine.

From 1959 to 1970, underrepresented minorities made up approximately 6
percent of the freshman class in U.S. medical schools, with African Americans'
representing about 50 percent of those. However, the freshman class at Howard
University and Meharry Medical College accounted for 27 percent of all African
American students.

In 1970, the AAMC set a goal to have 12 percent underrepresented minorities
as freshmen in the class of 1975." Significant progress was made by 1975. However,
this elusive goal of 12 percent still has not been achieved even though there was a
significant increase in 1991. We're still at 11.3 percent in 1992, which was a rather
significant increase from 1991.

The numbers of underrepresented minorities in medical schools has been fairly
static, about 10 percent since 1974. We're still far below 20 percent, which is the
current percentage of underrepresented minorities in the population of the United
States. The increase in underrepresented minorities matriculating since 1975 has been
less than half of the corresponding increase in the minority population. This
stagnation in medical school enrollment, combined with the accompanying growth in
minority population, means that these groups are more underrepresented in medicine
today than a generation ago.

It is interesting to note that when the historically minority medical schools are
excluded, nearly one-third of black students in 1990 were concentrated in 10 medical
schools and 40 percent of Latino students were concentrated in 10 medical schools,
although not the exact same 10 medical schools.
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In 1991, the AAMC set another target and launched Project 3000 by 2000,
which is an effort to nearly double the number of matriculating underrepresented
minority students by the turn of the century. This project asked medical schools to
focus on the high school-college-medical school pipeline. This is a 12-year educational
continuum, during which time the interest in and capacity for students to study
medicine are either enhanced or dissipated. Given the increase in underrepresented
minority matriculates last year, perhaps the effects of this initiative are already being
seen. There has been a slight upturn from 1991 to 1992.

With last fall's entering class, the nation's 126 medical schools have 1,827
underrepresented minority students. This is a 13 percent increase over 1991.
However, if the AAMC is to reach its new goal, there has to be a significant
expansion of the underrepresented minority applicant pool. This totalled only 4,034 in
1992, including those students who were repeating the ifirst year of medical school.
So obviously, something has to be done about the pipeline.

The reasons for the failure in growth and minority student enrollment in the
United States is clearly not known. It's the source of many opinions and much
controversy; The availability of "qualified candidates" always raises an important
issue, and the determination of what "qualified" means needs study and rethinking.
The criteria used to determine acceptability for medical school admission have to be
reviewed. As we acknowledge today the need for more primary care physicians in the
United States, surely there are important determinants of a good physician of the
future other than just MCAT scores.

Even when medical schools recognize the need to increase the number of
minority physicians, they are often frustrated by the difficulty of identifying and
recruiting students with a high probability for success in medical school. At the root
of the problem is the lack of reliable predictors of future medical school performance
for students with low test scores or mediocre records, which may characterize many
minority students.

For example, what does that "C" in organic chemistry mean? Is this an
individual who is working as hard as possible, but has inherent limitations, or is it an
inaccurate reflector of native ability in a student whose potential is trapped by the
strictures of prior deficient education? If only traditional admission measures such as
GPAs and MCATs are considered, medical schools are using a limited and incomplete
view of intelligence and potential performance by minority applicants.

Faced w:ith these circumstances, some schools may just complain about the
inadequate supply of qualified minority students and not change anything. Other
schools will accept minority students but not provide the support the students need to
succeed; at the same time Aey might express pride on taking a chance on these
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students. There are also schools that take the chance necessary to maximize the
success of selected students.

In addition to increasing the matriculation of minority students, more attention
needs to be paid to graduating these students. Medical schools must accept the
responsibility for students they enroll. In 1987, for example, while more than 10
percent of medical school matriculates were underrepresented minorities, just 7 percent
graduated. If there had been 100 percent retention of the entering class four years
later, minorities would have represented 9.7 percent of the graduates. Obviously, a 75
percent retention rate is not acceptable.

Looking at trends related to African-American students, there is a rather
significant decline in those who entered medical school compared with those who
eventually graduated from medical school.

Another major concern facing minority students is the increasing cost of
medical education. These high costs place education out of reach for a large number
of minority students who must look upon going to medical school as an unaffordable
luxury. The 1992 $55,000-$60,000 debt at graduation for minority students is about
$5,000 higher than for majority students. This total recorded debt frequently does not
show responsibilities for and commitments to both an immediate and extended family,
which minority students are much more likely to have.

Another contributing factor to pipeline drag that is not discussed often enough
is the lack of role models for minority students. With the exception of the Cosby
Show, which certainly does not emphasize medicine or science, there's a dearth of
positive minority role models on television. And television is the most common
source of information today, particularly for minorities. When visiting academic
health centers, minority students seldom see senior staff who are minorities. At the
highest administrative levels, minorities are virtually absent.

This lack of minorities in academic and scientific positions presents little
encouragement to school children who might consider working towards such careers.
While the role model does not have to be a minority, the tendency of people to
support folks who look most like them tends to perpetuate this problem.

In 1982, minority faculty in medical schools comprised only 2.6 percent of the
total number of faculty. By 1993, this number had increased to 3.5 percent of the
70,187 full-time faculty. Black faculty represented about 65 percent of the
underrepresented minority total. However, more than one-third of these faculty either
teach at historically minority schools (such as Howard University, Morehouse School
of Medicine, the University of Puerto Rico, and the Universidad Centrale de Caribe)
or are faculty at majority medical schools that serve and are located at minority
medical centers.
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A recent review of the breakdown of minority faculty according to the level of
faculty appointments reveals a disturbing lack of minority faculty in senior positions
and in positions of leadership. In 1990, the number of department chairpersons who
were minorities, including those at traditionally or historically minority schools, was
1.6 percent.

When I resigned as chairman of the department of medicine at the State
University of New York in September 1991,1 reduced the number of African-
American chairpersons in medicine at nonminority schools from 0.8 percent to zero.
But the good news is that by becoming dean, I increased the dean count from zero to
0.8 percent.

Let me return to the importance of mentors. I was one of only three African
Americans in a class of 110 graduating from Tufts Medical School in 1962. Retention
was not a problem in those days. Nobody took any chances. Two of us were
educated at Harvard and the other at Wellesley. I matched and served my internship
at a private hospital in Boston, where there was no minority staff. As a matter of fact,
I can't even remember seeing a minority staff member during all my days of medical
school or early training. I was not invited to stay on as a resident.

Now, this temporary disappointment turned out to be a blessing in disguise
since I obtained a much more prestigious residency. However, during my residency
and fellowship, I discovered that certain doors were closed that I assumed would be
open. My career was probably not adversely affected; the nagging question is how
much better off might I have been if I had someone who was able to serve as my
mentor.

Is there any evidence that minority role models are more effective than
nonminority role models for minorities? There are certainly no data from which to
draw conclusions, but since we're doing so much these days without data, let me join
in. When I went to New York in 1980 to become chairman of medicine, my
recruitment resulted in a doubling of the number of minority physicians in my
department. I became the first and, at that time, only tenured minority person in the
department During my time as chairman, the number of minorities entering the
internal medicine training program went from essentially zero to 15 percent Before I
left the department of medicine, the number of minority faculty had increased from 1.5
percent to 17 percent.

Now, I did not engage in reverse discrimination, rejecting white applicants in
favor of minorities. In many instances, all that is needed to improve minority
recruitment is a sensitivity and a commitment to the need for minority participation. I
believe that my presence in a leadership position provided a milieu conducive to the
recruitment and retention of minority house staff and students.
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Not all of our faculty were recruited from other institutions. We had to grow.
In order to increase the output of minority faculty, some physicians were developed
who were originally not destined to become faculty. Ultimately, it's necessary to
increase the pipeline leading into the medical schools and other professional schools in
order to be effective. I take particular pride in one young woman who served first as
a summer student in my laboratory, then became a full-time technical assistant in my
laboratory, and finally entered our medical school.

Obviously, not all minority students with whom I had contact entered academic
medicine. Most became clinical practitioners in their communities, and they are now
providing much-needed services to both minority and majority communities.
However, all of them will serve to encourage other minority students to enter general
as well as academic medicine. In the end, everybody benefits.

Now, what difference does all this make? Is it important that there be minority
students, practitioners, faculty, chairpersons, deans, and presidents in our professional
schools? Our nation is becoming much more heterogeneous, and our minority
population is experiencing tremendous growth. Ethnic minorities comprise
approximately one-fourth of the nation's population. By the year 2015, it's expected
that ethnic minorities will account for more than 50 percent of the population. We
must begin to turn out health care providers who, in the words of President Clinton,
look like America.

Regardless of how we assess health care, underrepresented minorities have
poorer health than Caucasians in the United States. And every census indicates that
the nation*s populations of African Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Native
Americans will continue to grow and grow rapidly.

A disproportionate number of the poor people are in these populations,
including the uninsured and the working poor. Life expectancy is lower; infant
mortality is higher; and they are more at risk of death from disease. For the health
care student, the ramifications of growth in underrepresented minority populations will
be profound. These populations are underrepresented in all the healdi professions,
which limits our understanding of health concerns and needs in the broader cultural
context.

After completing their medical training, minority physicians are more likely
than majority physicians to enter primary care and provide health care to
underrepresented and minority communities. Minorities are usually encouraged to
enter primary care training programs and to return to their communities to provide
health care.

I would however caution those who might support increasing underrepresented
minorities in medicine primarily as a way of increasing the number of students
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entering primary care. Increasing the number of primary care practitioners is
important, but medicine must reflect our increasing diversity, including primary care,
subspecialty care and academic medicine. While it is true that minority students are
more committed to serving the underserved, particularly in urban areas, part of their
concentration in primary care reflects a lack of opportunities in other, "attractive
areas."

My personal observations over the last few years indicate that the career desires
of many minority students do not differ significantly from those of similar majority
students. For example, most questionnaires reflect that many more minority students
would like to enter academic medicine and subspecialties than eventually do so.

Schools now find themselves competing for the same small group of
academically qualified students. If we take a cohort of 17-year-olds and follow it, we
can see that the difference between the number of high school graduates who are
white and those who are minorities, particularly black minorities, is not as great as you
would expect. It's 80 percent versus about 72 percent.

When you look at those students who enter college, there is a much greater
drop in terms of the 17-year-old cohort. Only about 35 percent of blacks enter college
compared to 48 percent of whites. There is a dramatic difference between that 17-
year-old cohort that is white and the 17-year-old cohort that is black. The major
impact is on the number of those who graduate from college.

A longitudinal survey of a high school class in 1972 indicated that 40 percent
of black high school graduates who entered college left within a year. The statistics
are even worse for the high school class of 1980, where half of the black college
entrants left by the second year. So colleges clearly are key points where our
educational system fails.

In the most recent evaluation of the science skills of a representative sample of
the nation's high school students, the national assessment of educational progress
found that only 1.5 percent of black and 2.1 percent of Hispanic 17-year-olds had
developed the prerequisite skills needed for college science work. Now, this 1990
assessment is disappointing for everybody. Only 11.4 percent of the white population
had the necessary skills. But it clearly shows a dramatic deficiency in the minority
groups.

Medical schools are already receiving most of the minority students with
science degrees. In 1988-89, about 80 percent of blacks with science degrees had
already applied to medical schools compared to a much lower percentage in whites
and oih&r minority groups. Among Caucasians, the ratio of science degrees to
applicants is about2.4:1; among blacks, it's 1.3:1; among Hispanics, it's 1.4:1. These
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data clearly indicate that increased recruitment alone will not produce the needed
increases in minority enrollment in medical schools.

It's also apparent that medicine is recruiting minority students away from other
educational programs in science, teaching, dentistry, engineering, as well as other
health professions. The only long-term solution is to improve educational
opportunities from the early stages of the educational pipeline. High school is too
late! Partnerships between medical schools and special programs in magnet high
schools, and kindergarten-through-grade-12 education appear to represent a reasonable
connection to help students understand the importance of the courses they take today
and the careers they may choose tomorrow.

Many students, particularly minority students, have never been exposed to
modem science in either middle school or high school. They are frequently
xmprepared for college level science and move on to other schools. Others find that
their introductory and advanced courses are unchallenging or lacking the excitement
that modem science actually offers. Still others seek better job prospects in
nonscience areas. Between 1979 and 1988, the number of bachelor of arts degrees
conferred in the biological sciences decreased. While the top 10 percent of 13-year-
old American students can compete with the best students in any country, the vast
majority of American students perform 'way below the intemational average in both
mathematics and science.

In the academic health centers, we can play a key role in strengthening science
education at precollege schools and at two-year colleges. Elementary and secondary
teachers, in-service training, laboratory experiences and equipment loans may be
helpful. Student mentoring, class visits, and summer laboratory opportunities have
been successful in stimulating an interest in science at an early age. These and similar
efforts to enhance recruitment and retention of minority students in the sciences hold
great promise for attracting students to health careers.

In order to understand why many of the earlier efforts to bring
underrepresented minorities into the sciences have failed, we need to look more
closely at how and why they failed. Most of the earlier programs were launched in
good faith, yet missed their targets. Writing in Science, Calvin Simms cited some of
the reasons for these failures, including programs that were run with little oversight or
assessment and funding that did not depend on results. Second, there was very little
real commitment from the top or from most faculty. Programs had vague or
unrealistic goals. Funding was inconsistent. It appeared one year and vanished the
next. Programs ignored very subtle psychologic^ issues such as low expectations on
the part of teachers and counsellors. Colleges recruited unprepared minority students
and then left them to sink or swim. Programs targeted college-age or older students
instead of going to the root of the problem in elementary and high schools.
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Recruitment and support of minority students at the elementary and secondary
school levels and early into college in programs that are well thought out and designed
to motivate and develop students are well worth the investment. At this time, though,
it's particularly important to build assessments into these programs, which would
allow us to not only determine what works and what does not but also why. Minority
programs must be able to demonstrate results, especially during these times when they
have to compete for funding.

However, we can't forget that underrepresentation of minorities in our medical
and other health professional schools is largely the result of systemic problems that
occur in earlier stages of the social and educational processes. We have to redouble
our efforts to reduce poverty and health defects that take a terrible toll on future
minority potential. Educational programs cannot reverse the deleterious effects of in
utero drug addiction, malnutrition, or chil^ood lead toxicity. We have to develop a
common sense of purpose and interest in our communities, and academic health
centers must promote health rather than just treat diseases.

Unless the pipeline is corrected, the deficiency of underrepresented minorities
cannot change. We have to increase the motivation and preparation of minority
students with regard to science, science careers, and careers in health care. I
personally do not believe it to be an exaggeration to say that the future of our nation
as we now know it depends on these kinds of initiatives.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: What would you recommend for multidisciplinary training? How
do we go about this? How do we make it happen in our institutions?

DR. HANFT: You can start with the kind of courses, the didactic work, that
all students are taking. In the fields where all students have some basic sciences, you
can begin to integrate. You can certainly do it in the courses in behavioral science.
You can do it in bioethics very quickly, and then you do it at the very beginning of
physical diagnosis. It means some curriculum changes in a number of the schools. It
means some real change in attitude on the part of the medical schools. Then you do
clinical rounds together. That is the way you get it started. You can't do it all
overnight, but you've got to start, and you've got to start very soon.

QUESTION: How would you avoid having a two-tiered system among our
medical schools in this country if in fact we impose a certain new model or paradigm
on our public schools and allow the private schools to continue to pursue the old
paradigm?

DR. HANFT: That's a tough one, and I would have to give it more thought.
My first thought is to begin to use some of the federal financing levers. I know we've
never used the lever of biomedical research grants, but there are certain institutional-
based grants, like program project grants, that we could use as leverage to have *
institutions do certain other things.

It's a tough problem. It's a really tough problem to get the privates to follow.
I would say that some of the medical schools could learn something from some of the
private osteopathic colleges. They have managed to produce a greater proportion of
generalist physicians than allopathic medicine, and their model is somewhat different
than the allopathic schools in many of those institutions.

I think it is possible that some of the prestigious state schools could do this
first. If we can get them to start a pattern, we'll bring some of the private institutions
along. But I think federal incentives could help in terms of both Medicare
reimbursement and biomedical grants.

QUESTION: How do we deal with LCME on some of these patients?

DR. HANFT: I didn't talk about the certification and accreditation

processes, but I think they also need radical reform. We have separated undergraduate
and graduate medical education, and they are controlled basically by the profession
and to a large extent the academics. That means that change will come very slowly.
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I think we need real institutional change in the accreditation process. As part
of that process, we need more nonphysicians, more general educators, more lay
people, maybe some state legislators, maybe some feds, and certainly third-party
payers.

QUESTION: Could you expand a bit on one of the recommendations that you
had for limiting the aggregate physician pool by having that 105 percent of residency
slots tied to U.S. medical graduates? I was trying to see how you would consider that
appropriate in the context of a new health service delivery system. We may be having
benefits packages that are different from the past. If we start touching the aggregate
physician supply, do you not think that will be somewhat risky in the context of health
care reform and access for the uninsured?

DR. HANFT: If we do nothing else, even with that 105 percent, it's 105
percent of the number of graduates this year.. The slope of the curve of the number of
practicing physicians we are going to produce is going upward. To my horror, late
last week I heard that there may be two more allopathic medical schools on the
drawing boards and maybe another one or two osteopathic colleges. Applicants are
way up. Some of the schools are expanding their enrollment.

QUESTION: Would you explain equal pay for equal work a little more fully?

DR. SAFRIET: I will respond very briefly. It is historically rooted. Under
the current scheme, even nurse practitioners and nurse midwives who practice
independently on their own licenses and in their own settings cannot get ICQ percent
of the fee a physician would get for providing the same service.

We now have many overlapping competencies from profession to profession.
Cost is going to drive a great deal of the utilization of those professions.
Policymakers are going to ask if you can have the same care for less cost.

QUESTION: Each of the disciplines has acknowledged and indeed pointed to
the validity of developing teams at the primary care level. They have each advocated
for their role in that team process. Yet each has discussed independent status or the
development of independent status. If we look at the strategies that payers are
developing, it will be for a global kind of fee. How would this group respond to the
division of the compensation that flows into the system for a managed care
arrangement? It's going to be a powerful incentive to reinforce the team concept.
How would you participate in the financial distribution of the revenue?

DR. GREENE: I think that's the big question. I really don't have a good
answer for it. My guess is that what we need to do is put together a provider group
that is the team, then decide on a manager, and work out the equitable fee
arrangement for each provider. I don't think there should be a set way of doing it.
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You sit down and decide who is the chief and then decide who does what. It would

probably be guided a lot by the prevailing fees outside the university.

. DR. ROBINSON: I think the community determines the players. Not every
discipline is going to be in every community health center. Some disciplines will play
in some situations and not in others.

If you're dealing with it as a publicly funded kind of organization or team, then
I think everybody comes to the table as part of that team and not the owner of that
team, in terms of the financial ownership. So everybody then becomes a partner and
ends up reaping the rewards. The question is, how do you divide it up? Does
everybody get an equal share? That is something that is going to cause a lot of
discussion, Tm sure.

If it's a private corporation, one has to look again at the inter-dependence of
the folks involved and look at it as a public service corporation. The people involved,
whether nurse practitioners or physicians or PAs or nutritionists or whatever they are,
can become partners in those kinds of organizations and share in the wealth generated
by the corporation.

DR. BARR£^I: I think there's are few lessons from eye care that are
pertinent here. One of the most popular methods for compensation that exists in the
eye care, managed care environment is under the so-called carve-out, where the risk
goes down to an integrated network of eye care providers. The optometrists are
typically paid on a fee-for-service basis, because it's very easy to control the
utilization of the entry-level exam and related services. It also, relates to the size of the
population. Typically in managed care environments, you have ratios of between four
to eight optometrists per one ophthalmologist. This is quite different from the fee-for-
service environment, which is more like two optometrists for every one
ophthalmologist. It generates some stress in the marketplace.

That's part of the story. There is going to be a mix in these carve-out
arrangements. In fee-for-service arrangements, you can control the utilization without
the need to push down risk, but in your high cost surgical areas, it is advantageous to
pay your providers on a capitated basis. Individual schools and colleges of optometry
are involved in different managed eke arrangements. I think fee-for-service is still the
dominant form of contracting.

HCFA is doing something veiy interesting with selective contracting for
cataract surgery. But most HMOs in the IPA model look to capitating the
ophthalmologist and fee-for-service for the entry point, the optometrist.

DR. SAFRDET: There is really no good answer to the question. Let me just
make one or two comments in trying to frame how an answer could be discussed.
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We are culture-bound and tradition-bound. With regard to compensation and
reimbursement, we have some major cultural molds to break. We're starting to break
them already, but they are really firmly embedded in our whole health care delivery
system.

For example, vis-a-vis nursing, nurses never showed up on the revenue side of
a hospital's balance sheet. They were always on the expense side. That sounds odd,
and it sounds gUb, but it's fact. They were always an expense, never a revenue
center. We tend to think of nursing services in a different manner than we think of
physician services. But there are only two reasons you come to a hospital: to get
some relatively sophisticated procedure performed on you and constant monitoring of
your care.

Physicians don't provide constant monitoring of your care, and no one is saying
they should in a hospital setting. But that's what nurses do. They also provide a lot
of sophisticated procedures. Who staffs intensive care units? It's not physicians who
are there 24 hours a day. Fortunately, I have never been in one and I hope never to
be in one, but I've been through a lot of them.

I'm just saying we have a lot of cultural baggage here to throw off in trying to
find out how we compensate providers. One constant reminder of the age and size of
that baggage is the example of nurses as an expense rather that a revenue item.

So that's the old paradigm: the faster it's gone, the better. The new paradigm
hasn't really been developed yet, because we're truly in a new situation. What
counterpart could I find where we have multiple, licensed providers of the same
service? I can't think of any at the moment. It's a whole new era, because we have
overlapping shared concurrent competencies with all sorts of health care providers.

I'm grateful for that, because it gives us some hopeful solutions to some of our
problems. But it does present us with a very unique compensation issue. How do you
value the services of differently trained providers who can provide service in an
identical fashion?

QUESTION: The statistics on minorities in medical education are parallel in
dental education. I think- they are almost identical, maybe within a percentage point.
Second, I would like to agree with you that the number one impetus to recruiting and
retaining underrepresented minority students is a commitment from the top. If the
commitment is there, it can happen.
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Is the term "poor" more relevant than "minority"? What is it about being a
minority, or is it the fact that one is a minority, that creates an obstacle to success in
oui system?

DR. WILSON: There is very little difference in the statistics on minorities in
a number of the health professions, including podiatry, dentistry, and pharmacy.
They get a little bit worse, acmally, in some areas than in medical schools. So I agree
that the problem is a universal one.

The reason we use the term "underrepresented" minority is that we have
followed in very sheep-like fashion the AAMC in terms of how they wanted to define
things. It works for us because it does show a disproportionate relationship in terras •
of representation in certain areas. If you were to look at kitchen workers, then whites
would be underrepresented minorities in terms of kitchen workers. But that is not
what we're looking at right now.

I believe there is more to it than just being poor. I have never been poor, and I
have had certain obstacles put in my way that had nothing to do with whether or not I
had any income. So I think there is more to it than that. I think being a minority
provides certain stigmata that allows individuals to bring their biases into play before
they ever know you and before they ever assess you. So it's more than a matter of
being poor.

I think one of the major lessons we can take from our Asian colleagues is a
tremendous interest and reliance on hard work and education. I think the educational
aspect is extremely important. The thing that was drummed into me all the time as a
child was getting an education. My father and mother, neither of whom was educated,
always told me that the only thing that no one can take away from you is your
education. So please get it. I think that's one of the major reasons for some of the
"successes we see.

QUESTION: Should the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other funding
agencies include within their indirect cost recovery rates some funds for educating
students at the K-12 level?

DR. WILSON: Probably one of the best ways to get something
institutionalized is to show that it works. The answer is to show that some of these
programs do have an effect.

I also believe that academic health centers should pay for some of these
programs in one way or another. For example, many of our faculty and students
spend a significant amount of time in the community, participating in these programs.
They are providing a service that would otherwise have to be paid for. I think this is
a legitimate part of what academic health centers ought to do.
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Already, we have significant support from the NIH to involve ourselves in
some of these programs, so the NIH is already supporting it. It's at our medical
school and a number of other medical and other health professions schools. There is
an attempt to instimtionalize support for some of these programs. We have recently
been able to reach out to one of the major pharmaceutical firms and get them
involved. The main thing is to have an interest in doing it and show that it works.
Then you try to find the funds to do it.

There are some potential problems with the educational system. You have to
show that you're not going into schools to take over the educational system. You are
there to be helpful rather than try to tell people how to do things. The minute you go
in and say, "This is how I want you to do it," you're in big trouble.

QUESTION: What do you think about the approach to restrict exceptional
financial need scholarships and put needy students into more primary care areas and
thus restrict them from access to specialties? It seems like that is a focus that has
some danger associated with it from the standpoint of freedom of movement in
medical specialties.

DR. WILSON: I made it very clear that I thought it was a mistake to channel
people in an attempt to give them access to the entire profession. There will be a fair
share of underserved and disadvantaged people going into primary care, more than a
fair share, if you support them. At a stage where we have a disproportionate number
of underrepresented minorities, I think it is wrong to say to those who have the most
difficulty that they can only become a part of this profession if they do certain things.
I've made that statement in writing, and I've made it verbally many times, and I'll
make it again. It's wrong.

QUESTION: What do you think about the approach to restrict exceptional
financial need scholarships and put needy students into more primary care areas and
thus restrict them from access to specialties? It seems like that is a focus that has
some danger associated with it from the standpoint of freedom of movement in
medical specialties.

DR. WILSON: I made it very clear that I thought it was a mistake to channel
people in an attempt to give them access to the entire profession. There will be a fair
share of underserved and disadvantaged people going into primary care, more than a
fair share, if you support them. At a stage where we have a disproportionate number
of underrepresented minorities, I think it is wrong to say to those who have the most
difficulty tiiat they can only become a part of this profession if they do certain things.
I've made that statement in writing, and I've made it verbally many times, and I'll
make it again. It's wrong.
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PART in

SETTING NEW DIRECTIONS FOR POLICYMAKING



WASHINGTON UPDATE ON HEALTH SYSTEM REFORM

Henry Desmarais

The theme of this conference is Health Professions Educators Confront a New
Era. It's really an awkward time. I suspect there are many different points of view
on what the new era will be or what it should be.

In that context, my assignment is a particularly difficult one, because I'm
supposed to provide a Washington update on health care reform. You've all heard of
Washington, D.C.: it's the home of the "Good Intentions Paving Company," and it's
also the pothole capital of the United States. With respect to health care reform, it
would be fair to say that today there is lots of activity but not much action and lots of
controversy but not much compromise or consensus. We have a plan from the Clinton
Administration, that is not yet finalized. As we all know, the devil is in the details. I
don't think- we know a great deal about those. So again, we're a bit handicapped.
Even when President Clinton's plan does ultimately emerge, it will be only a proposal.
It has to go through the Congress and will be engulfed in the usual congressional
maelstrom.

It is important for us to think about federal policymaking as we think about the
new era not only because the Congress and the President will help to determine the
national rules and national programs but also because Congress (with a little help from
the Constitution of the United States) is going to begin the process of bounding state
prerogatives. That wiU be important because states may do some very different things
under a national health care reform plan.

I think it would be a mistake for us to exaggerate the importance of what
federal policymakers may or may not do this year and next year and down the road. .
I'm sure you share the view that the marketplace is already changing in very important
ways, and people are not waiting for President Clinton or anyone else here in
Washington to decide what ought to happen down the road. Activities are underway
at the state and local levels, which I thhik are putting tremendous pressures on you.

With that caveat in mind, I would like us to take a couple of steps back and
reflect on why federal policymakers are entertaining the need for a new era. I would
like to take a closer look at one potential aspect of the restructured system. I would
like also to talk about a number of trade-offs or dichotomies Aat policymakers in
Washington must confront if they are to get to a national health care reform plan.
Finally, I would like to focus specifically on health professions education issues.

One reason why federal policymakers are talking about health care reform is
the uninsured population. I argue that of equal, if not more, importance is the bulk of
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the population that is privately insured. These people include those who fear losing
insurance if they change jobs, or those who are insured but are not covered for pre
existing conditions. Quite frankly, if you think about the politics, the people who are
privately insured may play a much more important role than the people who are
uninsured.

Projections show that by the year 2030 almost one-third of the gross domestic
product will be devoted to health expenditures. I argue that there is some point down
the road that these expenditures are not sustainable. These two themes or goals are
really what is motivating health care reform; the desire to provide universal coverage
and the desire to contain costs.

In a restructured system, health alliances may be created. Basically these are
purchasing agents that are going to do some things on behalf of some people. It's the
"some things" and "some people," that are the key controversial details and issues.

Unemployed individuals, the self-employed, and smaller employers have clearly
been handicapped for a variety of reasons in their ability to deal with the health
insurance system. Health alliances or purchasing agents are viewed as helping such
individuals deal with the system.

However, some policymakers appear to believe that just about everybody—aU
employers—should deal through a purchasing alliance. That is one of the issues
currently being debated. I think the smart money is betting that the Clinton plan will
call for aU employers with roughly 1,000 or fewer employees to deal through
purchasing agents for health insurance purposes. That clearly is one of the key issues.
Some people would like to take the entire system and funnel it through these new
purchasing agents.

One important point to make about the restructured system now being
envisioned is that the employers will not choose the health plan as they do today. It is
envisioned that individuals will be able to select from all the available health plans
and not be forced by their employer or limited in their particular choice.

What about the purchasing agent? What is it? Well, that's one of the issues
that's going to have to be setded. People have talked about making it an arm of state
government. People have talked about making it an agent of the federal government.
People have talked about having it be a non-profit entity with a board, which will
absolutely not include any health professionals, because of too many conflicts of
interest.

Moreover, the question is, what is the role of this particular agent? At issue
are how much regulatory power the purchasing agent will have and how many lives it
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will be responsible for. The answers to these questions will determine how much
power the purchasing agent will have.

According to some in the insurance industry, a purchasing agent should
perform some important administrative functions, such as collect premiums and mail
them to the insurers or provide information or report cards about individual plans. In
other words, purchasing agents should be more passive than active. But this is going
to be one of the important issues that will have to be decided.

I would like to talk briefly about the accountable health plans. What are they?
That is another issue that will have to be defined and decided as part of the health
care reform plan. It is conceivable that a health plan could be a part of an academic
health center, as long as it met certain standards and was amenable to providing the
standard benefit package for the price that people are willing to pay. Alternatively, it
could be insurers, as it is today. It could be a large group practice of physicians that
contracts with hospitals. In other words, the whole issue of what constitutes a plan is
still unknown.

Finally, on providers. Will they be able to have contractual, relationships with
more than one plan? Or will they be required to have an exclusive relationship with a
particular plan? In one community, there might be four plans with different hospitals
and different plans allied with each one.

My third task is to begin to talk about trade-offs or what I call the dichotomies
that policymakers are confronting today.

The first dichotomy is incremental versus comprehensive reform. There are a
great number of policymakers who say we can't do a soup-to-nuts reform bill. We
can*t solve all the problems of the health care system at one time. These legislators
say we have to do what is feasible. Thus, they choose to make change incrementally.

On the other side, there are those who fear that an incremental approach will
preclude the kind of comprehensive change they feel is needed. This dichotomy will
be the foundation of one battleground.

The second dichotomy can be termed "now" versus "later." Even if you decide
you want a comprehensive solution and you reach some agreement, you have to decide
when solutions should be put in place. On every issue, from coverage to cost
containment, you face the issue of whether you do it now or later. Some very key
members of Congress, including Henry Waxman (D-Cal.) of the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, say they do not want to wait. For new coverage, for example,
it has to happen immediately.
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Then we have the third issue of the roles of government and the private sector.
This is a very key battleground. We have a number of members of Congress who
argue that this whole idea of a restructured system, including managed competition, is
a lot of hooey. They want a single-payer system similar to Canada's. They want to
roinimize the roles of the private sector. They are suspicious of the motives of the
insurance community. They want to hand this job over to the government.

Finally, we have a dichotomy of national versus state. We talk about national
health system reform, but we have a former governor as President. Many believe he
will be very amenable to giving states tremendous flexibility. What is that going to
mean? Well, we don't know. Is it going to mean that states will have almost every
prerogative they might imagine, or are Congress and the President going to set
boundaries that will cause some states to change what is already enacted? Or will
Congress grandfather in the plans that already exist?

If states are given tremendous flexibility you may not care what the federal
government does in the final analysis, because it will be more important what the
states have decided to do.

So here are four dichotomies. But there are more. The President has

repeatedly said that choice will be a key component of his plan. It will be very
interesting to see how "choice" is brought about. If you give everyone the choice of
physician and the choice of hospital, and you say that no one needs to go through a
general practitioner to get to a specialist, you create problems with efficiency and
integration. I think the research literature is pretty clear. If you have a staff model
health maintenance organization (HMO), the tendency is to have more cost-effective
care. We can argue about that, but if you have nonexclusive relationships, there is
less evidence of cost-effectiveness and cost-containment abilities. So again, we have a
dichotomy. You have to make some choices and some decisions.

The next dichotomy is wages versus jobs. What do I mean by that? Many
people say that the high cost for health care insurance drags on wage increases. If we
deal with this problem of health cost, wages are going to go up faster, than anticipated.
People have argued that we need health care reform to help increase wages. On the
other hand, people say that if we contain costs we're going to have fewer jobs in the
health sector.

We recognize that by and large the health sector has been the driving engine of
the economy over the last couple of years. I'm not just talking about health providers.
I'm talking about everyone involved in health care in one way or another. Suddenly,
if we contain costs and solve these administrative issues, we'll have a lot fewer jobs
out there. Some say "no." If we deal with the cost problem, we're going to make our
country more competitive internationally, thus creating more trade and more jobs.
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Again, this is a dichotomy. We have the effect on wages and jobs. People are
going to be balancing these issues. Jobs and wages will be important lobbying tools.

We talked about the people who do not have insurance coverage. We were
going to get them some coverage. But now we are 'way beyond that. The problem is
that if you give the benefits, you have created a potential problem with cost. Unless
you find a way to have an effective cost-containment system, you're likely to incur
new costs, particularly in the early years of implementation. If you make the benefit
package too rich, the costs are too high. It does not make a difference whether those
costs are borne by the federal government, employers, or somebody else. It is still a
financial issue that has to be settled.

The next issue is benefits versus financing. Under a new system, some people
are going to get more benefits than they have today. Other people are likely to be
paying for those benefits. There are people who are abready quite happy with their
insurer and with their benefit package. More than likely, the first effects they will feel
from health care reform are higher insurance premiums and higher taxes of one kind
or another. Perhaps they will also have less choice than they have now.

Another issue is cost-containment versus demand. But is the rationing word
ever going to be used if you want to contain costs? Are we going to have queuing to
have an efficient system? How are we going to deal with what society wants, which
is health care and benefits, versus the goal of cost containment.

Lastly, the issue of cost containment versus innovation. We are not hearing a
lot about this, but people are really worried that if we are successful at containing
costs, there will be less investment in health care technology, particularly in the
pharmaceutical industry. Some Canadian academicians looked at their system and
discovered that while Canada was quite successful in containing the cost of
pharmaceutics, it was not very successful at bringing out new drugs. It was fortunate
that other countries and other pharmaceutical industries were doing such research on
Canada's behalf and that Canada could benefit ft"om that kind of research.

There is a whole array of issues and dichotomies that the President and
Congress will have to confront to assemble a plan. If you think about all the issues,
would you be inclined to see action this year? The Administration continues to
believe or argue that Congress will be prepared later this year to enact a
comprehensive national health system reform plan.

Now I would like to focus my remarks a little more carefully on the issues of
health professions education. The first issue is what are the respective roles of the
public and private sectors in financing health professions education? We have a
number of proposals that say Medicare alone should not be financing the bulk of
graduate medical education. Some proposals say that either all insurers, all payers, or
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all health plans should play a role, because they are the beneficiaries of medical
education. But that is not exactly a settled matter.

Moreover, we're going to have a similar struggle in terms of the public sector
alone. Let's assume that it is a public sector responsibility. Is it a federal one or a
state one? Is it a mix?

If you are going to support health professions education, who gets paid? Are
we going to change our current system? Are we going to pay the medical school
instead of the teaching hospital? If so, on what basis? Will financing come from
patient care dollars? How much are we willing to pay?

Then the issue of cost containment. There are two facets to this issue. If we
have cost-containment pressures and if we have accountable health plans paid on a per
capita basis, what might the roles of academic health centers and teaching hospitals be
with respect to patient care? If you look at the HMO experience, there are HMOs
today that contract with academic health centers, but only for very selective procedures
such as transplants. Otherwise these HMOs send their patients elsewhere, arguing that
outcomes can be just as good at other hospitals that are less expensive.

If cost-containment pressures change the roles of academic health centers and
teaching hospitals, it may mean that there are fewer patients in these institutions. And
that will have some important implications for the education of health professionals.

The second issue of costs is a little closer to home. Don't t-bmV for a moment
that people are going to focus only on the costs of health care. They are going to
focus on the cost of health professions education. The previous administrations in
Washington have tried to reduce what Medicare spends for graduate medical
education, for example, and that is going to continue.

I would enlarge the issue of mix of personnel by dwelling upon the issue of
scope of practice, for example. This is an area that I would argue has not been
settled. How many primary care physicians do we need versus how many nurse
practitioners and physician assistants do we need to provide good care? Some HMOs
have answered the question one way; some marketplaces have answered it a different
way. The whole issue remains unsettled. Congress and other policymakers will
increasingly focus on this area.

The issue of primary care and specialization. If you say we are going to start
limiting the number of medical residency slots, we're going, to start making decisions
about those things. Issues of minority representation and geographic distribution could
ultimately get looked at more carefully by policymakers.
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You have to worry about faculty development issues. It is all well and good
for people to spread rumors saying the Administration will recommend doubling the
number of physician assistants and nurse practitioners, but it's another matter to have
the faculty available to bring that all about. Of course, policymakers will also be
interested in issues that include cross-training.

Well, I've accomplished my four tasks. But I guess I would be the first to
admit that I haven't really provided you much of a Washington update, because things
are in a state of flux right now. All these issues are going to be argued and settled
one way or another. If you have opinions about those issues or suggestions to make,
obviously you need not be bashful. Your advice will be welcomed by most people,
and I think it's essential that you get involved.

I would end by suggesting that you keep your ears to the ground. The health
system reform era is certainly coming. We really don't know when that train is going
to get to the station. But the train is clearly coming, and I think we all recognize that.
I think our goal is to try not to get run over when the train arrives.
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FEDERAL INITIATIVES IN PRIMARY CARE

Marilyn H. Gaston

You have certainly heard a lot about health care reform and what is happening
to deal with access for everybody, containing costs and maintaining the quality of our
health care system.

In the Health Resources Services Administration (HRSA) and particularly in the
Bureau of Primary Health Care, we are very involved and committed to decreasing
barriers to access to primary care. We are very concerned about the fact that access to
primary health care has declined for many of our underserved populations, for our
economically disadvantaged populations, our minority populations, and some other
very vulnerable populations throughout the country.

The health care reformers talk about the financial aspects of reform, but there
are many nonfinancial barriers that are very significant and important for these
vulnerable populations of whom I'm speaking. An insurance card alone is not going
to guarantee or ensure access for them.

I think that many people still don't understand that issue. Geographic
barriers, organizational barriers, cultural barriers, and barriers for very special
populations still exist even if people have insurance cards.

These are barriers that our programs have been trying to address. The bottom
line is how can we become partners in terms of training in our programs so we can
really provide the health professionals that are needed to address these issues in the
future?

We know that in isolated rural areas, an insurance card purchasing power is not
going to ensure that providers or systems of care move into these areas. It's certainly
not going to happen in our inner-city areas where there are overwhelming social
problems. In the Bureau, we define underserved areas in a number of ways. We talk
about medically underserved areas and we talk about health professional shortage
areas.

Let me remind you, when you talk about underserved, you have to get below
the state level. Most states have pockets of severely underserved populations.

Going down to the county level, well over 50 percent of the 3200 counties in
the country have been designated by us as having underserved populations. And you
have to go below even the county level and literally get the census tracts to try to
understand the difficulty that some populations have in getting access to primary care.
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Even if there is a provider in place in a rural area or an inner-city area, if that
provider does not have appropriate language skills or is not culturally sensitive, it
poses a barrier for those people trying to access health care. These cultural and
language barriers are very significant and increasing every day as more and more
immigrants come to the United States. One of our health centers has the capability to
translate 18 different languages on site. This will give you a sense of some of the
difficulties that our programs are facing.

These and other issues continue to create major health disparities between our
minority and nonminority populations. Many of you know about the Secretary's
minority health task force, which looked at these disparities in 1985. In 1985, the
excess deaths were around 60,000. Now these deaths are up to 75,000 or 80,000. It
has become worse in this interim.

The gap has widened in terms of infant mortality rates in some of our inner
cities. Infant mortality for African-American babies is three times greater than that for
white babies; the rate used to be only twice as great. Only 10 percent of children
under two are immunized among minority populations. That percentage still startles
me. That is much worse than it was 10 years ago.

Migrant farm workers. Even when they have the ability to pay, they wiU
continue to face many problems. They are forced to live in conditions that expose
them to pesticides and other chemicals. The average life expectancy of a migrant
farm worker in our country today is 49 years. We have major issues to address.

Our homeless population also has difficulty. It will help these people to have
universal coverage. Right now, it is difficult for them to access primary care because
they do not have street addresses. One third of our homeless population did go to
work today. They left their grates, their alleyways, their benches, and went to work
and they will return to those sites tonight. Why are they homeless? Many because
they are mentally ill, but most because they cannot find affordable housing.

I want you to know that we are continuing to see a major increase in our
homeless kids. The Children's Defense Fund talks about 100,000 children who will
go to bed without a home tonight. Those are the kids that are literally in shelters or
on the street. There are many, many more children who are homeless and without
adult supervision. They are going from pillar to post; they are unknown and
uncounted. We have to somehow capture these children in our safety net.

At the Bureau, we're trying to address these barriers to access through three
main approaches. The first is through the development and funding of primary health
care systems. The second approach is through primary health care providers and the
National Health Service Corps. The third is through systems that are targeting a very
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special and vulnerable population, including people infected with HIV, substance-
abusers, school children, and needy mothers and children.

Our systems of care are embodied in our community in migrant health centers.
I would say that almost all of you are probably in a locale that has a community or a
migrant health center or one of our programs of health care for the homeless. We also
are now putting programs in public housing projects. We have been impressed with
how that really attacks major access barriers, especially for our elderly and teenage
populations. You know we are responsible for federally qualified health centers; many
of our health department's freestanding health centers are so designated.

We have more than 2,000 such primary care systems in a major primary care
network. (These numbers are about a year old.) More than 2,500 primary care
physicians and upwards of 1,000 nurse practitioners and certified nurse midwives and
more than 500 dentists provide comprehensive community-oriented primary care
around the clock.

We are concerned that as health care reform comes down the pike these
services might not be included in a benefits package. Certain services go beyond
medical care and are so important to the patients we're trying to access. The
educational piece is critical. Outreach, case management, social services, translation,
and transportation—all will have to have continued coverage outside of a health
benefits package. These issues are being talked about, and there are still a few things
that have not been decided at this point. But there is no question that this list of
services is critical to the underserved.

Another key element for the populations that we're serving is the use of
multidisciplinary teams. We're convinced—and I hope you are, too—that health
professionals should be trained as teams. The more that we can train our future health
professionals in multidisciplinary teams, the more they will be prepared to address a
wider variety of issues in the real world.

Let me also point to a very key element of the team in our program—our
community health workers. These are people who are specifically recruited from the
community. They are a part of the community, accepted by the community. They
become an important part of our multidisciplinary teams.

I mentioned a very important aspect in terms of primary care providers, the
National Health Service Corps (NHSC). The NHSC went through a very rough time.
Funding peaked about 1985. We just celebrated our 20th birthday last year. During
the 1980s, there was a major drop in funding. In 1990, we had a revitalization, with
new legislation and a recognition of the importance of this program. In 1991, we had
a fivefold increase in funding and we're starting to go up again in field strength.
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Former Secretary Louis Sullivan played a major role in helping to bring back
the NHSC.

The National Health Service Corps is seen as a major piece of health care
reform because the demand for primary care providers will increase as everyone is
able to pay. So this is a program that we expect to continue to expand.

Last year we only had 50 scholars to place, so we are building a pipeline in
terms of scholars. But we also need the loan repayment programs to put people right
on site after they finish their training.

Along with revitalization, an increase in scholarships, and federal loan
repayments, we also have a program of partnership with states. And we have
programs where we're partners with communities and states and the federal
government. Conmiunities can recruit from students who live right in their midst.
Communities pay to educate these students. After training, these students can go right
back to their underserved areas. We're establishing more and more mentor networks,
and we are beginning to talk about having a junior national health service board so we
can actually start with younger kids and give them experiences in health centers.

Historically, scholars in the NHSC had their tuitions paid, and then they didn't
hear much from anybody until it came time for them to do their service. That might
have contributed to some of the default rate. Although, only four percent of our
16,000 scholars have defaulted, we are convinced that we have to do more hand-
holding with the scholars while they are in training. We have to provide more
contacts, give them more on-site experiences, and more role models. We're doing that
while they're in undergraduate school and in residency training. We're doing it once
they get out on-site, and we are also doing that with our alumni.

About two years ago, we became more and more convinced that we had to be
more proactive if we wanted to help the pipeline in terms of primary care. We had to
give experiences to students in underserved areas so they might choose primary care
as a career.

We looked at what our programs were already doing, and we were pleased to
see that more than 200 of our conununity migrant health centers were already linked
with academic centers and providing education on-site. A lot of activity in our
migrant programs relates to nurses and physician assistants. In terms of the medical
residents, it's not surprising to see mainly family practice,

A couple of years ago, we prepared a manual in conjunction with AAFP. It
looks at the pros and cons of establishing linkages, specifically with community
migrant health centers. I think it would apply to any ambulatory community-based
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program. It's kind of a nice guide for both the health centers and academic
institutions on how to make these linkages happen.

Last year, we began to fund our service programs to try to encourage them to
create more linkages. Let me mention that Dr. Fitzhugh Mullan, who is my brother
Bureau director, had funding priorities and preferences in terms of funding academic
institutions to help move them toward linking with health centers. Likewise, this past
year we have started funding our programs to try to help this happen. We also have
funded state cooperative agreements to increase rotations in health professional
shortage areas and to help forge partnerships with the academic health centers and
with AHECs.

Let me mention a brand-new idea. I was asked to talk about some of the new

things that we're trying to get off the ground.- Needless to say, I can't emphasize
enough that we are believers and committed to getting the right providers into
underserved areas.

Dr. Weaver, director of the National Health Service Corps, in conjunction with
a number of his consultants, is developing a National Health Service Corps fellowship
to ensure the availability of community responsive, culturally competent, caregiving
teams. It will provide a framework for the development of teams to serve needy
communities and to forge partnerships that will be in place for the lifetime of a
provider in the NHSC. We are interested not only in recruiting and placing people in
underserved areas but in retaining them.

There are many configurations of the available experiences: community
experience, clinical experience, leadership, networking, faculty development,
mentoring, and development or research. This can all happen—it doesn't have to
happen in sequence. Programs can do it any way they want, so they can have all
kinds of configurations. Also, the team members might be doing it at different times.
This is brand-new. We're looking at all kinds of ways, in conjunction with academic
health centers, to see what we can innovatively do, and then how we can evaluate our
work.

I'm sure you have a goal, as we do, that is targeted at more primary care,
ambulatory training, and community-based training. There is no question that these
thrusts are going to improve access; they're going to decrease costs. Our bottom line
is that they will impact on health outcomes and reduce the disparities that we are now
facing.

Our programs need to train a new kind of physician for a new kind of
medicine—for real people in a real world. Our programs can help do that. You are
looking for partnerships to train providers to serve underserved areas. We can help not
only teach primary preventive health care for the individual and the family but also for
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the community. We can teach providers how to combine medicine and public health
in addressing the community's health needs.

Our programs can help you teach the right skills to make a difference. How do
you take a history that's going to uncover sexual abuse in a nine-year-old? How do
you ask the right questions to get the right answers? We hope our programs can help
you teach primary care as part of a team. More and more of what goes on in our
programs centers around the team approach.

We can also teach providers how to give high-quality care with limited
resources and how to translate what they learn into reality. A very important goal for
me is to help teach students and medical residents respect for poor people and respect
for minorities and the disadvantaged.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: In light of the possibility of health care reform, what do you
envision as the future of the primary care programs, specifically in podiatric medicine,
in terms of the difficulties that these programs are having in finding funding to
become self-sufficient? What do you see in terms of the future of these programs?

DR. GASTON: I wish I had a crystal ball, but I don*t. There is no question
that health care reform as it relates to providers emphasizes primary care providers.
Podiatric medicine has always been a part of that. Whether that will continue in the
future, I do not know.

QUESTION: Will podiatry be included in the future in the National Health
Service Corps?

DR. GASTON: That's a hard question. We do have an allied health category.
You might argue you're not really allied health. You are primary care providers. As a
result of revitalization, the emphasis has certainly been on the primary care providers,
family medicine, internal medicine, obstetrics, psychiatry, physician assistants, nurse
practitioners, and certified nurse midwives. There has also been a major emphasis on
dental and mental health, including social workers and clinical psychologists. All the
other disciplines will not receive emphasis. We place people on the basis of requests
that we receive from communities across the nation.

QUESTION: Both Ira Magaziner and Dr. Fitzhugh Mullan have emphasized
the importance of the National Health Service Corps to solve part of the access
problem for health care reform. They repeatedly mention building or investing in the
infrastructure of the National Health Service Corps communities. Could you comment
on what they mean by that?

DR. GASTON: The need to build an infrastructure and capacity that relate to
primary care systems and primary care providers has been discussed. In many of our
areas, needless to say, we do not have the needed systems and providers. We know
that even if everyone did have a way to pay, purchasing power is not going to
guarantee the accessibility to an infrastructure.

We need to build the infrastructure and the capacity. That's one piece.
Needless to say, we certainly agree that the National Health Service Corps is a key
component to building capacity in primary care. As we improve what we're doing
about the pipeline, we hope we will have people who not only stay at sites in
underserved areas to fulfill their service obligation, but also choose to make their
careers in these places.
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As part of health care reform, we need to be concerned about what is in the
benefit package. We consider many population needs as part of the infrastructure,
including enabling services that will help populations access health care.

QUESTION: We're in an urban program and we utilize CHCs for our
pediatrics experience with students but have had difficulty getting in the door in the
adult ambulatory care center and the ob-gyn areas, because of lack of providers and
space to supervise students. We've been ready for several years in those areas.
Would you like to comment on that?

DR. GASTON: Yes. That's a very important question and one we've been
wrestling with. That was the intent of focusing on service linkages from the program
side. The Bureau of Health Services focuses on the educational side, but we knew we

had to better understand the barriers from our service programs.

We conducted a survey. Space is a major issue. We were distressed to find
that this was one of the most important barriers to increasing the ability to provide
teaching. So last year, we provided some dollars, albeit small, for programs to expand
their physical capacity to enable them to do teaching. There were a number of centers
where that happened.

Probably the barriers from the educational side you know quite well, but we
learned about them from our service side. These included issues around cost and

productivity. We cannot solve all the problems right away. As we're building
infrastructure to get ready for new programs and to establish new access points, we are
also very aware that we have to build onto the existing infrastructure that might be
inadequate.

QUESTION: As you know, dental health care professionals, including dental
hygienists, have been delivering cost-effective care for a long time. Indeed, dental
schools have also been models of ambulatory health care delivery, which in my view
have not been fully exploited by other segments of the health care professional
community.

Indeed, there are multiple data that support the notion that there are a lot of
health problems, particularly oral health problems, in the special populations we are all
targeting. These include persons of low socioeconomic status, the homeless, the
disabled, and people with HIV. Recently, the director of the National Institute of
Dental Research (NDDR) said the instimte has been spending the last 50 years trying to
reconnect the head to the rest of the body. I think this is part of why we're all here
together.

Not to belabor this, but in addition to the issues that Dr. Greene talked about
yesterday, it's clear that oral health conditions affect systemic health, and there are
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myriad systemic conditions that affect oral health status. As a result of the changing
demographics in the population as well as a changing disease prevalence, dental
schools have been increasing the education of students with regard to physical
diagnosis, medicine, et cetera, and have become in my view a more integral part of a
health care delivery system.

However, when one looks at the national picture, one does not see dental
medicine integrated, except in very few instances, in the primary care picture, although
there are lots of initiatives in our profession to do this.

Why is this so? Why does it continue? Do you see any possibility for
innovative collaborative networking, where you can utilize what amounts to a huge
cadre of individuals who indeed are trained as front-line primary care providers and
who seem to be left out of the system right now?

DR. GASTON: I agree with you, it's a problem. Let me brag about our
migrant health centers, because dental health is such a problem with our migrant farm
worker population. Almost all of our migrant health centers have dental services, and
they are extensive dental services because the need is so great. Dental services are
very spotty in our community health centers. There is no question that we need to do
a better job at funding them and maybe making these services a requirement. I hear
that cost is an issue. I would like more insight on dental services.

We have not seen an upsurge in requests or applications for dentistry. Now,
maybe we need to talk about that and see if we need to do more recruitment and let
our sites know that the corps is back and we're alive and well.

QUESTION: I think people often over emphasize the simplistic notion that
poverty drives life chances. I think field people often assume that all poor people are
equally sick and all minority people equally sick. In fact, that's not the case at all.
Mexican Americans are the most dramatic example, with poverty rates similar to
blacks and educational achievement less than blacks. Yet their health status is very
similar to whites, and there are no serious problems with infant mortality. So it's a
much more complicated picture than just poverty. 1 think we have to start looking at
the interaction between race, ethnicity, and class.

QUESTION: There has been a good bit of talk in Washington and other places
about the possibility of redirecting some of the reimbursement funds from the hospitals
to the 126 allopathic and 15 osteopathic medical schools. What does your radar
screen say about the possibility of that happening, and what leads you to your
conclusions?

DR. DESMARAIS: That whole area is one where there are countervailing
pressures being put on policymakers about what they should or shouldn't do. They
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have heard a lot about the artificial barriers that Medicare has imposed by recognizing
certain sites of training and not recognizing others, and a variety of other artificialities
to the payment formula.

There is also a tremendous desire to bring the federal government to bear on
things like the number of residency slots or the allocation of slots. We have a lot of
proposals, and I understand people are hard at work thinking about what might make
sense in this new era and under this new administration, with perhaps the federal
government's becoming a little bit more interventionist. This results from the view that
iht current situation is notworking.

We could see a lot of creativity in terms of the amounts of money paid and the
persons or institutions being paid. But at the moment, I don't detect that Congress has
thought about this a whole lot. The Administration hasn't officially unveiled anything,
and I think we're so far away now that you really can't tell.

I do detect growing concem about the amounts of money, and not only the
amounts of money in the aggregate, but the fact that some institutions seem to get
quite a bit of money in comparison to others. The range of per resident payment .
amounts across the country vary enormously and without a lot of good explanation.
Of course, Medicare keeps trying to deal with that, and I expect that will continue,
particularly if the Senate is serious about finding another $35 million in Medicare
savings.

While I think the academic health center community has been very successful
in keeping the people at bay in the Congress in terms of cuts, I think that there will
come a point when Congress will say, "Look, we have to get more money out of the
graduate medical education side of the ledger, and here is how we plan to do it."

I don't have a good answer. I'm not sure anyone does at the moment.

QUESTION: What's in the reform plan in terms of shifting monies to support
the education of other necessary primary care providers? If we are interested in nurse
practitioners, physician assistants, and certified nurse midwives, what is the prospect
for getting adequate resources and effectively allocating those resources in order to
give this population the kind of boost they need?

DR. DESMARAIS: A lot of topics haven't received much attention thus far.
Among these are the whole area of graduate medical education and, more broadly
speaking, education in the health professions. I would argue, quality of care is another
issue that hasn't received as much attention as some of the coverage and financing
aspects.
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There is an interest in enlarging the base of people who are going to pay.
There is a finite supply of money, and allocating and reallocating and redistributing
that money is going to be an absolute nightmare. If you argue that you want to have
an efficient system and you want to have access to care then you should provide it in
the most efficient way. That may mean having different types of practitioners more
involved than they are today.

The Administration, as I understand it, is very committed to increasing the
supply of nurse practitioners and physician assistants. The questions will be, how are
you going to finance that and how are you going to bring it about?

QUESTION: Considering that in many states there's a great deal of conflict
between K-12 and higher education, I would appreciate some of your thoughts about
how you might institutionalize these programs at the K-12 and college levels, such that
there can be a mechanism to pay for them other than out of operating funds of the
academic health centers?

QUESTION: What do you think about the approach to restrict exceptional
financial need scholarships and put needy students into more primary care areas and
thus restrict them from access to specialties? It seems like that is a focus that has
some danger associated with it from the standpoint of freedom of movement in
medical specialties.

DR. GASTON: There is no question~I agree. We need to have an
opportunity that is as broad as it can be for all students. We've seen a start in that
direction. There has been a scholarship established in terms of getting students to
become faculty. And I think we'll see more and more of that in the future.
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A CONGRESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE HEALTH

PROFESSIONS AND HEALTH CARE REFORM

The Honorable J. Robert Kerrey

You all understand far better than I the problems we face today that are related
to health care in the United States. It's the custom that we stand before the audience
and present the list of mixed blessings. We have the best and highest quality health
care in the world; we do the best research, we have led the world in making
discoveries that have improved the lives of people and have saved lives. And at the
same time, we have $900 billion of expenditures this year.

The federal budget growth is rather remarkable: $34 billion from this year to
next. And 71 cents of every dollar of increased spending that the President has
recommended will be consumed by health care. Medicare and Medicaid will go from
$200 billion this year to $400 billion in 1998. Approximately 37 million Americans
are iminsured, and we are adding 100 thousand members a month to the ranks of the
uninsured. Some people are trapped on welfare rolls; some people are wondering how
they're going to survive for six and seven years between the moment they find
themselves without a job and the day they go on Medicare. There are all kinds of
problems with payment and our tort system. Typically, one could make a list of
things that are going wrong and a long list of things that are going rather well.

I would like at the beginning to assert that health care is much different than
most other issues. If I have my health, I am able to do things that can't be done if I
am not in good health. If I have my health, I can work. If I have my health, I can go
to school. Health is much more than some political issue. It is a vital personal issue.

A couple of months ago, I sent four checks in the mail—two to Washington,
D.C., and two to Lincoln, Nebraska, the state capital. Two of those checks were for
last year's taxes; two were for estimates for 1993. It was not a happy moment for me
on the 15th of April. Prior to my going into politics, there was a group that would
assemble at the post office at about 11:30 p.m. We would go out and have a drink
and lament all the taxes we had paid.

I called my accountant this year and said, "Terry, I find it alarming, the amount
of money that I'm paying in taxes. It just doesn't seem like I have much left." In
response he said, "Well, at least you have your health." It is true, I do have my
health~not just as a result of good genetics, not just as a result of taking care of
myself, but also as a consequence of a remarkable health care system.

It isn't just a system. It's a system that we very often try to reform, but it is
the people that make the difference. In my case, the difference was made as a
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consequence of a remarkable 80-year-old man by the name of Ernie Burgess. After a
40-year career as an orthopedic surgeon, he decided to start a Prosthetics Research
Laboratory in Seattle, Washington. He was concemed about the quality of artificial
limbs that people like me have to wear. Through his research, his care, and his
training he improved my life. I do things that I would not be able to do without his
efforts.

I make that point because very often in the midst of the health care debate, we
forget what we're able to do when we are blessed with good health. It is absolutely
true that I have had to make an effort on my own. It's absolutely true that I have
been lucky in having parents who passed on good genes to me. But it's also true that
if I have access to trained professionals and if they are providing care in the right
environment, they can dramatically change the quality of my life.

I'm conscious of that issue every single moment I am in the health care debate.
The other day, I spoke to a group of researchers in Omaha, Nebraska, at a 22-state
conference on technology in health care. I told them that prior to my speech I had
spoken on the phone with a 30-year-old recent amputee. It very often occurs that such
people will call as a result of hearing of my own experience. This young man was.
both depressed and terrified—terrified because he is 30 years of age and has a wife and
three children. It was a workplace injury; he does not have any income to be able to
support himself. He's worried that he may never be able to work again. He's worried
that he will not be able to support his family. He's worried that he may not be able to
put his life back together. The only barrier he has is his health; the only thing that
stands between him and being able to live a remarkably good life is his health.

In this situation, he happens to be living in the only industrial nation that
doesn't establish health care as a right of citizenship. He has to prove that he's
eligible for payment. He has to go through the horror of trying to prove that
workmen's compensation will entitle him to an artificial limb. I think that's wrong. I
believe that as a first principle of health care reform, we should say we're going to
establish eligibility in a radically different fashion.

I'm offering a proposal (and I believe the President is going to come forth with
a similar proposal) that says this. I say this to you as though you were an individual
now, not part of a conference that is trying to figure out how we can make sure we
have sufficient resources to train people in our educational facilities. Nebraska
happens to be blessed, in my judgment, with two educational institutions, Creighton
University and the University of Nebraska Medical Center. Not only are they doing
high-quality research but also they are training high-quality, high-calibre individuals.
I'll talk a bit about the training needs and future directions in this area. But I would
like to talk to you as if I were talking to one single individual.
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I believe that the foundation of health care reform should be a new contract

between the government and the people of the United States of America. The contract
would be something like this: You now find yourself eligible in a different way. As
an American, under cover of law, you are eligible. You are automatically eligible. No
longer do you have to go to a welfare office and prove that you're poor enough. No
longer do you have to wait until you reach a certain age. You do not have to get
blown up in a war; you don't have to be injured on the job site; you don't have to
work for the right company. If you are an American, under cover of law, you are
eligible.

It is also true that to be a citizen of this country is to have a different kind of
status. It is a privilege to be a citizen of the United States. Though I extend health
care as a right, it is a privilege to be a citizen, and all of us, as a part of this changed
system, need to accept two closely associated responsibilities. I say this in a calmer
tone, because unless the people of America are prepared to accept both sides of the
contract, I think it's going to be difficult for us to adequately reform our system.

The other side of the contract is that all of us have a responsibility to make a
payment. I do not require destitution as a principle, and you do not have to
impoverish yourself before you're eligible. If you're flat on your back and have no
resources, I believe that we're prepared as a nation to collectively assume the
responsibility.

But if we have resources, all of us should have a requirement to make a
payment. I'm prepared to argue that the payment should be somewhat larger if our
income is higher and somewhat lower if our income is lower. But all of us should
have a responsibility to make a payment. Equally important and closely associated,
we should all have a responsibility for participating in cost controls. It cannot be
somebody else's problem. It is everyone's problem, and there is no easy answer to
cost control.

I'll miss a very important point if I begin by saying the problem is the
hospitals, or the problem is the doctor, or the problem is the insurance company, or
this, that, or the other thing. I have to look each citizen in the eye and say that unless
we individually and personally accept some of the responsibility for cost control,
nothing will change.

It is clear to me that when somebody is flat on his or her back and desperately
in need of health care, I have to help out. I must extend health care to that person.
But at some point, good health is our personal responsibility. I cannot shift that
responsibility to somebody else. If I attempt to shift it to somebody else, we're not
going to reform this properly.
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So I begin with a very important fundamental principle: change the way of
becoming eligible in the system, but change personal responsibility as well. From
that, I personally proceed to a state-based system. I would like to have a national
system of benefits. I would like to have significant private sector involvement. I
would like to have payers who instead of offering a promise to pay are going to have
to add other kinds of services. Those who can manage the care of large numbers of
people with the objective of making and keeping them healthy— those individual
entrepreneurs ought to be rewarded, in my judgment.

I believe that in that kind of a system the shortages will be in generalists,
advanced practice nurses, and in other kinds of health professionals. They will be
needed to fill the gaps in rural areas, where I fear we may increase the already serious
shortage of generalist physicians. Training will be needed to provide people who can
earn money by managing care, at the same time as they move towards our objective of
a healthier nation. The people we will need are the people who can answer the sorts
of questions that I've outlined.

I hope that we end up with a health care system with an objective that says
we're trying to become healthier. And I hope that we set a range of outcomes that
will lead us to increase the amount of public education in health care and to increase
the amount of resources that we allocate for public health. Financing alone will not
get the job done. We're still going to have serious shortages in urban and rural areas
alike. I think one of the worst things that we did in the 1980s was to eviscerate the
National Health Service Corps, and I believe that the Corps can provide a very
valuable service of helping individuals figure out what it is they need to do to improve
their health and family life.

My own judgment as to health care reform is that we're not likely to get it
done until 1994, and even then, it's going to be exceptionally difficult. If all we do is
come to the table as interest groups or affected individuals who say they won't support
reform unless they get improvement in their personal situations (with improvement
measured by deductibles, co-payments, or monthly payments), we'll not get this job
done.

The plain fact is that for the majority of Americans, everything is relatively
okay. It is the minority that is currently suffering in our health care system. I'm
prepared to argue, however, that all of us are losing as a consequence. I'm prepared
to argue that all of us in the current situation have an interest in radically changing the
way that we finance and deliver our health care system to aU.

ru close by saying what I said in the beginning—I think health care is much
more than just a political issue. It determines how well we do as individuals. One of
the more tragic and frightening and maddening and immoral aspects of our health care
system is that we do not have continuous health care delivery for our children. I'm
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conscious tliat one-third of children from the age of zero to eight years old find
themselves with some kind of hearing disability that probably materially affects their
capacity to hear and learn, and as a result to do well in school. There are all kinds of
similar examples that result from the way we finance health care. We're doing
terrible things to some people. But I am very conscious that we're also doing
wonderfial things for other people.

We have the ability with our personnel and with our technology to make some
fundamental changes in the way we finance health care. We have the ability to
dramatically improve the health care of all Americans, which in the end is what all
Americans want.

I want to again thank you all very much for what you're doing to educate the
people upon whom our lives depend.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: Could you comment about the responsibility of Americans to
start living healthful lifestyles?

SEN. KERREY: Yes, I can. I think that the primary objective of our health
care system should be to make us healthier. The secondary objective should be that
you try to help me if I get sick or have an accident. I don't mean that issue should be
pushed to the bottom of the list; I just think it ought to be secondary to the primary
objective of getting healthy as individuals.

As to my responsibilities in that, I have the principal responsibility. But when
I have a financing system that doesn't encourage that, why should I dp it? I don't
mean differential rates. I'm not talking about encouraging the kind of unseemly
underwriting that goes on that produces a spiral of exclusion, where people who are
sick can't get health insurance. I'm talking about ending that kind of a system by
saying that people are eligible under cover of law as a result of being Americans.

I'm also talking about ending the situation that permits people to say, "It's
somebody else's problem." This can be done by providing financial incentives. We
should say up front that if you can manage 25,000 people so they're becoming
healthier and their outcomes are better, you should have financial rewards for doing
that.

When I discuss the personal responsibility for controlling costs, I begin by
saying, "If you want to smoke, smoke," I just don't want to subsidize the behavior. If
you want to drink irresponsibly, drink irresponsibly; I just don't want to subsidize the
behavior. If you don't want to wear seat belts, don't wear seat belts. You can self
insure that risk."

There are other factors, but the problem now is that I have a financing system
that encourages me to get sick and then rushes me to the hospital to take care of my
illness,

A major part of the work has to be a rejuvenated public health effort to help
narrow the gap between what people need to know to take care of themselves and
what they currently know.

QUESTION: What is the likelihood of a single payer system that would
probably put most of the insurance companies out of the picture?

SEN. KERREY: I think the likely outcome is somewhere in between a single
payer and managed competition. I think it would be a mistake for us to put the
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insurance companies out of business. However, I want to say to the insurance
companies that they will be selling a different kind of product. It won't be a promise
to pay if I get sick. First of all, I won't be allowed to opt individually out of the
system. I'm going to extend the right of eligibility to health care. If I can't get a
majority of people who are willing to accept that going in, I can't accept this deal. I
can't accept a new program, where all I do is say, "I'm going to pay the bills if you
go to a doctor; don't worry about it because you don't have any responsibilities
beyond that." There is no possibility that I can afford to work within that kind of a
system. But if people are willing to accept responsibility for payment and
responsibility for cost controls, then I can extend a right of eligibility-to all.

I would prefer to say to the insurance industry, I will provide financial
incentives if you can manage the decisions and the judgments and the health care of
those 25,000 individuals and make money doing it. It may not be the insurance
industry in that role. It can be providers; it can be associations of hospitals; it can be
individual citizens that do the same thing. It doesn't necessarily have to be an
insurance company although it might be. I want to create the right environment for the
kind of an entrepreneur and business person who might undertake the task.

QUESTION: How do we get the inappropriate and unnecessary services out of
the system? The managed competition people say just capitate the systems, and they
will worry about eliminating services that are not cost-effective.

SEN. KERREY: To begin with, maybe 20 percent of the population do not
have enough money for health care; they're getting health care hand-to-mouth.
They're going to emergency rooms; they don't have continuous health care; they're
struggling in the system.

To me, the most important thing is to begin by presenting an honest bill of
what the expenditures are, so that collectively we begin to participate in what we're
spending. A 19th century misanthrope, Ambrose Bierce, wrote a book called The
Devil's Dictionary. One definition from the dictionary was "Love is a temporary
illness curable by marriage." He could have been speaking of truth in a health
care debate. We're spending $284 billion right now for federal health care. I think
most people aren't aware that we're spending that amount. They aren't aware of the
kind of growth, they're not aware of the subsidies that are in the system. Before I can
proceed with an honest debate on the question about services that you've just raised, I
have to know where we are.

I've been proposing a federal health care trust fund that would allow us to have
a debate about which taxes we are going to use for health care. Today you'll hear
people say, "I don't want any taxes for health care," not knowing that 3 percent of
their payroll and 40 percent of their personal income tax at the federal level is being
used for health care spending.
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For the 80 percent of the population where this is a relevant question, I can't
get to that yet, because we're, still not in a mode where we accept that when we ask
for something, we have to pay for it. Now we're in a mode where we ask for
something and hope that somebody else will pay for it. That doesn't allow us to make
very good judgments.

One of the things that I have said about health care is that I think you would
get very rapid reform if you made one simple change and said that every member of
Congress and the President would have to get their health care through the Medicaid
system. It would create very healthy discipline.

Whatever the debate is—whether costs, procedures, or rationing—it should affect
those people who are debating. If it doesn't affect those people, I don't trust the
debate.

QUESTION: Could you address the other side of the coin, the population-
based perspectives and the public health services that look at a community of patients
as opposed to medical care for individual patients? What do you see for the fiiture of
the public health infrastructure under health care reform?

SEN. KERREY: I probably can't answer your question, because of lack of
time and expertise. But I can say again that we have to change our financing system
so that our goal is better health.

I'll use research as an example. We don't spend our research dollars with a
focus on where we're trying to go. For instance, I think we could save a lot of money
and improve the health of America if we were to invest research dollars into questions
of addiction, whether it's alcohol or cocaine or any other substance. In America we
often treat addiction problems as law enforcement problems, not as health problems.
As a result, our jails are filling up and our people are not getting healthy.

If we have a financing system that declares a healthier public as a goal, it's
much more likely that we'll have the courage and the ability to dedicate the necessary
resources and to organize those resources so that we have a much better chance of
becoming healthier.
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PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS AS CATALYSTS FOR CHANGE

Gary L. Filerman

I want to do three things. First, I want to talk about the Pew Health
Professions Commission, and bring you up to date on where we are and where we're
going. Second, I will make some general observations about the world of
philanthropy. Finally, I would like to get your counsel about how we can work
together to manage our way through the white water of change and using the Pew
Commission as a resource. We are at a very early stage in developing Pew
Commission U, and it is exactly the right time for you to help shape its agenda. It is
intended to be your agenda. Therefore I welcome your suggestions, your criticisms,
and your imagination-all of these will help us to use this resource better.

Pew Commission I, which is familiar to all of you, laid the groundwork. Three
of the architects of Pew Commission I are participating in this Congress-Sheila Ryan,
Neal Vanselow, and John Hogness. This distinguished group of people really laid the
groundwork.

This group established the commission as an asset for the field. This group
gained the commission visibility, established its credibility, and set down the
foundation for strategic leverage in four areas: federal policy; national organizations;
state health policy or state education policy; and the schools and the infrastructure of
higher education, including the professional associations.

Second, the commission made five generic recommendations, which comprise a
general policy framework.

Third, the commission also established the concept that there are core
competencies that are generic to all health professionals. Competencies are defined as
being what people need to know to function optimally in a reformed health care
system. There is nothing magic about the number 17. Some people argue that they
are competencies; some argue that they are skills. Call them what you will. They
constitute a menu of core concepts that need to be examined in the process of
repositioning the health care establishment of which we are all a part.

Fourth, Pew Commission I, with input from many advisers across the
professions, generated a lot of specific recommendations for strategic action by the
professions. Finally and not insignificant, the commission's reports have served as
useful tools for assessment and planning by some of the professional associations and
some of the schools. That is about the point where most foundations stop. I have a
four-foot-tall shelf that is filled with reports, which were supported by foundations
over the years. Most of the foundations address the reports "to whom it may
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concern." They may have put a little money behind implementing a program or two
to move somebody in some direction. But generally speaking, typical philanthropic
behavior is to try to influence the operating environment by an informed report.

Pew Commission n is a different kind of enterprise. This second phase of
activity represents a commitment by The Pew Charitable Trusts not to stop with a
report addressed "to whom it may concern." The mission of Pew Commission n has
been restated. It is our view that the leadership of the professional health education
establishment agrees intellectually with the need for reform of the educational system
to bring it into sync with what is happening in health reform. But too few schools and
very few faculty members, have in fact bought into this change process. I think there
is a common agenda facing us in leadership responsibilities. It is how we bring the
faculty leadership along.

Pew Commission 11 will be much more ag^essive. We have moved beyond
the policy discussion stage. It is our intent to work on the barriers to reform. We're
using the phrase "to push back on the schools" and using professional, legislative, and
educational superstructure points of intervention. The new mission statement is
succinct. It's to remove the educational and professional practice barriers to
implementing national health care reform. That is the mission statement of Pew
Commission II.

We continue to say that the unit of analysis is the school. But the school to a
great extent is a reflection of structures, policies, and programs that are perpetrated
and maintained by the professional infrastructure, by the associations, by licensure, and
a lot of other factors. So we are taking a very broad approach to our mission.

Pew Commission n will be under the chakmanship of Richard Lamm, the
former three-term governor of Colorado. Dick is an activist. He will be devoting a
considerable amount of his time for the next three years to the commission. The
members of the new commission are being named this month. They are being
selected because they bring demonstrated implementation skills to the table. There is
no attempt to make them representatives of any particular component of professional
education.

The commission is going to hold its first meeting in September in Washington.
There are basically two staff groups. The mother house is in San Francisco, where Ed
O'Neil is located. Now there is also the Washington group,' which I head. I have lead
responsibility for federal policy and the national organization arena.

With regard to Pew Commission 11's arenas of activity, we are now in the
process of identifying the barriers to reform and the strategic leverage points for
managing each of those barriers for change. We're identifying the key players. That
is, those persons who have some ownership, primary stake, or lead role relative to
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interventions in that arena. From that, we'll derive the action options for Pew
Commission n.

During this planning stage, we are not sitting still and waiting for the first
meeting of the commission. We've undertaken some programmiatic initiatives. Others
are being planned. Through all the programmatic initiatives of Pew Commission n,
there is one general operating rule: that is, we will look for and work with partners
such as the Association of Academic Health Centers and forums like this congress.
We're looking for organizations, schools, and other entities to come forward with
partnership vehicles that will help us fulfill our mission.

We've launched model state planning projects in three states: Colorado,
Alabama, and Michigan. We're well along in our explorations of others in Maine,
Missouri, Nebraska, California, and Washington. We are beginning to explore
collaboration with other foundations. We are developing a program through the
National Fund for Medical Education to bring local and regional foundations to the
table as well-informed players in order to assist health professions education at the
community, local, and state levels through the transformation process. By regional
foundations, I mean those like the Duke Endowment in North Carolina, the Flynn .
Foundation in Arizona, and the Cleveland Community Trust. These are formidable
resources in American communities. They are very well plugged into influential
structures, and we're going to make an effort to bring them in as partners with the
commission and in partnerships with the schools so they can bring their significant
resources to the table.

We have been working with the Clinton Administration and the U.S. Congress.
We have provided our staff working paper to the Clintons' Health Care Task Force
work group on workforce issues. It became one of its primary working documents.
There is a grant program that will focus on facilitating the partnerships I discussed.
We are in close touch with The Pew Charitable Trusts to achieve optimal grant
coordination with the larger scale activity that may emanate from Philadelphia.

That's where we are and also where we are not. We have a lot to flesh out.
The identification of barriers, the mapping of strategies, the choice of options in
setting priorities are issues that are still ahead of us. I'm hoping that you will help us
shape that agenda.

The commission is an interesting and unusual example of foundation strategy.
In reality, of course, the Pew Commission is a grant. It's a project, albeit a closely
held project, which is a signature activity of the Trusts that extends beyond the tji^ical
grantmaking business.

Foundations, I don't have to remind you, are independent, nonaccountable,
idiosyncratic private organizations. They defy generalization beyond the legal and
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financial generalities. But it is important for us to recognize that there is an
extraordinary convergence around this reform agenda among the foundation players.

As I reflect on foundation behavior, only twice in the history of American
health foundations has there been any degree of similar convergence of priorities. The
first time was from 1910-1935 when there was powerful focus on the reform of
medical education. The second period was from 1920-1950 when most of the
foundations invested in services related to communicable diseases and communicable

disease research.

Over time, the players have changed. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, and Pew are relatively new as major players.
Several existed on paper and have for many years had small resources. But in terms
of the foundation picture, they are relative newcomers. Over the years, some of the
health foundations have closed. The name Rosenwald doesn't mean anything
anymore, but it was a major player years ago. Rockefeller Foundation and the
Milbank Memorial Fund have faded from the general health services organization
scene. The Commonwealth Fund, W. K. Kellogg Foundation, the Josiah Macy, Jr.
Foundation, and the Hartford Foundation continue to be players in the health field.

I mentioned the regionals earlier, and I think it's important to keep in mind that
there are some corporate players that have become important in recent years. I would
mention HCA and Baxter just as examples. However, I think the outlook for that
particular group of foundations is limited. As I talked to those foundation executives,
including those from the pharmaceutical companies, there is a real sense of caution as
they look at the impact of reform on the largesse of their parent companies. These
executives want to be sure that they don't make commitments that are very large or
too far in the future, because they see their corporations being severely strained.

Looking across the major foundations, I have observed that there has been a
major shift to programs as opposed to random grantmaking. It's very difficult today
to shop the major foundations with a good idea that doesn't fit with an identified
program. That is a shift in programming. Foundations feel that their resources, no
matter how large we imagine them to be, are in fact very limited. And foundations
want more bang for the buck.

There is a very strong trend toward community and local interventions, as
opposed to working through national organizations. That is an inverse development,
more than a conscious one. In the 1960s and 1970s, the federal government was
providing a lot of money to schools and communities for local initiatives. As that
money dried up, foundations began to focus on the local community level. They had
become rather weary of the national organization circuit.
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Now, there is a fundamental weakness in that pattern that affects all of us in
the health care arena. The foundations in general are weak in evaluation and
dissemination. Where they do talk about evaluation, they like to talk about long-term
impact, five years out, on health status of the population or something. That's a
limited view of evaluation. They don't invest adequately in evaluation, including
process. Foundations don't really know how to do it in a broad sense. How do you
transfer a successful experience from LaCrosse, Wisconsin, to Boise, Idaho? One
reason that many foundations don't invest a lot of money in evaluation is because it
looks like operating money. Evaluation changes the image and the distribution of
foundation funds.

It's bothersome that evaluations so often focus on outcomes not process. One
of the myths about foundations is that they take risks and they want to experiment.
But I don't know one of the major foundations today that likes failure. One of the
ways you avoid failure is to minimize the evaluation process and all the risks of
disclosure, particularly process. We would leam as much from very good analyses of
our failures as our successes, but it's not a strength of the foundations. So risk-taking
is a myth. As I look across health foundations, evaluation in general and process
evaluation in particular is a generic weakness.

There is an interesting shift in recent foundation funding to initiatives aimed at
getting to know the public better and attempting to educate the public. Often, that is a
safe surrogate to trying to influence public policy. With program giving has come a
much stronger tendency for foundations to get involved with projects to "muck around
with them." This hands-on tendency is very strong. For example, it may take the
form of getting involved in picking your advisory committees, and suggesting
consultants to use, or suggesting the sites. That's a natural outgrowth of a hands-on
policy. I think it's something we now have to live with, and we must understand that
it is a change in style.

The health foundations are competitive to some extent There is talk about
collaboration but, in fact, collaboration is very elusive. The Pew Charitable Trusts and
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation have shared a few projects and there is a
handful of other collaborative endeavors. But long-term strategic planning and sharing
of information are not institutionalized or sustained.

Foundations as catalysts for change are very idiosyncratic. If you want to
access these resources, you need to be very serious students of the individual entity.
You cannot say, "I'm going to write a proposal, drop 15 in the mail, and hope to
strike gold in one or two or three foundations." It just doesn't work that way
anymore.

One of the most interesting questions is, "What is the foundation world going
to do after health care reform?" I think there is going to be a big program vacuum.
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We should be thinking about the second generation initiatives, both at the school level
and nationally, to which foundation resources can be directed post-reform. Some will
obviously be focusing on the impacts of reform in a very direct sense. For others, it
remains to be seen. They offer very exciting and creative opportunities for the health
education community to open up some new avenues.

I would like you to give us some advice. I hope that you will give some
concrete ideas about priorities and about partnerships that will strengthen the role of
Pew Commission n as a resource to you.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: I would like to express some frustration that emerged from Pew
I. Many of us took to heart the information from The Pew. Charitable Trusts that they
were going to make a strong commitment to refocusing health professions education.
Part of that was going to be a large financial commitment to changing what is going
on in health professions education.

In addition, members of many organizations and disciplines have taken to heart
the recommendations from Pew I: the competencies and the need to embed those in
the curriculum for the future health professional. Many of us stand waiting. In fact,
there is a dichotomy here in the fmstration related to working with professional
organizations on the one hand and providing a charge to professional organizations on
the other hand to have a responsibility in moving the individual professions forward. I
don't see that commitment coming from The Pew Charitable Trusts, and I wondered if
you could respond to that.

DR. FILERMAN: It's a little hard to speak for the trust, but you are saying
that in order to move, it costs money. The leadership issue here is a money issue, but
a lot of people don't agree. There are a lot of options that have to do with leadership
and with other sources of funding, but I certainly think that Pew n needs to address
the gap that you're talking about. I should also say that I know The Pew Charitable
Trusts are rethinking their health program in general, and I'm hoping that the health
professions agenda will be very high in the new program.

QUESTION: In terms of looking at the federal policy and support for graduate
medical education (especially since Pew I had begun to try to bring the professions
together), it would seem very appropriate to focus on support for graduate health
education.

DR. FILERMAN: I absolutely agree with you. I think that's exactly where we
are.

QUESTION: Despite the best intentions, several professions were not included
in the activities of Pew I. Two of them are podiatry and optometry. What are your
intentions to extend Pew's scope under Pew n to include these and other professions
so your work will be more representative of the entire health professions education
enterprise?

DR. FILERMAN: The organization of Pew n has not been raised in the
discussions where I was involved. It's very timely to raise the issue and I will do
that.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTERS

CHAMPIONS NETWORKS FOR EDUCATION AND SERVICE

D. Kay Clawson

I decided I would try to be brief and to weave something of a personal agenda
into this topic. I am not what you would call a mainliner in terms of medical
organization. A female osteopath brought me into this world and was my pediatrician.
I didn't realize that all doctors weren't female until I was probably eight or nine. I
started my medical career as a hospital corpsman in the Navy, then rose all the way up
to become a laboratory technician. I then practiced laboratory technology in the
private sector and moved on into medicine. I became interested in programs for
physician assistants as well as a nurse practitioner program and became involved in
health manpower studies. For five years, I did health manpower assessments, looking
at efficiency in literally hundreds of practices. I also spent 13 years assessing itinerant
clinics in the remote rural areas of Alaska in Native Alaskan villages. So you can see,
I've had a series of different experiences that color what I'm going to say.

I was also profoundly influenced by the writings of Toffler's Future Shocks
published in 1970. I came away from that book feeling that the only sure thing that
you could count on was change, and that change was happening rapidly. Toffler
divided people into three categories. The first category was "past people," people
who lived in the past and only wanted to get back to the good old days. He felt those
people were lost in our society, and there was not much you could do about them; he
kind of discarded them.

The second category was "present people," or those people who live in the
present and are frustrated by it but don't really have the courage to reach out and try
to change things. Toffler thought there was hope for these people. Those are the ones
we should be concentrating on. Then he talked about the "future people," people who
loved change, embraced change, and made change happen. He said those were going
to be the happy people.

As we look at health care past, present, and future, it's quite clear that change
was moving very rapidly before the Clinton Administration. Having a President and
indeed a First Lady who are pushing health reform will only accelerate that change,
which is long overdue. Most of us accept the fact that we need radical change in the
health care delivery system. Then you have to ask the question, "If we all accept that
we need to change, why has it been so slow in coming?"

I am absolutely convinced that the problem we face in academic medicine is
"turfdom." We stake out turfs by our various health professional organizations.
Instead of health professionals' banding together to decide how we can take better care
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of and provide better health services for a population, we each tend to look at how
change can impact upon our own professions. Each profession wants maximum
professional autonomy.

Jurisdictional disputes are not just among the professions but within the
professions. The problem is not insufficient money. The problem is not lack of
government programs or spending. The government is spending a tremendous amount.
And it isn't the legal profession or the pharmaceutical industry or the insurance
industry. The problem rests specifically with what I have termed collective
professionalism. Hence, if you accept the fact that it is the professional turfdom or the
professionalism of each one of our organizations' trying desperately to get its
particular place in the sun, then you can say we have the best opportunity to address
the problems.

If the professions are ever going to practice together, we have to be educated
together. As long as physicians educate physicians, nurses educate nurses, physical
therapists educate physical therapists, we're going to continue to produce a group of
specialists who will be turf-oriented. And we're going to perpemate the difficulty that
we now have in providing a seamless health care system to the American public.

We have to have a goal of providing this seamless care, whether it's in
prevention or in high tech medicine. We need to read the point where a physical
therapist can do an evaluation and an examination of a back or a nurse clinician in the
primary care setting can teach medical students how to do physical assessment. Then,
we will finally begin to solve these problems because we will know each other. We
will be mentors and teachers, but we will be coming from different disciplines.

Since its beginning, the Association of Academic Health Centers has made
human resources its top concern, looking at how health professions can work for the
betterment of society. We have a tremendous opportunity, because we are the one
organization that can bring together all the health professions to sit down at the table
as we're doing at this congress.

Our major focus and long-term goal has to be better health care for the
American public. But our immediate goal has to be far more specific. We must
address the numbers and types of health care professionals needed in a modem health
care prevention and delivery system and work collectively to get to that goal.

Together we must do this; we must not be divisive. We must work on these
things so 5iat we can put together the health care teams that most people are talking
about. We must encourage our policymakers to expand and improve programs on the
national as well as the state level. And we have to provide access to everybody.
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As an association we can make an impact through the expansion of the
National Health Service Corps, the Area Health Education Centers, and the community
health centers. If we want a quick payout, we could expand those programs. When I
say expand those programs, I'm not talking just about expanding them in medicine.
I'm talking about expanding them in medicine, in dentistry, in podiatry, in nursing, in
the allied health disciplines. We have the models. They're in place. We don't have
to reinvent the bureaucracy.

We have an overabundance of programs at the federal and state levels as well
as through the foundations. The sad thing is that many of these programs are fighting
for clients. There are overlapping jurisdictions; there's confusion as to who takes
charge of this or that. We'll find that in a given family, one member will qualify
under one program and another under another program. We have duplication of effort.
I think we have to get together and get behind a few of these programs. Many of us
in academic health centers believe we must establish educational networks and service

networks and that they must work together. We must utilize health professionals to
the maximum of their current training. Indeed, I would say expand functions where
minimal additional education becomes necessary.

Each program must be flexible in looking at alternate sites within our
communities where we can educate our students to function collaboratively with each
and every health professional who is needed.

I've heard many times that the academic health center is the problem, not the
solution, to our health care crisis. I believe we can meet this concern, and to the
extent that it might be true, we can make those necessary changes. We can not only
be part of the solution, but also we can take a leadership role in producing health care
professionals who are modeled for what society needs and is demanding. This is true
whether the need exists in the rural areas, urban ghettoes, or affluent suburbs.

It's essential that we contribute to the solution, whether it is better prenatal
care, more appropriate high tech care, or ways in which we can assist our elderly
population to live in their own homes and die with dignity surrounded by firiends and
family in familiar surroundings.

The challenge is enormous, the opportunities tremendous. Yes, there is a crisis.
The flip side of crisis is opportunity. Let us pause for a moment to think about how
we can be a player in a meaningful way to make changes in the way we conduct our
business.

Yes, we must pull the various federal,,state, and private foundation programs
together so we can access them in academic health centers or community centers.
We, the educators, must form these linkages, form these networks, and form these
partnerships.
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Our academic health centers must take a leadership role. We must take a role
that will provide a seamless type of care and integrate our educational system into a
delivery system that will accomplish this so that we can provide care for all of our
citizens without bringing us into bankruptcy.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: Would you share with us some of the reasons why educating
together doesn't work?

DR. CLAWSON: First, many schools operate on either a quarter or semester
basis; class hours are fixed in a curriculum that is basically tied to a university-college
schedule. Medical schools and residency training are on block time. So we could
never get schedules that would mesh in a way that we could have any meaningful
interchange. So either medical schools and residencies have to go to a university
calendar or the health professions have to go to block scheduling to make it work.

We found there is no way you can teach the same material to a person who is
probably 19 or 20 years old and in the third year of college and also teach it
effectively to an individual who is 24 or 25 and has already had years of experience-
maybe four or five years of college and certainly three years into medicine.

Now, where it is working right now, and I'm delighted to see it, in the nurse
clinician program. That is a postbaccalaureate program that requires the individuals to
spend 2 years in nurse practice before they come into the program. They are very
mature, they are much older, they mesh, and it's going very well.

QUESTION: I'd like to know your definition of primary care. Some people
describe it by discipline; some describe it by the systems; some describe it by what the
community asks for. Could we have your definition?

DR. CLAWSON: I think we're talking about an individual who has a breadth
of training so that he or she can be a first contact person who can care for 70 or 80
percent of patient complaints, whether visual, auditory, ENT, heart, lung, GI,
musculoskeletal or anything else. Primary care providers can cover all these areas for
the basic, simple things. To me, that's primary care.

DR. BULGER: I think the definitional problem is real, and clearly what you're
referring to is the first contact person who can provide some continuing ongoing care
to individuals in a personal manner that is fairly comprehensive. But I think one of
the watchwords now is the initial COPC, which is community-oriented primary care.
That is an attempt to combine the population-based needs of a community with the
care that is rendered. For example, a primary caregiver in a community of migrant
workers should have the capability to respond to dental problems, which is a major
health problem among this population. Care should be oriented appropriately.
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Primary care is a little bit of a buzzword now, but I think it does have some
meaning, and I think it is associated with empowering the community to decide what
it wants and needs and to find out from the community whether they are happy and
satisfied with the care they receive. It orients us not only to the primary individual
who might be personally rendering lots of care, but it focuses upon a team of people
who can provide a proper array of services.

QUESTION: Where do families fit into this?

DR. CLAWSON: I don't think we have an answer. We should have people
who have trained in a family practice setting, if you will—people who have had at least
30 or 40 percent of their training in behavior medicine. They can handle a
tremendous amount of family problems as well as mental health. Because they're
sensitive to such issues, they then know when to bring people into family counseling
sessions; they know when to send people to a psychologist or whether a psychiatrist or
medication is needed and things of that nature.

Now, maybe this is idealistic thinking, when we see how few family
practitioners we have out there. At the moment, we're shifting to using the well-
trained nurse clinician. I see a variety of players in there as first contact people.
Those of us who really believe in the primary care provider also believe that he or she
can in fact send patients to a dentist for dental care when it is needed, and that dental
care should be in the package.

QUESTION: I'm surprised that I haven't heard much about the VA system
here. I'm from the College of Pharmacy at the University of Illinois. When we
worked with the VA, we were greeted with the problem of very many patients and not
enough health care professionals. We sat down with the chief of staff for ambulatory
care and divided up clinics. We looked to see what discipline could best serve those
clinics. Many times, pharmacy was the answer. Sometimes it was nursing; sometimes
it was another group.

We set up different sets of clinics, which were run by different health care
professionals. In that way, we also took other peoples' students and trained them. For
instance, I had an anti-coagulation clinic, so I would train medical students, nursing
students, and pharmacy students in that particular area. In return, other clinics took
my students and trained them in physical assessment and other areas. Do you have
any perspective on the VA and these training issues?

DR. BULGER: I think what you're doing is underscoring the fact that there is
a lot of experimentation going on.

DR. CLAWSON: Your comments may stimulate a lot of people in the room
to look at that. I've never heard of it on the educational side. The only place I know
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about is Kaiser Pennanente in Oakland. At their clinic, they work in exactly the same
way.

QUESTION: You talked about turfdom. I haven't heard anyone talk about
organizational restructuring to do these kinds of things. I'm also hearing that it can
happen out in the field. What about the structure of health science centers? Is this
departmentalism or feudalism the best way for medicine, nursing, and the other
professions to be organized? We talk about having teams; is the organizational
structure supporting those goals?

DR. CLAWSON: We had a dean of nursing who abolished all the
departments in the school of nursing; the school has taken off like gangbusters because
it rid itself of internal turf fighting. It is that same dean who has recommended that
we restructure conceptually, so that we structure in a way that would have units,
including one involved with molecular medicine, one with organ systems, one with
primary care, and one with tertiary care. She is very enthusiastic, but hasn't received
much support from the traditionalists in the school of medicine.

DR. BULGER: We can use the term "reinvention" or "restructuring" and not
make any changes that are significant. I think we're going to have to wait to see how
the environment changes completely before we can get some of the entrenched people
to be willing to change. But I think the discussions and the preparatory work still
have to go on.
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